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Preface

Spatial audio is a dynamic and rapidly evolving field, the consequence of being 
closely linked to advances in computer technology and digital signal processing. 
The democratisation of virtual reality hardware available as consumer devices has 
moved the field towards applications and further away from traditional laboratory 
research. This book, Advances in Fundamental and Applied Research on Spatial 
Audio, includes eight peer-reviewed chapters on this exciting area of research. The 
chapters are organised into three sections: “Acoustic Methodology,” “Perception,” 
and “Applications.”

The first section addresses advances related to both loudspeaker and headphone 
presentation in the context of spatial audio. For loudspeaker reproduction, the first 
chapter in this section discusses requirements for 3D audio from the perspectives 
of physical modelling and output-based measurements, considering the special 
requirements for sound-field control and including new metrics that simplify the 
interpretation of loudspeaker properties at individual points, sound zones, and 
across the entire sound field. For headphone reproduction, the second chapter 
provides an overview of state-of-the-art methods for capturing personalised 
 head-related transfer functions (HRTFs).

The second section addresses binaural spatial perception, considering its quantifica-
tion, multimodal interactions, and the limitations of reverberation perception. The 
first chapter in this section presents a meta-analysis of raw data from several studies 
and discusses HRTF performance evaluation methods and metrics, highlighting 
issues in both the design of evaluation protocols and the selection of metrics for better 
comparisons between studies. The second chapter examines the influences of the 
presence and characteristics of acoustic and visual environments on the perceived 
distance and room size, employing an extra-aural headset and a semi-panoramic 
stereoscopic projection. The third chapter provides an overview of recent research 
on reverberation perception in a binaural surround-sound context, with a focus on 
how to enable more efficient reproduction of realistic sound scenes. Special emphasis 
is given to Ambisonics-based techniques and the effect of spatial resolution on the 
perceptual quality of binaural reproduction.

The third and final section focuses on applied research and includes three  chapters. 
The first chapter presents a method for improved rendering of Ambisonic sound 
fields incorporating ear orientation under the term Bilateral Ambisonics, an 
Ambisonic representation of the sound field formulated at both ears. The second 
chapter examines, in the context of modern automotive acoustic and audio environ-
ments, the fundamental and practical aspects of acoustic echo cancellation, noise 
reduction, reverberation reduction, and beamforming signal processing methods, 
with the aim of spatially enhancing signals and creating listening zones in cars. The 
final chapter addresses several case studies conducted in various settings, comparing 
the experiences of orchestra conductors and instrumentalists monitoring their 
performances with binaural and stereo headphone-based sound reproduction.
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Chapter 1

Modeling and Testing of
Loudspeakers Used in Sound-Field
Control
Wolfgang Klippel

Abstract

This chapter describes the physical modeling and output-based measurement of
loudspeakers, essential hardware components in sound-field control. A gray box
model represents linear, time-variant, nonlinear, and non-deterministic signal dis-
tortions. Each distortion component requires a particular measurement technique
that includes test stimulus generation, sound pressure measurement at selected
points in 3D space, and signal analysis for generating meaningful metrics. Near-
field scanning measures all signal components at a large signal-to-noise ratio with
minor errors caused by loudspeaker positioning, air temperature, room reflections,
and ambient noise. Holographic postprocessing based on a spherical wave expan-
sion separates the direct sound from room reflections to assess the linear output and
signal distortion. New metrics are presented that simplify the interpretation of
the loudspeaker properties at single points, sound zones, and over the entire
sound-field.

Keywords: loudspeaker directivity, near-field scanning, signal distortion, nonlinear
loudspeaker modeling, sound-field control, spatial sound application

1. Introduction

Loudspeakers play an essential role in spatial sound applications, such as con-
ventional multi-channel sound reproduction, beam steering [1], wave-field recon-
struction [2], higher-order ambisonics [3], immersive audio [4], and multi-zone
contrast control [5]. Those techniques require many loudspeakers arranged in lin-
ear, planar, circular, and spherical arrays [6] to satisfy the spatial sampling theorem
at higher frequencies and provide desired directivity, sufficient sound power out-
put, and audio quality. Cost, size, weight, and energy consumption are critical
factors limiting the practical application.

Sound-field control techniques can use model-based or data-based methods to
calculate the individual driving signals for the loudspeakers. Both approaches prefer
an idealized loudspeaker model, usually assuming a linear, time-invariant transfer
behavior and omnidirectional radiation while ignoring undesired properties (e.g.,
distortion) and physical limitations of the loudspeaker.

Loudspeakers are not always omnidirectional, especially at high frequencies.
Various theories [7–9] consider and exploit the loudspeaker directivity in sound-
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field control. There are exciting opportunities for loudspeaker arrays exploiting a
higher-order spherical wave model used in reverberant rooms [10].

Standard characteristics describe the loudspeaker directivity in the far-field [11].
Still, this information is less relevant in applications for home, automotive, or public
address systems where either the radiating surface is large (e.g., arrays, flat panel)
or the distance to the listener is small. Choi et al. [12] showed that active control
could cope with those conditions if the near-field properties of the loudspeaker are
considered.

Xiaohui et al. [13] showed that loudspeaker nonlinearities degrade the performance
of spatial sound control, as nonlinear distortions limit the acoustic contrast between
“bright” and “dark” sound zones. Cobianchi et al. [14] proposed a method for mea-
suring the directivity of the nonlinear distortion in the far-field by using sinusoidal and
multi-tone stimuli. Such tests performed in the near and far-field generate a signifi-
cant test effort and a high amount of data that can be difficult to interpret.

Olsen and Møller [15] showed that typical ambient temperature variations in
automotive applications change the loudspeaker properties in ways that compro-
mise the sound zone performance significantly. Production variability, heating of
the voice coil, fatigue, and aging of the suspension and other soft parts (cone) can
change the loudspeaker properties over time and degrade the performance in a non-
adaptive control solution.

This chapter presents models and measurement techniques to assess the loud-
speaker transfer behavior from the input to the sound pressure at any point in the
sound-field. The objective is to generate comprehensive information for selecting
loudspeakers for spatial sound applications, simulating the performance, including
room interaction, and maintaining sound quality over product life.

Such measurements are intended to provide meaningful characteristics that
describe the sound pressure at a local point, over a listening zone, or in all direc-
tions, simplifying loudspeaker diagnostics.

2. General loudspeaker modeling

A single loudspeaker system used in spatial audio applications can be modeled
by a multiple-input-multiple-output system (MIMO), as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.
Modeling a loudspeaker system with multiple channels in spatial sound applications.
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The loudspeaker input signals

ui ¼ fDSP w1,w2, … ,wNDSPð Þ i ¼ 1, … ,Nu (1)

are generated by sound-field control or other DSP algorithms fDSP applied to
audio signals wm. The input signal ui can be an analog voltage at the loudspeaker
terminals or a digital data stream using other electrical, optical, or wireless trans-
mission means. For each input signal ui, the loudspeaker system uses at least one
electro-acoustical transducer (woofer, tweeter, full-band driver) that generates a
sound pressure pi(r) at an evaluation point r under free-field condition. In modern
loudspeaker systems, the transduction block fSP,i(ui,r) also performs amplification,
equalization, active speaker protection against mechanical and thermal overload
[16], and adaptive nonlinear control to cancel undesired signal distortion [17]. The
total sound pressure output pT(r) is a linear superposition of the contributions pi(r)
from all transduction blocks described as

pT rð Þ ¼
XNu

i¼1

pi rð Þ ¼
XNu

i¼1

fSP,i ui, rð Þ (2)

while assuming a negligible coupling between the loudspeaker channels in the
electrical, mechanical, or acoustical domain. This assumption is valid for trans-
ducers radiating sound independently into the free-field but not for multiple trans-
ducers mounted in one enclosure and working on the same air volume.

The function fSP,i(ui, r) describes the nonlinear and time-variant relationship
between input ui and output signal pi(r).

The following chapter describes a single loudspeaker channel’s modeling, mea-
surement, and quality assessment while omitting the subscript i in the input voltage
u (uj = 0 for j 6¼ i) and the sound pressure output p(r).

Figure 2 shows a gray box model representing the nonlinear, time-variant func-
tion fSP(u, r) under free-field conditions. At small input signal amplitudes, the
linear spatial transfer function HL(f,r) describes the loudspeaker behavior, assum-
ing that other signal distortions are negligible. Still, additional noise n(r) generated
by electronics or external sources can corrupt the sound pressure output.

The time-variant transfer function HV(f,t) represents reversible and
nonreversible changes in the loudspeaker properties caused by the stimulus, climate
[15], heating [18], aging, fatigue [19], and other external influences. The function
HV(f,t) is independent of the evaluation point r because the dominant time-variant
processes are in the electrical and mechanical domains. For example, the voice coil
resistance [18], the natural frequencies, and loss factors of the modal vibrations
[20] affect the sound-field in the same way. Variations of the mode shape, box
geometry, and other boundaries can change the loudspeaker directivity but are

Figure 2.
Gray box model of a single loudspeaker channel describing the relationship between the input signal u and
sound pressure output p(r) at an evaluation point r in the free-field.
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neglected in the modeling. The HV(f,t) variation can be monitored by endurance,
environmental or accelerated-life testing defined in various loudspeaker standards
[11, 21].

Nonlinear subsystem NI and ND generate harmonics and intermodulation
distortions at higher amplitudes. The first nonlinear system NI in the feedback
loop in Figure 2 represents the dominant nonlinearities [22] in the transduction and
the mechanical suspension such as force factor, voice coil inductance, and stiffness
of a moving coil speaker [23]. A network with lumped parameters models the
nonlinear dynamics by generating equivalent input distortion uI added to the
input signal u and transferred via the linear transfer path to any point r in the
sound-field [11].

The second nonlinear subsystem ND(r) in Figure 2 represents nonlinearities in
the cone, diaphragm, surround, horn, port, and other acoustic elements and gener-
ates distributed distortion pD(r). The distributed distortion pD(r) depends on the
point r and cannot be represented by equivalent input distortion.

The nonlinear distortions uI and pD(r) are considered in loudspeaker design
because they affect the maximum output, audio quality, size, cost, and reliability.
Finally, the distortions accepted as regular properties give the best performance-
cost ratio for the end-user.

Imperfections in the design, manufacturing problems, overload, and other mal-
function (“rub&buzz”) generate irregular dynamics perceived as abnormal distor-
tion pID(r) that is partly not deterministic and not predictable.

3. Acoustical loudspeaker measurements

The free model parameters and other signal-dependent characteristics intro-
duced in the gray box model presented in Section 2 can be identified by acoustic
measurements.

The sound pressure can be modeled as a superposition of desired and undesired
signal components in the time domain as

p t, rð Þ ¼ pL t, rð Þ þ pV t, rð Þ þ pN t, rð Þ þ pID t, rð Þ þ n t, rð Þ (3)

and in the frequency domain as a corresponding Fourier spectrum:

P f , rð Þ ¼ F p t, rð Þf g
¼ PL f , rð Þ þ PV f , rð Þ þ PN f , rð Þ þ PID f , rð Þ þN f , rð Þ (4)

The component pL represents the desired linear output separated from signal
distortion components pV, pN, pID, and n corresponding to the time-variant proper-
ties, regular loudspeaker nonlinearities, and abnormal distortion generated by
irregular vibration and measurement noise, respectively.

New output-based measurement techniques compliant with IEC 60268–21 [11]
provide accurate data with sufficient spatial resolution in a non-anechoic environ-
ment with minimum test effort (time, equipment).

The following sections will discuss those signal components in greater detail.

3.1 Loudspeaker positioning

The positioning of the loudspeaker in the 3D space is clearly defined by IEC
60268–21 [11] using a spherical coordinate system using the polar angle θ, azimuthal
angle ϕ, and distance r. The origin O is placed at a convenient reference point rref,
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usually on the radiator’s surface, grill, or enclosure, close to the supposed acoustical
center. A reference axis nref is orthogonal to the radiator’s surface, and the orienta-
tion vector oref usually points upwards in a vertical direction.

3.2 Test environment

To ensure the reproducibility of the test result, it is common practice to measure
loudspeakers under free-field conditions using a full-space (4π) or half-space (2π)
environment. A half-space anechoic room with a solid ground floor is convenient
for moving large and heavy loudspeaker systems and measuring loudspeakers
mounted in or placed at a short distance from walls. The IEC standard [11] defines
various methods of testing and postprocessing to generate simulated free-field
conditions in a non-anechoic environment.

3.3 Far-field measurement

The traditional way to assess the loudspeaker directivity is the measurement of
the spatial transfer function HL(f,rD,θ,ϕ) between the input u and the sound pres-
sure output p(rD,θ,ϕ) under far-field condition [11]. The distance rD between the
loudspeaker and microphone should be much larger than the size of the speaker and
acoustic wavelength. The 1/r law valid in the far-field allows extrapolating the
complex transfer function to other distances r as

HL f , r, θ,ϕð Þ ¼ HL f , rD, θ,ϕð Þ rD
r
e�jk r�rDð Þ (5)

using the wavenumber k = 2πf/c0 and the speed of sound c0. Large loud-
speakers such as loudspeaker arrays, soundbars, flat-panel speakers, and horn
loudspeakers require a large measurement distance rD and a sizeable anechoic room
with good air conditioning to keep the variance of the temperature field sufficiently
small.

The choice of measured directions determines the angular resolution of the
directional gain [11], the accuracy of coverage angle [11], and other derived far-
field characteristics. 2-degree angular resolution, needed for some professional
loudspeakers, requires about 16,000 measurement points. Rotating a large and
heavy loudspeaker over all combinations of the two angles requires robust and
accurate robotics with speed ramps to accelerate and deaccelerate the mass. A
microphone array speeds up the test by simultaneously measuring the sound pres-
sure at multiple points without moving the loudspeaker.

Common far-field measurements usually provide no information about the
accuracy of the measured data. They cannot indicate errors related to the position-
ing of loudspeakers or microphones, insufficient sampling of complex directivity
patterns, or acoustical disturbances due to wind, air temperature, static sound
pressure, or ambient noise [15].

Minor positioning errors and normal variation of the speed of sound, which is
usually not critical for the amplitude response, can cause significant errors in the
phase response and degrade the performance of 3D sound applications. For exam-
ple, a deviation of the room temperature by 2 Kelvin during the test changes the
speed of sound by 1.2 m/s and the acoustic propagation time by 50 μs at a measure-
ment distance r = 5 m, which is required to ensure far-field condition for large
loudspeakers. This time delay corresponds to a positioning error of 17 mm and
generates a phase error of 36 degrees at 2 kHz, increasing linearly with frequency
and reaching 180 degrees at 10 kHz.
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3.4 Near-field measurement

The IEC standard 60268–21 [11] recommends measurements in the near-field,
which overcome the restrictions and problems faced in the far-field. However, the
1/r law in Eq. (5) is not applicable, and a holographic measurement technique that
scans the sound pressure and fits a spherical wave model to measured data is
required.

Figure 3 shows a scanning system used for measuring the sound pressure
generated by a loudspeaker placed at a fixed position on a post. The
microphone moves in three axes in cylindrical coordinates (r,φ,z) to multiple test
points rk ∈ Sr distributed on a double layer grid Sr close to the speaker’s surface
[24]. Moving a lighter microphone instead of rotating the heavier loudspeaker
simplifies the robotics, allows faster speed ramps, and reduces the positioning error.
Those opportunities make it possible to generate redundancy in the collected data
and check the measurement’s accuracy.

The scanning points are distributed on two concentric layers, as shown in
Figure 3, to measure the local derivative of the sound pressure like a sound
intensity probe. That is the basis for separating the outgoing wave comprising direct
sound radiated by the loudspeaker (e.g., diaphragm) from the incoming wave
generated by reflections on the positioning arm of the robotics, ground floor, and
room walls. The close distance to the sound source increases the direct sound,
which increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by more than 20 dB and signifi-
cantly reduces the phase error caused by varying air properties in far-field
measurements.

4. Spatial transfer function

The spatial transfer function HL(f,r) describes the linear relationship between
input spectrum U(f) and sound pressure spectrum PL(f,r) generated by the loud-
speaker at any point r under the free-field condition as a spherical wave expansion
in Eq. (6) using general solutions Bout(f, r) of the Helmholtz equation weighted by
complex coefficients in vector CL(f) [25]:

Figure 3.
Nearfield measurement by placing the loudspeaker at a fixed position and moving a microphone with robotics
over the scanning grid close to the speaker surface.
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HL f , rð Þ ¼ PL f , r, θ,ϕð Þ
U fð Þ ¼ CL fð ÞBOUT f , rð Þ

¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

cLn,m fð Þh 2ð Þ
n krð ÞYm

n θ,ϕð Þ
(6)

The spherical coordinates allow a separation of angular dependency using the
spherical harmonics Ym

n θ,ϕð Þ from the radial dependency using the Hankel function
of the second kind hn

(2)(kr). The spherical harmonics have orthonormal properties
representing a monopole (n = 0), dipoles (n = 1), quadrupoles (n = 2), and more
complex sources with increasing order n.

Figure 4 illustrates the expansion for a woofer operated in a sealed enclosure at
200 Hz. The measured directivity pattern is presented as a target on the lower
left-hand side and compared with the wave model for rising maximum order N.
The expansion can be truncated at N = 3 because 16 coefficients weighting the
spherical harmonics provide sufficient accuracy. Higher-order terms can be
ignored at 200 Hz because they are 50 dB below the total sound power. The
contribution of the higher-order terms rises with frequency and is required to
explain the directivity pattern at 1 kHz, as shown in the upper diagram on the
right-hand side.

The Hankel function hn
(2)(kr) in Eq. (6) models the decay of the sound pressure

with rising distancer r from expansion point re of the spherical wave expansion. In
the near-field for r < rfar, the 1/r law is not valid anymore because sound pressure
and particle velocity are not in phase, generating an increase in the apparent power
at lower distances [24]. In the far-field r> > rfar, the sound pressure decreases
inversely with the rising distance r giving 6 dB less output for doubling the distance.
Thus, the apparent sound power radiated from the loudspeaker is constant and
corresponds to the real power.

Figure 5 shows the power Πn(r) contributed by spherical waves of order n to the
total apparent power Πa(r). Only the order n = 0 (monopole) generates a constant
power output for all distances while the steepness of the power curve Πn(r) in the
near-field increases with the order n of the waves.

Figure 4.
Modeling the total sound power frequency response (upper right) and directivity pattern at 200 Hz (below) of a
loudspeaker by spherical wave model (upper left).
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4.1 Parameters of the linear model

The optimum coefficients CL(f) in the spherical wave model in Eq. (6) can be
calculated by minimizing the mean squared error between the response H0

L (f,rk)
measured at scanning points rk ∈ Sr and the modeled responses as

CL fð Þ ¼ argMIN
C

XKr

k¼1

H0
L f , rkð Þ � C fð ÞBOUT fð , rkÞ

�� ��2 (7)

Normalizing the mean squared error in Eq. (7) with the total output power gives
a valuable criterion e for checking the measurement’s spherical wave expansion
accuracy [24].

Figure 6 shows the normalized fitting error e in the wave expansion with rising
total order N. A single monopole expansion (N = 0) already gives an error reduction
of 10 dB at 100 Hz. Considering the monopole and the three dipoles (N = 1) can
reduce the error to minus 20 dB at 100 Hz, which means the model can explain 99%
of the output power. A wave expansion of order N = 5 requiring at least 36 mea-
surement points describes the sound output of the woofer channel below 1 kHz with
sufficient accuracy (e < 1%). The increase of the fitting error at higher frequencies
indicates that higher-order terms are required in the expansion to model the direc-
tivity at higher frequencies.

This example shows that the loudspeaker properties determine the maximum
order N of the expansion, the number of measurement points Kr required to iden-
tify the coefficients Ci(f), and the total scanning time.

For acoustic, esthetic, or technical reasons, most loudspeakers have a natural
symmetry in the diaphragm’s shape, the cone placement on the front side of the
cabinet, and the enclosure’s geometry. Symmetry factors [24] calculated from iden-
tified coefficients CL(f) during the scanning process reveal the loudspeaker’s left/
right or top/bottom single-plane, dual-plane or rotational symmetry. This informa-
tion can be used to align the loudspeaker position and orientation with spherical
harmonics to reduce the number of measurement points required to fit the wave

Figure 5.
Total apparent sound power Πa(r) (thick line) generated by a loudspeaker versus radial distance r and the
contribution Πn(r) of the spherical waves of order n (thin lines).
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expansion. As illustrated in Figure 7, considering the rotational symmetry can
reduce the number of measurement points to 4%, significantly speeding up the
scanning process.

4.2 Simulated free-field condition

The measurement of the spatial transfer function requires free-field conditions
or at least simulated free-field conditions as defined in IEC standard 60268–21 [11].

The absorption of the lined walls in “anechoic” rooms is usually imperfect at low
frequencies where the wavelength of the standing waves exceeds the thickness of

Figure 6.
Normalized fitting error e versus frequency f of the spherical wave expansion truncated at maximum order N
(above) and corresponding identified directivity pattern shown as a balloon-plot for the corresponding order N
compared with the measured target response (left-hand side below).

Figure 7.
Exploiting symmetry in the loudspeaker geometry to reduce the number of measurement points required for the
spherical wave expansion.
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the lining. Gating the sound pressure signal and windowing of the impulse response
provides good results at higher frequencies but degrade the frequency resolution at
low frequencies.

The wave separation technique based on near-field scanning on two surfaces
[25] can be used to separate the direct sound from the room reflections at low and
middle frequencies and complements the windowing technique at higher frequen-
cies. The measured transfer function H0

L (f,rk) with rk ∈ Sr corrupted by room
reflections can be modeled by a spherical wave expansion [26]

H0
L f , rkð Þ ¼ C fð ÞB f , rkð Þ ¼ CL fð ÞBOUT f , rkð Þ þ CSR fð ÞBSR f , rkð Þ

¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

coutn,mh
2ð Þ
n krð Þ þ cSRn,mJn krð Þ

� �
Ym
n θ,φð Þ (8)

considering outgoing wave BOUT(f,rk) radiated by the loudspeaker as used in
Eq. (6) and reflected waves BSR(f,rk) represented by Bessel functions of the first
kind Jn(kr). The optimal coefficients CL and CSR minimizing the mean squared
error between measured and modeled response can be estimated by

C fð Þ ¼ CL fð Þ CSR fð Þ½ �

¼ argMIN
C

XKr

k¼1

H0
L f , rkð Þ � C fð ÞB fð , rkÞ

�� ��2 (9)

The coefficients CSR(f) provide the SPL response of the sound reflections shown
as a dashed curve in Figure 8 that corrupts the measurement and causes a
significant error below 1 kHz in the measured SPL response (thin green solid line).
The CL(f) represents the SPL direct sound (thick blue solid line) measured under
simulated free-field conditions.

4.3 Interpretation of the spatial transfer function

The interpretation of the spatial transfer function HL(f,r) can be simplified by
calculating the SPL frequency response at point r in decibel as

LSP f , rð Þ ¼ 20lg
HL f , rð Þj j~u

pref

 !
dB (10)

Figure 8.
Generating simulated free-field conditions at low frequencies by separating direct sound (solid line) from the
room reflections (dashed line) in the measured SPL frequency response (thin line).
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using a fixed RMS value ~u of the input signal u(t) and the reference sound
pressure pref = 20μPa. The SPL frequency response displayed in 2D or 3D plots
(polar, balloon, contour) shows the directional dependency versus angles θ and ϕ in
the far-field r > rfar as shown in Figure 9 and the local dependence versus Carte-
sians coordinates x,y,z in the near and far-field in Figure 10.

The phase response at point r calculated as

φ f , rð Þ ¼ arg HL f , rð Þð Þ
¼ φM f , rð Þ þ φA f , rð Þ � 2πf τ rð Þ (11)

provides essential information for combining multiple loudspeaker channels in
systems and arrays and applying DSP processing to control the sound-field. The
total phase response φ(f,r) can be decomposed into three parts: The minimal phase
φM(f, r) corresponds to the amplitude response |HL(f, r)| via the Hilbert Transform.
The all-pass phase φM(f,r) reveals the polarity and other loudspeaker properties. A
critical part is a total time delay

Figure 9.
Visualization styles for the far-field directional SPL response LSP(f,r,θ, ϕ) in spherical coordinates.

Figure 10.
Visualization of the SPL of the direct sound-field LSP(f,x,y,z) generated by a loudspeaker at 2 kHz outside the
scanning surface.
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τ rð Þ ¼ τDSP þ r� rej j
c0 TA rð Þ,P0ð Þ (12)

comprising the latency τDSP [11] in DSP processing and the acoustical delay
depending on the distance |r-re| and the local speed of sound c0, which is a function
of the temperature field TA(r) and the static sound pressure P0.

The (real) sound power ΠL(f) radiated by the loudspeaker into the far-field can
be calculated by multiplying the wave coefficients CL(f) with its Hermitian trans-
pose:

ΠL fð Þ ¼ CL fð ÞCH
L fð Þ

2ρ0ck
2 U fð Þj j2 (13)

This sound power ΠL(f) is a valuable metric for describing the global acoustic
output of the loudspeaker by a single value. Still, it is also a convenient basis to
estimate the mean sound pressure of the diffuse sound generated in a non-anechoic
room if the reverberation time is known [11].

5. Time-variant distortion

The gray box model from Figure 2 describes the time-variant distortion spec-
trum Pv(f,r|t) at any point r in the sound-field as

PV f , rjtð Þ ¼ HV f tjð Þ � 1ð ÞHL f , rð ÞU fð Þ (14)

Using the spatial transfer HL(f,r), and the input spectrum U(f), and the time-
variant transfer function H(f|t), which can be identified as the ratio

HV f tjð Þ≈ H f , r tjð Þ
H f , r t0jð Þ (15)

of two spatial transfer functions H(f,r|t0) and H(f,r|t) measured on the same
loudspeaker unit under identical measurement conditions (environment, evalua-
tion point r) at a reference time t0 and a later evaluation time t. The reference
measurement at t0 assesses the loudspeaker under climatized standard conditions
using a small stimulus generating negligible heating and nonlinear distortion. The
subsequent measurement at time t can be performed with any stimulus providing
sufficient excitation of the loudspeaker. This measurement requires no scanning
process, and the calculated time-variant transfer function Hv(f|t) is independent of
the choice of the evaluation point r. Placing the microphone in the near-field
ensures a good SNR.

This model is able to predict the amplitude compression at any point r in the
sound-field defined in agreement with IEC standard 60268–21 [11] in decibel as

CAC f , r tjð Þ ¼ �20lg HV f tjð Þj jð ÞdB (16)

and the phase deviation:

Δφ f , r tjð Þ ¼ arg HV f tjð Þð Þ (17)

The voice coil heating in professional stage loudspeakers can cause significant
amplitude compression (up to 6 dB) in the output signal. Fatigue and climate
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changes can also shift the resonance frequencies of modal cone vibrations, causing
more than 90-degree phase deviation. Those variations can impair the intended
superposition of multiple loudspeakers’ output in spatial sound applications.

6. Nonlinear distortions

The regular nonlinear distortions found in the sound pressure output pN(t,r) are
symptoms of loudspeaker nonlinearities modeled by subsystems NI and ND(r)
shown in Figure 2. The input signal u strongly influences the generation process
and the spectral and temporal properties of the nonlinear distortion [22].

A typical audio signal (e.g., music) has a dense excitation spectrum, as shown in
Figure 11, which makes separating the nonlinear distortion pN in the sound pressure
output p more difficult. An adaptive linear filter can model the linear and time-
variant components pL + pV in the output [27]. The difference signal e(t) between
the measured and the modeled signal comprises nonlinear distortion and noise.

As shown in Figure 11, a sparse multi-tone complex is a stimulus able to repre-
sent typical program material such as music and speech by having similar properties
such as spectral distribution and crest factor. This stimulus has pseudo-random
properties generated by a standardized algorithm [11] to ensure reproducible and
comparable test results. The excitation tones are not dense but sufficiently activate
harmonics, intermodulation, and other nonlinear distortion components, which can
easily be detected and separated from the fundamental response in the spectrum.

The prevalent measurement technique uses a single tone stimulus with a con-
stant or varying excitation frequency fe (e.g., sinusoidal chirp [11]). The harmonic
components generated at multiple frequencies nfe with n = 2, 3, 4 can be easily
separated from the fundamental part at fe. This measurement technique has a long
tradition and is simple but has a significant drawback: It does not consider the
intermodulation distortion generated by multiple tones and music.

The measurement technique presented in the following section can also be
applied to a burst signal, two-tone signal, white or pink noise, and other input
signals.

6.1 Nonlinear distortion in 3D space

A comprehensive measurement of the nonlinear distortion in the 3D space
requires near-field scanning providing the distortion spectrum PN(f,rk) at the grid
points rk ∈ Sr. The small distance between the microphone and loudspeaker ensures
sufficient SNR to cope with noise. The measurement performed at high amplitudes
can be integrated into the scanning process for spatial transfer function HL(f,r)
measured at low amplitude (see Section 4).

Applying the spherical wave expansion to the measured distortion spectrum
PN(f,rk) gives the optimal coefficients

Figure 11.
Spectra of reproduced test stimuli used for nonlinear distortion measurement.
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CN fð Þ ¼ argMIN
C

XKr

k¼1

PN f , rkð Þ � C fð ÞBout fð , rkÞj j2 (18)

The coefficients in vector CN(f) allow extrapolation of the distortion to any
point r outside the scanning surface:

PN f , rð Þ ¼ CN fð ÞBout f , rð Þ (19)

However, there is a significant difference between the nonlinear coefficients
CN(f) and the linear coefficients CL(f) discussed in Section 4. The linear coefficients
CL(f) are parameters of a linear system. They can be identified with any broad-band
stimulus and used to transfer another input signal into the sound-field, including
music and speech. The nonlinear coefficients CN(f) describes the results (distor-
tion) of loudspeaker nonlinearities that depend on the particular stimulus [22].

The sound power spectrum calculated as

ΠN fð Þ ¼ CN fð ÞCH
N fð Þ

2ρ0ck
2 U fð ÞHV fð , tj Þj j2 (20)

is a valuable global metric to assess the nonlinear distortion radiated by the
loudspeaker in all directions.

6.2 Equivalent input distortion

The standard IEC 60268–21 calculates the equivalent input distortion (EID) for a
single point measurement rk by a simple approximation [28]

UI f , rkð Þ ¼ PN f , rkð Þ
HV f , tjð ÞHL f , rkð Þ (21)

using the time-variant transfer functions HV(f|t) and spatial transfer function
HL(f|r). This inverse filtering transforms the sound pressure distortion pN(rk) into
virtual input signal u’ (rk), as illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12.
Block diagram illustrates the calculation of equivalent input distortion (EID) by applying inverse filtering
(right) or optimal estimation (left) based on three sound pressure measurements in the near-field (middle).
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The lower middle panel in Figure 12 shows the total harmonic distortion as an
absolute SPL frequency response LTH,N(fe,r) measured at three different distances
rk in an office room (in-situ). The near-field measurement at 2 cm provides a
relatively smooth curve, while the 30 and 60 cm measurements have a lower SPL
and are affected by room reflections. The filtering of the sound pressure signals p
(rk) with the inverse transfer function H(f,rk)�1 generates a voltage signal u’ (rk)
with the total harmonics level LTH, I + D(fe,rk) on the lower right-hand side in
Figure 12. This filtering removes the peaky curve shape caused by the room reflec-
tions, and the three curves become virtually identical between 100 Hz and 1 kHz.
However, noise corrupts the measurement at low frequencies, and the distributed
distortion pD causes minor deviations above 800 Hz.

Those artifacts in the equivalent input distortion (EID) can be removed
by minimizing the mean squared error between the estimated and the
measured nonlinear distortion spectrum at the scanning points rk with k = 1,..,
Kr and Kr ≥ 1:

UI fð Þ ¼ argMIN
UEID

XKr

k¼1

HV f , tjð ÞHL fð , rkÞUI fð Þ � PN f , rkÞð j2�� (22)

This fitting provides the voltage level response LTH,I(f) on the left-hand side in
Figure 12, representing the EID.

Figure 13 shows the equivalent input distortion spectrum UI(f) generated by
multi-tone stimuli with a different spectral shaping to represent typical test signals
and selected audio material. All the stimuli have the same RMS value. Cello music
provides the highest low-frequency components, generating the highest voice coil
displacement and harmonic components at 500 Hz. Pink noise and IEC noise [11],
representing typical program material, cause harmonic and intermodulation distor-
tion at the same SPL over a wide frequency band. The nonlinear distortion rise to
higher frequencies for voice and white noise stimuli.

The EID spectrum UI(f) at the input of the loudspeaker can also be easily
transferred to at any point r in the 3D space by applying linear filtering:

Figure 13.
Relative equivalent input distortion LI(f) measured with various broad-band stimuli at the same RMS input
voltage.
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PI f , rð Þ ¼ HV f tjð ÞHL f , rð ÞUI fð Þ
¼ CL fð ÞBout f , rð ÞHV f tjð ÞUI fð Þ (23)

The sound power spectrum ΠI(f) of the equivalent input distortion radiated into
the far-field can be similarly calculated as the linear power ΠL(f) in Eq. (13) by
using the same wave coefficients CL(f) of the linear wave modeling:

ΠI fð Þ ¼ CL fð ÞCH
L fð Þ

2ρ0ck
2 UI fð ÞHV fð , tj Þj j2 (24)

The transfer functions HL(f,r)Hv(f|r) shape the spectral components of equiva-
lent input distortion and the input stimulus in the same way. Thus, the ratio
between distortion and linear signal part is identical in the voltage, sound pressure
at any point r, and power output:

UI fð Þj j
U fð Þj j ¼

PI f , rð Þj j
PL f , rð Þj j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΠI fð Þj j
ΠL fð Þj j

s
(25)

This fact simplifies the distortion measurement and motivates the definition of
relative distortion metrics discussed in Section 6.4. Furthermore, nonlinear control
techniques [17] that cancel the EID at the loudspeaker input by synthesized com-
pensation signal can reduce the sound pressure distortion PI(f,r) everywhere in the
3D space.

6.3 Distributed nonlinear distortion

The distributed nonlinear distortion pD(r) introduced in Section 2 is the
remaining distortion part in the sound-field that EID cannot represent:

PD f , rkð Þ ¼ PN f , rkð Þ �HV f tjð ÞHL fð , rkÞUI fð Þð Þ
¼ CD fð ÞBout f , rkð ÞHV f , tjð ÞU fð Þ (26)

Eq. (26) uses the basic functions BOUT(f, r) from Eq. (6) for the spherical wave
expansion but determines the coefficients CD(f) as:

CD fð Þ ¼ argMIN
C

XKr

k¼1

PD f , rkð Þ � C fð ÞBout fð , rkÞj j2 (27)

The residual error in Eq. (27) can be used to find the maximum order N of the
wave expansion, as discussed in Section 4. The symmetry properties of the particu-
lar loudspeaker are also valuable for minimizing the scanning effort.

The coefficients CD(f) provide the sound power spectrum ΠD(f) of the distrib-
uted nonlinear distortion radiated into the far-field as:

ΠD fð Þ ¼ CD fð ÞCH
D fð Þ

2ρ0ck
2 U fð ÞHV fð , tj Þj j2 (28)

The distributed distortion can be ignored if the sound power ΠD(f) is smaller
than one-tenth of the EID sound power ΠI(f). Then a single test in the near-field of
the loudspeaker is sufficient to measure the dominant EID and predict the total
distortion pN in the 3D space.
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6.4 Relative distortion metrics

This section introduces metrics that simplify the interpretation of the distortion
components. These equations use a symbol # as a placeholder for N, I, or D
representing the total, equivalent input, or distributed distortion.

Comparing the spectral components at frequency f in the nonlinear distortion
P#(f,r) with the linear output signal PL(f,r) from Eq. (6) at the same point r leads to
a spectral nonlinear distortion ratio (SNDR) defined in decibel as:

L# f , rð Þ ¼ 20lg
P# f , rð Þj j
PL f , rð Þj j

� �
dB #∈ N, I, Df g (29)

The SNDR is usually negative and describes the SPL difference between the
distortion and the linear component at the same spectral frequency f.

It is a proper physical metric for broad-band stimuli such as typical audio
signals, noise, and other artificial test stimuli. It also applies to sparse multi-tone
stimuli with a resolution smaller than one-third octave by using P#(fi,r) in the
nominator of Eq. (29) and the fundamental component PL(fj, r) in the
denominator with the smallest frequency difference |fi- fj| for each spectral
distortion component.

However, SNDR) is less useful for sinusoidal stimuli generating only a single
tone with constant or varying excitation frequency (e.g., chirp) because the
harmonics have a significant spectral distance to the fundamental.

An alternative approach considers the total energy ratio between the nonlinear
distortion P# and the linear output signal PL for a particular stimulus. It leads to the
total distortion ratio (TDR) defined in percent as:

R# rð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiÐ
P# f , rð Þj j2dfÐ
PL f , rð Þj j2df

s
100% #∈ N, I, Df g (30)

This metric can be applied to all kinds of stimuli but is very popular for the total
harmonic distortion THD measured with a single tone and plotted versus the exci-
tation frequency fe. This metric does reveal the spectral distribution of the nonlinear
distortion (second, third, and higher-order harmonics).

Referring the nonlinear sound power spectrum Π#(f) to the linear sound power
ΠL(f) in Eq. (13) provides a sound power distortion ratio (SPDR):

RΠ,# ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiÐ
Π# fð ÞdfÐ
ΠL fð Þdf

s
100% #∈ N, I, Df g (31)

For a multi-tone stimulus representing typical program material (IEC 60268–
21), the SPDR becomes an essential, single-value characteristic for the assessment of
the audio quality in a global sense.

The spectral equivalent input distortion ratio (SEIDR) defined in decibel as

LI fð Þ ¼ 20lg
UI fð Þj j
U fð Þj j

� �
dB ¼ LI f , rð Þ≈LN f , rð Þ (32)

compares the spectral components of distortion UI(f) with the input signal U(f).
The metric LI(f) is identical with the metric LI(f, r), assessing the EID at any point r
in the sound-field. It is a valid approximation for the total distortion metric LN(f, r)
if the distributed distortion PD(f,r) is negligible.
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7. Abnormal distortion

Loudspeaker defects such as voice coil rubbing, mechanical vibrations of loose
parts, air turbulences, and other irregular nonlinear dynamics that are neither
intended nor considered in the design can generate particular distortion that can
significantly degrade the audio quality. A loudspeaker generating abnormal
distortion, usually called “rub & buzz” should not be shipped to a customer!

Modern measurement techniques exploit unique features of abnormal distor-
tion. Time-analysis applied to a distorted single-tone stimulus reveals a complex
fine structure comprising spikes, transients, and noise-like patterns [29]. Contrary
to the harmonic and intermodulation distortion discussed in Section 6, the abnor-
mal distortions cover the entire audio band. However, they have a low RMS value,
are usually close to the noise floor, and thus require a near-field measurement.
Spherical wave expansion or averaging over multiple periods removes the random
features of the abnormal distortion.

The IEC standard 60268–21 [11] recommends a chirp stimulus at varying exci-
tation frequency fe and a high-pass tracking filter with a cut-off frequency fc > ncofe
to separate the abnormal distortion in the measured sound pressure signal p(t). The
factor nco for the cut-off frequency fc (typical value nco = 10) depends on the
excitation frequency fe, the transducer type, and properties of potential defects. The
optimal value for nco can be determined by maximizing the crest factor CID(r)
defined according to IEC 60268–21 [11] as the ratio between peak and RMS values
of the high-pass filtered signal pID as:

CID rð Þ ¼ 10lg
MAXtþT

t pID t, rð Þ�� ��2
1
T

Ð tþT
t pID t, rð Þ2dt

 !
dB (33)

The crest factor CID(r) is independent of the spectral energy but describes the
impulsiveness of the abnormal distortion considering the phase relationship
between the spectral components. A high crest factor is a unique symptom of
abnormal distortion, while the crest factor of the fundamental, regular nonlinear
distortions or electronic noise is typically below 12 dB.

This fact initiated the measurement of the impulsive distortion (ID) defined in
IEC 60268–21 as a peak level in decibel as

LID f e, rk
� � ¼ 20lg

MAXtþT
t pID t, rkð Þ�� ��
pref

 !
dB (34)

Using a peak found over a period length T in the nominator in Eq. (33)
and normalized by reference sound pressure pref. This peak level LID(fe,rk) is a
helpful metric for finding the most critical excitation frequency fID and a scanning
point rID ∈ Sr at the nearest position to the source (e.g., rattling), generating
impulsive distortion with CID(f) > 12 dB. The maximum value found under the
condition

LIDmax ¼ LID f ID, rID
� � ¼ MAX

∀ f e
MAX
∀rk ∈ Sr

LID f e, rk
� �� �

CID fð Þ> 12dBj
� �

(35)

is the basis for calculating the maximum impulsive distortion ratio (IDR)
defined according to IEC 60268–21 [11] as

LIDR ¼ LID f ID, rID
� �� LREF (36)
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using a reference sound pressure level LREF measured at the standard evaluation
point (on axis, r = 1 m) or a scanning point rk generating the largest SPL value:

LREF ¼ 10lg
1

Tp2ref
MAX
∀rk ∈ Sr

ðtþT

t

p t, rkð Þ2dt
0
@

1
AdB (37)

Those metrics compared with meaningful limits for passing or failure are
essential for the quality control of loudspeakers in manufacturing and maintenance.

8. External noise

The SNR in decibel is defined as

RSNR ¼ LREF � LN (38)

using reference SPL LREF from Eq. (37) and a noise SPL LN. The stationary noise
caused by the microphone and other electronic parts can be measured with a muted
stimulus in a single test at any point r. The instantaneous SNR can be used to validate
the distortion ratios TDR in Eq. (30) and IDR in Eq. (36) to remove invalid data.

9. Metrics for sound zones

Audio quality assessment, loudspeaker diagnostics, and active sound-field
control require metrics that assess the properties of the sound-field at a specific
listening point described by a probability fL(r) of the ear position. The mean sound
power found in such a listening zone is a less suitable metric because the listener
evaluates the local sound pressure. It is more appropriate to assess the mean and the
variance of the perceptual attributes (e.g., loudness) or related physical metrics (e.g.,
SPL) over the listening zone [30] considering the probability of the ear positioning
as a weighting function fL(r). This approach is used in IEC 60268–21 [11] for
defining a mean SPL over an acoustical zone, but it can easily be applied to the
nonlinear distortion metrics in Eqs. (29) and (30). The variance and the maximum
deviation from the mean value are also valuable characteristics of the sound zone.

10. Maximum SPL output

The maximum sound pressure output (max SPL) rated according to IEC stan-
dard 60268–21 [11] plays a primary role in adjusting the amplitude of the test
stimulus in output-based testing. The max SPL can be used to calibrate any input
channel (digital, analog) in passive and active systems and provides a maximum
input RMS value umax, depending on the selected input channel, gain control,
amplification, and applied signal processing. The amplitude compression CAC(f)
from Eq. (16), the sound power distortion ratio RΠN from Eq. (31), and the maxi-
mum impulsive distortion ratio RIDR from Eq. (36) are essential criteria for rating
max SPL considering the particularities of the target applications.

11. Conclusions

Acoustical measurement in the near-field of the loudspeaker can provide much
of the relevant information required for designing and assessing spatial sound
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control applications. The spatial transfer function HL(f,r) expressed as a spherical
wave expansion provides accurate sound pressure amplitude and phase information
at any point r in the near and far-field. The spatial scanning effort depends on the
particular loudspeaker and can be significantly minimized by considering the sym-
metry of the loudspeaker. In practice, the spatial transfer function HL(f,r) scanned
on a prototype can be applied to other units of the same type as long as the
loudspeaker geometry does not change much.

The time-variant transfer function Hv(f|t) represents changes in the material
caused by heating, aging, fatigue, and production variability. No scanning is
required to measure the transfer function Hv(f|t) and the equivalent input distor-
tion UI(f), ignoring the distributed nonlinear distortion pD. Such an approximation
is valid for most loudspeakers used in spatial sound applications and can be verified
by scanning the nonlinear distortion in the near-field of the loudspeaker. All time-
variant and nonlinear signal distortion can be extrapolated to any point in the 3D
space using spherical wave expansions.

The multi-tone complex is a valuable artificial stimulus that can simplify the
interpretation of the amplitude compression and the nonlinear distortion. The
sinusoidal chirp is required to measure the impulsive distortion ratio, a sensitive
characteristic for detecting loudspeaker defects and abnormal behavior degrading
the audio quality.

An anechoic room is usually not required for performing the essential
loudspeaker measurements at superior accuracy.

The methods for measuring loudspeaker characteristics presented in this chapter
are compliant with modern international loudspeaker standards. They are the basis
for simplifying the numerical simulation of sound-field control and selecting
optimal hardware components offering a maximum performance-cost ratio.
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Chapter 2

Perspective Chapter: Modern
Acquisition of Personalised
Head-Related Transfer
Functions – An Overview
Katharina Pollack, Wolfgang Kreuzer and Piotr Majdak

Abstract

Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the spatial filtering of
acoustic signals by a listener’s anatomy. With the increase of computational power,
HRTFs are nowadays more and more used for the spatialised headphone playback
of 3D sounds, thus enabling personalised binaural audio playback. HRTFs are tra-
ditionally measured acoustically and various measurement systems have been set
up worldwide. Despite the trend to develop more user-friendly systems and as an
alternative to the most expensive and rather elaborate measurements, HRTFs can
also be numerically calculated, provided an accurate representation of the 3D
geometry of head and ears exists. While under optimal conditions, it is possible to
generate said 3D geometries even from 2D photos of a listener, the geometry
acquisition is still a subject of research. In this chapter, we review the requirements
and state-of-the-art methods for obtaining personalised HRTFs, focusing on the
recent advances in numerical HRTF calculation.

Keywords: head-related transfer functions, spatial hearing, acoustic measurement,
numerical calculation, localisation

1. Introduction

Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the filtering of the acoustic
field produced by a sound source arriving at the listener’s ear. The filtering is the
effect of the interaction of the sound field with the listener’s anatomy and has
various properties. First, the incoming sound wave arrives at the ipsilateral pinna,
i.e., the ear closer to the sound source, and then at the contralateral ear, i.e., the ear
away from the sound source. This time difference between ipsilateral and contra-
lateral ear is usually described as the interaural time difference (ITD). Second,
larger anatomical structures, i.e., torso, shoulders and head, affect frequencies up to
3 kHz in a comparatively trivial way. As the listener’s torso and head shadow the
sound wave arriving at the contralateral ear, interaural level differences (ILDs)
arise. Third, the incoming sound is filtered in a complex way by the shape of the
listener’s pinnae. These monaural time-frequency-filtering effects become espe-
cially important for higher frequency regions (above approximately 4 kHz) and
sound directions inducing the same ITDs and ILDs [1–6]. Humans have learned to
interpret this acoustic filtering to span an auditory space as an internal model of
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their natural environment [7]. Because the pinna shape is unique for every person,
HRTFs are considered listener-specific [8–10], similar to a fingerprint [1–6]. With
an individually fitted HRTF dataset, it is possible for a person to perceive sounds (in
a virtual environment) via headphones as if the sounds would originate from their
(physical) position around the listener.

Both interaural and monaural features for a single sound direction can be
represented by a binaural HRTF pair [11]. In signal processing terms, a binaural
HRTF pair can be described as

HRTFL x ∗ , f , sð Þ ¼ pL x ∗ , f , sð Þ
p0 0, fð Þ

HRTFR x ∗ , f , sð Þ ¼ pR x ∗ , f , sð Þ
p0 0, fð Þ

(1)

where pL and pR describe the sound pressure at a position inside the left and
right ear, respectively (typically the entrance of the left and right ear canal or a
position close to the eardrum), x ∗ describes the sound-source position (i.e., dis-
tance and direction), f describes the frequency and s the listener’s geometry,
emphasising the listener-specificity of HRTFs. p0 describes the reference sound
pressure, which is usually the pressure measured at the position of the midpoint of
right and left ear without the head being present.

There are several options to set a specific coordinate system to systematically
describe directions for HRTFs. From the physical perspective, the spherical coordinate
system is a natural choice; in that case, the origin of the system is placed inside the
listener’s head at the midpoint between left and right ear and the direction is
described by azimuth and elevation angles, see Figure 1a. In this system, one can
intuitively define the two main planes: The eye-level horizontal plane, i.e., all direc-
tions with the elevation angle of zero, and the median plane, i.e., all directions with
the azimuth angle of zero. The eye-level horizontal plane is also called Frankfurt
plane and can be anatomically defined as the plane connecting the lowest part of the
listener’s orbital cavity and the highest part of the bony ear canal (meatus acusticus
externus osseus). This spherical coordinate system resembles a geodesic representation
widely used in physics, with the poles located at the top and bottom. An alternative
system that is more relevant from the auditory perspective is given by the interaural-

Figure 1.
Coordinate systems typically used in the HRTF acquisition and representation. The dashed line represents the
interaural axis, and the arrow represents the viewing direction. (a) Spherical coordinate system with the
azimuth and elevation angles. (b) Simple interaural-polar coordinate system with the lateral and polar angles
obtained by rotation the poles of the spherical system. (c) Modified interaural-polar coordinate system with the
lateral and polar angles corresponding to the azimuth angle in the horizontal plane and the elevation angle in
the median plane.
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polar coordinate system. This system is shown in Figure 1b and can be constructed by
rotating the poles of the spherical system to the interaural axis, i.e., the axis
connecting the two ears. A sound direction is then described by the lateral angles
(along the horizontal plane) and polar angles (along the median plane). The poles are
then located on the left and right sides of the listener. This simple interaural-polar
coordinate system was used in various psychoacoustic studies, e.g., [12, 13], and has
the disadvantage that the lateral angle does not correspond to the azimuth angle.
Figure 1c shows the modified version of the interaural-polar coordinate system,
which does not have this disadvantage. Here, the sign of the lateral angle is flipped,
i.e., in the coordinate system, the positive lateral angles are used for sounds located on
the left side of the listener. This transformation to a left-handed coordinate system
has the advantage of having the lateral angle corresponding to the azimuth angle for
all sources placed in the horizontal plane, and the polar angle corresponding to the
elevation angle for all sources placed in the median plane. Thus, the modified
interaural-polar coordinate system offers a better link between the psychoacoustic
research and audio engineering. In that system, the lateral angle ranges from �90°
(right ear) over 0° (front) to 90° (left ear), and the polar angle ranges from �90°
(bottom) over 0° (front) and 90° (up) to 180° (back) and 270° (bottom again).

The understanding of these coordinate systems is important because state-of-
the-art acquisitions and representations of HRTFs utilise those systems. For exam-
ple, Figure 2 shows HRTFs along the Frankfurt and the median plane. These
various coordinate systems are used in HRTF visualisation, in various HRTF-related
software packages such as the SOFA toolbox [15], and in auditory modelling, e.g.,
the Auditory Modelling Toolbox (AMT) [16, 17].

HRTF acquisition can be classified into three categories: acoustic measurement,
numerical calculation, and personalisation [18].

The acoustic measurement is traditionally designed as the measurement of the
impulse response between source and receiver in an anechoic or semianechoic
chamber, describing the transmission path from a sound source to the ear [11, 19].
A comprehensive review of the established state-of-the-art acoustic techniques to
measure HRTFs can be found in [20]. Thus, in this chapter, Section 3, we only
briefly provide an overview of the traditional acoustic HRTF measurement
approaches, highlight some of their differences and new trends and focus on the
requirements for the acoustic measurement.

Figure 2.
HRTF magnitude spectra for the listeners (a) NH236 and (b) NH257, both from the ARI database [14]. Top:
Spectra along the median plane. Bottom: Spectra along the eye-level horizontal plane. 0 dB corresponds to the
maximum magnitude in each panel.
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Numerical HRTF calculation simulates the acoustic measurement by considering
a 3D representation of the listener’s geometry and the positions of multiple external
sound sources, for which the generated sound pressure at the entrance of the ear
canal is calculated. This technique has become more popular and is the main focus
of this chapter. To this end, in Section 4, we provide an overview of the principles
of various numerical calculation approaches including a comparison of the men-
tioned methods.

Personalisation of HRTFs describes the process of adapting an existing set of
generic data guided by listener-specific information, either with the help of
objective or subjective personalisation method. The objective personalisation has
been approached from two different domains: the geometric domain, in which
listener-specific anthropometric data are measured and used to personalise a
generic geometric model from which HRTFs are then simulated; or the
spectral domain, in which a generic HRTF set is directly personalised based on
listener-specific information. Examples for personalisation approaches include
utilising frequency scaling [21], parametric modelling of peaks and notches [22],
active shape modelling (ASM) [23], principal component analysis (PCA) in
both geometric [24] and spectral domains [25–29], multiple regression analysis
[30], independent component analysis (ICA) [31], large deformation
diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) [25, 32], local neighbourhood
mapping [33], neural networks [34–41] and linear combination of HRTFs [42].
Despite many efforts worldwide [43–46], the link between the morphology and
HRTFs is not fully understood yet, mostly because of the high dimensionality of
the problem. Most recent tools for studying that link are rooted in aligning
high-resolution pinna representations to target representations facilitated with
parametric pinna models [47, 48].

In the subjective personalisation, listeners are confronted with several sets of
HRTFs and an algorithm (usually based on the evaluation of localisation errors, i.e.,
the difference between perceived and actual sound-source location) adapts the
HRTF sets aiming at converging at listener-specific HRTFs [9, 49]. For an educated
guess for the initial sets, anthropometric data can be used to pre-scale the HRTF
sets, or the HRTF sets can be pre-selected via psychoacoustic models [50]. Cluster-
ing of the HRTF sets can further improve the relevance and reduce the duration of
the personalisation procedure [49, 51].

All these methods aim at providing a specific quality in terms of acoustic and
psychoacoustic properties. In the following section, we describe the acoustic prop-
erties and psychoacoustic requirements for human HRTFs, both of which lay the
base for HRTF acquisition. Then, we briefly describe the most important require-
ments for the acoustic HRTF measurement, complementing the work of Li and
Peissig [20]. Finally, we describe approaches for numeric HRTF calculation in
greater detail.

2. Head-related transfer functions: acoustic properties and
psychoacoustic requirements

In this section, we describe the acoustic properties of HRTFs and relate them to
psychophysical properties of human hearing with the goal to derive the minimum
requirements for sufficiently accurate HRTF acquisition by means of perception.
We analyse spectral, temporal and spatial aspects of HRTFs and consider
contributions of distinct parts of the human body to these aspects.

Humans can hear frequencies roughly between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, with fre-
quencies at the lower end being perceived as vibrations or creaks, and with the
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upper end decreasing with age and duration of noise exposure [52]. From the
psychoacoustic perspective, frequencies down to 90 Hz contribute to sound
lateralisation, i.e., localisation on the interaural axis within the head [53], and up to
16 kHz to sound localisation, i.e., localisation outside the head [54], defining the
smallest frequency range for the HRTF acquisition. Figure 2 shows the amplitude
spectra of a binaural HRTF pair of two listeners. For each listener, the left and right
columns show HRTFs of the left and right ear, respectively. The top row shows the
HRTFs along the median, i.e., for the lateral angle of zero, from the front, via up, to
the back. The bottom row shows the HRTFs along the Frankfurt plane, i.e., the
horizontal plane located at the eye level. Figure 2 demonstrates that HRTFs vary
across ears, frequency, sound-source positions and listeners. The bottom panels
emphasise the difference between ipsilateral and contralateral ear, showing the
dynamic range, especially for frequencies higher than 6 kHz.

Assuming the propagation medium is air and a sonic speed of 340 m/s, the
human hearing frequency range translates to wavelengths approximately between
1.7 cm and 17 m, resulting in different body parts affecting HRTFs in different
frequency regions. The reflections of the torso create spatial-frequency modulations
in the range of up to 3 kHz [1]. This effect can be observed in the top row of
Figure 2, in the form of elevation-dependent spectral modulations along the
median plane [55, 56]. Another contribution comes from the head, which shadows
frequencies above 1 kHz. This effect can be observed in both rows of Figure 2, with
large changes in the spectra beginning at around 1 kHz [57]. A large contribution is
that of the pinna: The resonances and reflections within the pinna geometry create
spectral peaks and notches, respectively, in frequencies above 4 kHz [54]. This
effect can be observed in the bottom row of Figure 2.

From the perceptual perspective, the quality of these HRTF spectral profiles is
important in many processes involved in spatial hearing. For example, sound-
localisation performance deteriorates when these spectral profiles are disturbed by
means of introducing spectral ripples [58], reducing the number of frequency
channels [59] or spectral smoothing [60]. From the acoustic perspective, these
spectral profiles show modulation depths of up to 50 dB [11], defining the required
dynamic range in the process of HRTF acquisition.

The temporal aspects of HRTF acquisition are shown in Figure 3 as the head-
related impulse responses (HRIRs), i.e., HRTFs in the time domain, of the same
listeners as in Figure 2. There are a few things to consider. First, the minimum
length of the measurement is bounded by the length of the HRIRs. Their amplitude
decays within the first 5 ms, setting the requirement for the room impulse response
during the measurements [61]. After the 5 ms, the HRIRs decay below 50 dB, setting
the requirement on the broadband signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurements.
Further, because of the human sensitivity to interaural disparities, HRTF acquisition

Figure 3.
HRTF log-magnitudes in time domain along the eye-level horizontal plane for the same listeners as in Figure 2.
Note the decay within the first 5 ms.
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also requires an interaural temporal synchronisation. While sound sources placed in
the median plane cause an ITD of zero (theoretically, reached only for identical path
lengths to the two ears), just small deviations from the median plane cause poten-
tially perceivable non-zero ITDs. Human listeners can detect ITDs being as small as
10 μs [53, 62], defining the interaural temporal precision required in the HRTF
acquisition process. The ITD increases with the lateral angle of the sound source,
reaching its extreme values for sources placed near the interaural axis [63, 64]. The
largest ITD depends on the distance between the listener’s two ears, mostly being
defined by the listener’s head width and depth [65], reaching ITDs of up to �800 μs.
That ITD range translates to the sound’s time of arrival (TOA) at an ear varying in
the range of 1.6 ms, which needs to be considered in HRTF measurement by pro-
viding sufficient temporal space in the resulting impulse response.

HRTFs are continuous functions in space, even though, they are traditionally
acquired for a finite set of spatial positions. From the acoustic perspective, assuming
an HRTF bandwidth of 20 kHz, at least 2209 spatial directions are required to
capture all spectro-spatial HRTF variations [66]. While this quite large number of
spatial directions increases even further when considering multiple sound distances,
it is in discrepancy with a smaller number of directions usually used in HRTF
acquisition [11, 67–69]. One reason is the much smaller perceptual spatial resolution.
From that perspective, the spatial resolution is limited by the ability to evaluate
ITDs and changes in HRTF spectral profiles, both of which converge in the so-called
minimum audible angles (MAAs). The MAA indicates the smallest detectable angle
between two sound sources [70]. It depends on signal type [71, 72] and is minimal
for broadband sounds [54, 73–75]. The MAA further depends on the direction of the
source movement. Along the horizontal plane, the MAA can be as small as 1° for
frontal sounds [76], increasing up to 10° for lateral sounds [77–79]. This translates
to a high spatial-resolution requirement for frontal directions that can be relaxed
with increasing lateral angle. Along the vertical planes, the MAA can be as low as 4°
for frontal and rear sounds [76], increasing up to 20° for other sound directions
[80]. Note that further relaxation of the requirement for spatial resolution can be
achieved by using interpolation algorithms in the sound reproduction. For example,
when using amplitude panning between the vertical directions [81], a resolution
better than 30° does not seem to provide further advantages for localisation of
sounds in the median plane [82]. Finally, when it comes to dynamic listening
situations (involving listener or source movements), the MAAs further increase
[83]. In order to account for sufficient spatial resolution when applying HRTFs in
dynamic listening scenarios, the movement of the listener has to be monitored
additionally to the modelling of sound source movement [84–86]. The minimum
amount of directions and specific measurement points for a sufficiently sparse
HRTF set are still current topics of research [87].

HRTFs are listener-specific, i.e., they vary among the listeners [21]. The reasons
for that inter-individual variation are usually rooted in listener-specific morphology
of the head and ears. For example, the variation in the head width of approximately
�2 cm across the population causes variation in the largest ITD in the range of �80
μs [88]. Figure 4 shows HRTF-relevant parts of the human body, where Figure 4a
shows rough measures of the body and Figure 4b shows areas of the pinna respon-
sible for the distinct spectral features in higher frequencies. The width and depth of
head and torso have a large effect on HRTFs in the lower frequencies. The inter-
individual variation in the pinnae geometry causes variations in HRTFs in frequen-
cies above 4 kHz, with listener-specific differences of up to 20 dB [11]. The inter-
individual variation in the HRTFs is rather complex because the pinna is a complex
biological structure—small variations in geometry (in the range of millimetres) may
cause drastic changes in HRTFs [90] along the vertical planes in high frequencies
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[11], see Figure 2. However, not all pinna regions affect HRTFs equally [91].
Basically, the convex curvatures of the pinnae contribute to focusing the incoming
sound waves towards the entry of the ear canals, comparable to a satellite dish.
Figure 4b shows the anatomical areas important for localisation of sounds [48, 56,
89, 92, 93]. Currently, the description of the pinna geometry is not a trivial task.
Pinnae have been described by means of anthropometric data stored in various data
collections, e.g., [67, 69, 88, 94–96]. While the parameters used in these data
collections do not seem to completely describe a pinna geometry from scratch,
recent efforts aim at parametric pinna models able to generate non-pathological
pinna geometries for arbitrary listeners [47, 48]. Such models describe the pinna
geometry by means of various control points placed on the surface of a template
pinna geometry. Figure 5 shows two examples of the implementation of such

Figure 4.
HRTF-relevant parts of the human body. (a): Head and torso represented with simple shapes based on [57].
The black arrows denote the relevant measures. (b): Pinna and its distinctive regions. In red, green, and blue the
concha, fossa triangularis, and scapha, respectively, denote the acoustically relevant areas [48, 56, 89].

Figure 5.
Examples of parametric pinna models. (a): Model from [47] consisting of Beziér curves (depicted in green),
their control points (black spheres at both ends of a curve) and weights (not shown), linked to a template pinna
geometry, (b): Model from [48], defined by control points of the pinna relief (green points) linked to proximal
mesh vertices.
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models. In Figure 5a, the pinna geometry is parametrised with the help of Beziér
curves, i.e., polynomials within a spatial boundary [47]. Figure 5b shows a different
approach; here, the parameterisation of the pinna is utilised with control points that
move proximal local areas [48]. These parametric pinna models represent a step
towards understanding the link between HRTFs and specific anatomical regions of
the pinnae, and provide potential to synthesise large datasets of pinnae, e.g., in
order to provide data for machine-learning algorithms.

In addition to the geometry, skin and hair may have an impact on HRTFs
[97, 98] because of their direction-dependent absorption of the acoustic energy,
especially at high frequencies. However, recent studies have shown that hair does
not influence the localisation performance, but rather the perception of timbre
instead [95, 99–101].

3. Acoustic measurement

The principle of an acoustic HRTF measurement relies on the system identifica-
tion of the HRTF considered as a linear and time-invariant system. Here, an HRTF
describes the propagation path between a microphone and a loudspeaker. Because
of the binaural synchronisation, HRTFs are measured simultaneously at the two
ears. The measurements are commonly performed for many source positions
because of the required high spatial resolution. Recently, the details of the acoustic
measurements, including a comprehensive list of HRTF measurement sites has been
reviewed [20]. Thus, we only briefly introduce the basics and focus on the most
recent advances in the acoustic HRTF measurement.

Typically, two omnidirectional microphones are placed in both ear canals, and
the loudspeakers are arranged around the listener, ideally, with the number of
loudspeakers corresponding to the number of HRTF positions to be measured.
Figure 6 shows two examples of measurement setups of various complexity: In
Figure 6a, the listener is located on a turntable and moves within a fixed near-
complete circular loudspeaker array. Figure 6b shows a similar approach with a
near-complete spherical loudspeaker array, and Figure 6c shows the placement of a
microphone in the ear canal so that it is membrane lines up with the entrance of the

Figure 6.
(a) Example of an HRTF measurement setup with mechanical rotation required. Listener sits on a chair
(mounted on a turntable) surrounded by a loudspeaker arc (22 loudspeakers ranging from �30 to 210° in 5°-
steps). A head-tracker mounted on the head of the listener tracks head movements, triggering the need for
measurement repetition in case of too large movements. (b) Example of more recent HRTF setups. 91
loudspeakers are mounted in a near-complete spherical array reducing the total measurement duration. (c)
Example for a microphone placement in an HRTF measurement. Note the closed ear canal and the head-
tracker sensor.
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ear canal. Actually, it does not matter whether the microphones or loudspeakers are
placed in the ear canal—this approach of ‘reciprocity’ is usually facilitated in
numeric HRTF calculations (Section 4.4). However, setups with loudspeakers in the
ears [102] lack signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the amplitude of the source signal
needs to be low enough to not harm the listener, making the setup impractical for
experiments. With the microphones in the ears, the most simple setups consist of a
single loudspeaker moved around the listener [103]. Unfortunately, such setups
lead to a long measurement duration for a dense set of HRTF positions. With the
increasing availability of multichannel sound interfaces and adequate electroacous-
tic equipment, over the decades, the number of actually used loudspeakers
increased. Setups with only a single loudspeaker moving around the listener have
been replaced by setups with loudspeaker arcs surrounding the listener. In those
setups, the listener sits on a turntable and either the listener (e.g., Figure 6a) or the
loudspeaker arc is rotated [88, 104].

Recent approaches follow one of two different directions; On the one hand,
generic and individual HRTFs are measured with a growing number of loud-
speakers used in specialised facilities [67, 95]. Some even with such a large amount
of loudspeakers that the listener is rotated for a few discrete positions, and post-
processing algorithms interpolate between HRTF directions, e.g., the setup in
Figure 6b. On the other hand, user-friendly individual HRTF measurement
approaches are suggested, showing a trend towards decreasing the complexity of
the measurement setup and using widely available equipment. In these approaches,
only a single speaker is used and the listener is asked to move the head until a dense
setup of HRTF directions can be obtained. These measurements enable simple
systems to be used at home [105, 106], in which a head-tracking system records the
listener’s head movements in real time and adapts the measured spatial HRTF grid.
Head-above-torso orientations have to be considered additionally [100], but they
reduce the complexity of the measurement setup and enable using widely available
equipment, e.g., a commercially available VR headset and one arbitrary loud-
speaker, in regular rooms, thus increasing the user-friendliness for setups [105].

Most of those recent approaches consider spatially discrete positions of the
listener and/or the loudspeakers. In order to tackle the trade-off between high
spatial resolution and long measurement duration, other recent advances have been
made towards spatially continuous measurement approaches [107–109]. These
approaches enable the measuring of all directions around the listener for a single
elevation within less than 4 minutes [110]. Certainly, an advantage of such an
approach is the access to the spatially continuous information, which is important
especially for frontal HRTF directions. With more and more silent turntables
and swivelled chairs, achieving a high SNR is not a big issue. Most recent
approaches related to the spatially continuous measurement utilise Kalman filters
to acquire system parameters representing HRTFs, and thus speed up the HRTF
measurement in a multi-channel setup [111]. Compared to spatially discrete
approaches, the spatially continuous method can achieve accuracy within a spectral
error of 2 dB [109].

The requirements of the room are not rigorous: In principle, the measurement
room does not have to be perfectly anechoic, but it has to fulfil some requirements
regarding size and reverberation time. Room modes may exist below 500 Hz as they
can be neglected in that frequency range [1]. Acceptable measurement results can
be obtained as long as the first room reflection arises after 5 ms such that the
measured room impulse responses can be truncated without truncating the HRIRs.
Medium and large surfaces, i.e., the mount of the loudspeakers, the loudspeaker arc,
the turntable, listener seat, etc., can potentially cause acoustical reflections
overlapping with the direct sound path within the first 5 ms of the HRTF. These
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reflections are usually damped, e.g., by covering the speakers in absorption mate-
rial. Before the measurement, the listener’s head has to be aligned in the measure-
ment setup, adjusting the ears to the interaural axis of the system and the head to
the Frankfurt plane. This alignment can be supported by, e.g., a laser system. The
orientation and position of the listener’s head should be monitored throughout the
measurement procedure in order to detect listener’s unwanted movements or posi-
tion drifts. This helps when having to repeat potentially corrupted measurements.

The loudspeakers used for the measurements need to show a fast impulse
response decay; fast enough to not interfere with the temporal characteristics of the
HRTFs. This can be achieved by using loudspeaker drivers with light membranes,
simple electric processing and no acoustic feedback such as a bass-reflex system.
The acoustic short-circuit usually limits the lower frequency range of the loud-
speakers, and multidriver systems are a common solution to that problem. In order
to achieve a spatially compact acoustic source in a multidriver system, it is common
to use coaxial loudspeaker drivers with an omnidirectional directivity pattern in
HRTF measurement systems [112].

The placement of the microphones can also be an issue. Early setups used an
open ear canal where the microphones were positioned close to the eardrum [11].
However, the effect of the ear canal does not seem to be direction-dependent, and
its consideration in the measurement introduces technical difficulties and a large
measurement variance [19, 113, 114]. Nowadays, the microphones are usually
placed at the entrance of the ear canal which is acoustically blocked [11, 20].
Blocking the ear canal can be achieved by using microphones enclosed in earplugs
made from foam or silicone or by wrapping the microphone in skin-friendly tape
before inserting it. Note that such a measurement captures all directional-
dependent features of the acoustic filtering by the outer ear, however, the
directional-independent filtering by the ear canal is not captured. All cables from
the microphone have to be flexible enough to minimise their effect on the acoustics
within the pinna—one way is to lead the cable through the incisura intertragica and
secure it with tape on the cheek, see Figure 6c.

In general, system identification can be performed with a variety of excitation
signals. While previously Golay codes or other broadband signals have been used
[115], more recently, the multiple exponential sweep method (MESM) [112] has
been established and further improved [116], enabling fast HRTF measurement at
high SNRs, reducing the discomfort for the listener. Still because of the imperfec-
tions in the electro-acoustic setup, a reference measurement is required to estimate
the basis of the measurement without the effect of the listener, i.e., to estimate p0. It
is typically done for each microphone by placing the microphone in the centre of
the measurement setup and recording the loudspeaker-microphone impulse
response for all loudspeakers. The reference measurement can also be used to
control the sound pressure level in order to avoid clipping at the microphones and
analogue-digital converters. This can especially happen when each loudspeaker is
driven within its linear range, but the overlapping signals from multiple loud-
speakers raise the total level to ranges beyond the linear range of the recording
system. Additionally, because of the HRTF’s resonances, the level during the actual
HRTF measurements can be up to 20 dB higher than that during the reference
measurement, translating to a requirement for the headroom of at least 30 dB at the
reference measurement. The maximum level is not only limited by the equipment;
the listener’s hearing range also needs to be considered, i.e., the maximum sound
pressure level must neither create discomfort for the listener, nor go beyond the
levels of safe listening. There is no special requirement for the listener regarding
their audible threshold, hearing range or the visual sense. However, a particular
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measurement equipment or a particular lab could have some restrictions on, e.g.,
the listener’s weight or height.

Figure 7 shows measurement grids of three exemplary setups and one measure-
ment grid of a simulation setup. Figure 7a and b correspond to the measurement
setups in Figure 6a and b. In these setups, not every loudspeaker plays a stimulus at
every position around the listener. An extreme case is a loudspeaker positioned at
90∘ elevation that needs to be only measured once. Figure 7c shows another setup
with uniformly distributed measurement points, and Figure 7d shows a uniform
sampling grid used in numerical calculation experiments [95].

The repeatability of the measurement is an important issue. Within a single
laboratory, changes in the room conditions such as temperature and humidity, as
well as changes in the setup such as the ageing of the equipment may compromise
the repeatability of the HRTF measurement [11, 20]. When comparing the HRTFs
measurement across the labs, differences in the setups play also a role. In inter-
laboratory and inter-method HRTF measurement comparison obtained for the same
artificial head, severe ITD variations of up to 200 μ have been found [63, 64].

Once the HRTFs have been measured for all source positions, post-processing
needs to be done before the HRTFs are ready to be used. First, in order to account
for acoustic artefacts caused by the measurement room, a frequency-dependent
windowing function is usually applied truncating the HRIRs [100, 117, 118]. Sec-
ond, the measured HRIRs are equalised by the impulse response obtained from the
reference measurements, i.e., with the microphone placed at the centre of the
coordinate system with the listener absent. This equalisation can be either free-field
or diffuse-field. For the free-field equalisation, the reference measurement is
required only for the frontal direction (0° azimuth, 0° elevation) [54], whereas for
the diffuse-field equalisation, the reference measurement is the root mean square
(RMS) impulse response of all directions [75], and the results are commonly
denoted as directional transfer functions (DFT) [119]. Third, in most common
rooms and even in (semi)anechoic rooms, reflections (or room modes) cause arte-
facts below 400 Hz, confounding the free-field property of HRTFs. Additionally,
most loudspeakers used in the measurement are not able to reproduce low frequen-
cies with sufficient power. Since the listener’s anthropometry has a small effect on
HRTFs in the low-frequency range, HRTFs can be extrapolated towards lower
frequencies with a constant magnitude and linear phase [20, 117]. Further post-
processing steps may include spectral smoothing to account for listener position

Figure 7.
Four examples of spatial HRTF grid resolutions. (a) Almost spherical loudspeaker arc with moving listener, see
also Figure 6a; the loudspeaker arc consists of 22 loudspeakers and yields 1550 directional measurements.
Notice the higher resolution in the front of the listener as opposed to the lower resolution in the lateral regions.
(b) Sparse measurement grid in a nearly spherical 91-loudspeaker array, see also Figure 6b, yielding 451
directional measurements with 5 different listener positions. (c) Measurement grid with 440 uniformly
distributed points, measured with a loudspeaker arc with 37 loudspeakers from the HUTUBS database [95].
(d) Sampling grid for numerical calculations with 1730 directions. (c) and (d) are taken from the HUTUBS
database [95].
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inaccuracies [60, 120] or adding a fractional delay to account for temperature
changes followed by onset changes of the time signals [100].

The availability of acoustical HRTF measurements was a big step towards
personalised binaural audio and virtual reality experience. However, even a fast or
continuous measurement method requires the listener to sit still for a few minutes
[104, 110, 112] in a specialised lab facility. Recent advances have been made
towards both large-scale high-resolution and small-scale at-home easy-to-use solu-
tions, providing HRTF acquisition to a large audience. Still, the imperfections in the
electro-acoustic equipment set drawbacks of the acoustic measurement. Here,
recent advances in the numeric calculations of the HRTFs can provide an interesting
alternative.

4. Numerical calculation of HRTFs

Generally, the calculation of HRTFs simulates the effects of the pinna, head and
torso on the sound field at the eardrum. The goal is to numerically obtain the sound
pressure at the two ears for a given set of frequencies and spatial positions. There
are many methods to simulate wave propagation [121]. When applied to the HRTF
calculation, all of the methods require a geometric representation of head and
pinnae as input. For an accurate set of HRTFs, an exact 3D representation of the
geometry, especially that of the pinnae with all their crests and folds, is of utmost
importance [90]. The 3D geometry is represented using a discrete and finite set of
elements, further denoted as ‘mesh’. A mesh is a representation of the region of
interest (ROI), i.e., the object’s volume and surface, with the help of simple geo-
metric elements. In most applications, the faces of these elements are assumed to be
flat, which in turn explains the preference for triangular faces because they are
always flat and therefore have one unique normal vector. This is not always the case
for other shapes, e.g., quadrilaterals.

The requirements on the mesh have to consider geometrical as well as acoustical
aspects. From the acoustic perspective, a typical rule of thumb for numerical calcu-
lation requires the average edge length (AEL) of elements to be at least a sixth of the
smallest wavelength [122], which corresponds to an AEL of 3.5 mm for frequencies
up to 16 kHz. However, in order to describe the pinna geometry sufficiently accu-
rate, the average edge length (AEL) of the elements in the mesh needs to be around
1 mm, independently of the calculation method [90]. Some numerical calculation
algorithms are, in general, more efficient and stable if the geometries are
represented locally with elements of similar sizes and as regular as possible, e.g.,
almost equilateral triangles. To this end, the mesh may undergo a so-called
remeshing [123], which inserts additional elements and resizes all elements to a
similar size. Figure 8 shows the same pinna in all panels, represented by meshes
with increasing AELs from left to right.

Figure 8.
Pinna meshes represented by various AELs [90]. From left to right: AEL of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm and
5 mm. Note how the representations of the helix and fossa triangularis degrade with increasing AEL.
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Interestingly, only the pinna regions contributing to the HRTF (compare
Figure 4b) require to be accurately represented [56] and the remainder of the
geometry can be more roughly modelled. This applies especially to the head, torso
and neck, which can be represented by larger elements. These anatomical parts can
additionally be approximated by simple geometric shapes, e.g., a sphere for the
head, a cylinder for the neck and a rectangular cuboid or an ellipsoid representing
the torso [65], see e.g., Figure 4a. To emphasise the sophisticated direction depen-
dency of the pinna, Figure 9 shows the calculated sound pressure distribution over
the surface of the pinna. This simulation is calculated by defining one element in the
centre of the ear canal as a sound source and evaluating the resulting sound pressure
field at the vertices of the rest of the geometry; the procedure is explained thor-
oughly in Section 4.4.

The geometry can be captured via numerous approaches [124]: a laser scan
[125], medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[69, 126] and computer tomography (CT) [90], or photogrammetric reconstruction
[127]. Laser, MRI and CT scans yield high-resolution meshes offering a small geo-
metric error, but in turn, they need a special equipment. The laser scans are based
on line-of-sight propagation and are able to measure short distances with an accu-
racy of up to 0.01 mm. The downside of line-of-sight propagation is that the mani-
folds of the pinnae are not easy to capture. In the medical imaging approaches,
different downsides arise; acquiring the pinnae geometry via MRI is not a trivial
process because they are flattened by the head support. This leads to two separate
MRI measurements of each ear. The anatomy is then captured in ‘slices’ that can be
stitched together in the postprocessing rather easily. The CT captures the anatomy
in a similar way, but due to the high radiation exposure, such scans are usually not
done with human subjects but with (silicone) mouldings of the listener’s ear. The
overall procedure may take more time than an acoustic HRTF measurement and
require the listener to either manufacture a moulding or meeting rather specific
criteria for the scanning equipment (e.g., no tattoos, piercings, or implants). As an
alternative, recent advances have been made for more widely applicable approaches
such as photogrammetry [23, 128]. Photogrammetry is not only non-invasive but
also can be done with widely available equipment, e.g., a smartphone or digital

Figure 9.
Magnitude of the sound pressure calculated for each element of the surface for a 13-kHz sound source placed in
the ear canal. Note the high dynamic range containing peaks (red) and notches (blue) in the distribution
pattern in the area of the pinna.
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camera, without having the listener to travel to a specialised facility. In a nutshell,
the photogrammetrical approach works as follows: a set of photographs from dif-
ferent directions is made for each ear [127, 129], the so-called structure from motion
[130] approach estimates the camera positions by analysing the mutual features
across the photographs; a 3D point cloud is constructed; and a 3D mesh is created by
connecting the points in the cloud. Note, that currently, manual corrections (e.g.,
smoothing to reduce noise, filling holes) are still required to reach the high quality
of the meshes required for accurate HRTF calculations.

Simulations of acoustics require the information about the acoustic properties of
the simulated objects. The HRTFs can be simulated with the 3D geometry
represented as fully reflective, i.e., all surfaces having infinite acoustic impedance.
With respect to localisation performance, only a small perceptual difference was
found between acoustically measured and HRTFs calculated for acoustically reflec-
tive surfaces [101]. However, the impedance of various regions such as skin and
hair may influence the direction-independent HRTF properties and cause changes
in the perceived timbre [95, 99, 100].

In order to calculate HRTFs with sufficient spectral accuracy, the number of
elements needs to be in the range of several tens of thousands, which might be
important for the requirements of the computational power. Such large numerical
problems usually require large amount of memory being in the range of Gigabytes.
Nevertheless, the calculation time may reach a few days, especially when calculat-
ing HRTFs for many frequencies with high-resolution meshes. Note that if the used
algorithm calculates HRTFs for each frequency independently, the calculations can
be performed in parallel, and computer clusters can be used. This reduces the
calculation time to a few hours for HRTFs the full hearing range and a mesh of
several tens of thousands of elements.

All the algorithms for numerical HRTF calculation are based on the propagation
of sound waves in the free field around a scattering object (also “scatterer”), usually
described by the Helmholtz equation

∇2p xð Þ þ k2p xð Þ ¼ q xð Þ,x∈Ωe, (2)

where ∇2 ¼ ∂
2

∂x2 þ ∂
2

∂y2 þ ∂
2

∂z2 denotes the Laplace operator in 3D, p xð Þ denotes the
(complex valued) sound pressure at a point x for a given wavenumber k in the
domain Ωe around the scattering object and q xð Þ denotes the (complex-valued)
contribution of an external sound source at the acoustic field around the object. The
wavenumber k is 2πf

c with f being the frequency and c the speed of sound.
In order to solve the Helmholtz equation for a given scatterer, boundary condi-

tions are necessary. The Neumann boundary condition assumes the object to be
acoustically hard, and the (scaled) particle velocity at the boundary can be set to zero,

∂p xð Þ
∂n

¼ ∇p xð Þ � n ¼ 0, x∈Γ,

where n denotes the normal vector at the surface pointing away from the object.
For the boundary condition at infinite distance, the so-called Sommerfeld radiation
condition can be applied,

x
kxk ,∇p
� �

� ikp xð Þ ¼ o
1

kxk
� �

, kxk ! ∞,

with o :ð Þ showing that the right side grows much faster than the left side. This
ensures that the sound field decays away from the object [131].
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For the calculation of HRTFs, the Helmholtz equation can be solved numerically
by means of various approaches, which are based on a discretisation of the exterior
domain Ωe around the scatter Γ. Some of these methods solve the Helmholtz
equation in the frequency domain, and others solve its counterpart, the wave
equation, in the time domain. In general, the formulations and the results in the
different domains can be transformed into each other by using, e.g., the Fourier
transformation. In the following, we describe the most prominent methods used for
HRTF calculations.

4.1 The finite-element method

The finite-element method (FEM) solves the Helmholtz equation, Eq. (2), con-
sidering the scattering object or the domain around it as a volume [132]. Figure 10
shows an example of a finite (domain) volume Ωe considered in the calculations
with the scatterer with surface Γ placed inside that volume. To simulate the acoustic
field around that object, the weak form of the Helmholtz equation is used, i.e., the
equation is multiplied by a set of known test functions w xð Þ and integrated over the
whole domain, thus transforming the partial differential equation (e.g., the Helm-
holtz equation) into an integral equation, that can be easier solved numerically:

ð

Ωe

∇2p xð Þ þ k2p xð Þ� �
w xð Þdx ¼

ð

Ωe

q xð Þw xð Þdx: (3)

Secondly, the unknown pressure p xð Þ is approximated by a linear combination

p xð Þ ¼
XN
j¼1

p jϕ j xð Þ (4)

Figure 10.
2D representation of meshes used in FEM. The elements are uniformly distributed and fitted to the boundary of
the domain Ωe.
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of so-called ansatz functions ϕ j xð Þ, j ¼ 1, … ,N. These ansatz functions, or ele-
ment shape functions, help at interpolating between the discrete solutions for each
point of the mesh. They are, in general, simple (real) polynomials defined locally on
the elements of the mesh, e.g., having the value of 1 at their own coordinates and
zero for other points of the mesh. Recent advances have been made towards adap-
tively finding higher-order polynomials and thus drastically reducing the computa-
tional effort [133, 134]. In theory, Eq. (3) should be fulfilled for all possible test
functions w xð Þ, in practice, however, often the ansatz functions are also used as test
functions, i.e., wi xð Þ ¼ ϕi xð Þ. With this choice, Eq. (3) can be transformed into a
linear system of equations

Kp ¼ g, (5)

where

Kij ¼
ð

Ωe

dϕi

dx
dϕ j

dx
� k2ϕiϕ jdx, gi ¼

ð

Ωe

q xð Þϕi xð Þdx,

and p is the vector containing the unknown coefficients pi of the representation
Eq. (4).

In general, the unknown coefficients pi represent the complex sound pressure at
a given node xi of the mesh. The integrals involved are solved using numerical
methods [135].

When calculating HRTFs, the space around the scatterer is assumed to be contin-
uous and infinite; in practice, this space has to be discretised and truncated to a finite
domain by inserting a virtual boundary. When applied to the calculation of HRTFs, a
virtual boundary of the (now finite) domain Ωe needs to be defined and conditions
have to be set to avoid any reflections from this boundary, thus keeping in line with
anechoic or free-field conditions. There are several methods to do so, with the so-
called perfectly matched layers (PMLs) being the most popular among the reviewed
HRTF calculation approaches. The PML is created by inserting an artificial boundary
inside Ωe, e.g., a sphere with sufficiently large radius, and artificially damped equa-
tions are used to represent a solution that can then be numerically calculated, fulfill-
ing the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Recent advances have been made to define
PMLs automatically by extruding the boundary layer of the mesh and obtaining the
geometric parameters during the extrusion step [136].

The FEM has been widely used in HRTF calculations [137–141] and yields
similar results to acoustical HRTF measurements with spectral magnitude errors of
approximately 1 dB [137, 141]. The downside, however, is the need to model 3D
volumes around the head, resulting in models of a high number of elements, having
a strong impact on the calculation duration.

4.2 The finite-difference time-domain method

A similar approach as the FEM can also be followed in the time domain. By using
a short sound burst in the time domain as an input signal, the HRTFs within a wide
frequency range can be calculated at once. This approach is called the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method [142] and can be derived by solving the
wave equation in the time domain

∇2p^ x, tð Þ � ∂
2p^ x, tð Þ
∂t2

¼ q^ x, tð Þ,
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where p^ and q^ denote sound pressure fields in the time domain. The PML is
applied to create the boundary conditions for outgoing sound waves. The evaluation
grid is sampled evenly in cells across the domain with grid spacing h, considering
discrete time steps m. A key parameter for numerical stability of the FDTD is the
Courant number

β ¼ cm
h

,

defining the number of cells the sound propagates per time step. Typically, in
order to obtain stable HRTF calculations, the Courant number is β ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
3

p
.

Figure 11 shows a 2D representation of a mesh used in the FDTD method. Note
that because the mesh needs to consist of evenly spaced elements, most of the
objects cannot be represented accurately and a sampling error is introduced at the
boundary surface Γ of the object. Additionally, as derivatives of functions are
approximated by finite differences, the arithmetic operations are valid for infinite
resolution, but when calculating on physical computers, the precision depends on
the number format used and the gridsize, introducing errors in the results [143].
Refining the grid is a potential solution to the sampling error for staircase approxi-
mations [144, 145], and when framing this problem to HRTF calculations, spectral
magnitude errors of 1 dB up to 8 kHz and 2 dB up to 18 kHz can be achieved
[146, 147], suggesting only negligible increase in localisation errors when listening
to HRTFs calculated by the FDTD method.

Because of the additional sampling errors for irregular domains, recent advances
have been made towards using quasi-cartesian grids [148], dynamically choosing
grid resolutions [149], or towards the finite-volume method (FVTD), which is
based on energy conservation and dissipation of the system as a whole and uses the
integral formulation of the FDTD [150]. One solution approach there is to adap-
tively sample the grid at the boundary and introduce unstructured or fitted cells
[151, 152]. A thorough comparison between FEM, FDTD and FVTD methods is
available in [153].

In fact, the FDTD method has been widely applied to HRTF calculations
[145, 146, 154, 155], and it certainly offers the advantage of calculating broadband

Figure 11.
2D representation of meshes used in the FDTD method. Note that in this representation, the object surface Γ does
not line up exactly with the sampling grid.
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HRTFs while not introducing additional computational cost when multiple inputs
or outputs are used. However, because of the complex geometry of the pinnae, a
submillimetre sampling grid is required, resulting in the need for a delicate
preprocessing.

4.3 The boundary-element method

The boundary element method (BEM) is based on a special set of test functions
in the weak formulation of the Helmholtz equation Eq. (3), namely the Green’s
function

G x,y
� � ¼ eikr

4πr
,

where r ¼ kx� yk, and x and y are two points in space. By using this function, it
is possible to reduce the weak form of the Helmholtz equation to an integral
equation, i.e., the boundary integral equation (BIE), that only involves integrals
over the surface Γ of the object, and not the volume Ωe. Assuming that the external
sound source as a point source at x ∗ , and an acoustically reflecting (= sound hard,
∇p y
� � � n ¼ 0, y∈Γ) surface, the sound field at a point x on a smooth part of that

surface Γ is given by:

1
2
p xð Þ �

ð

Γ

H x, y
� �

p y
� �

dy ¼ G x ∗ ,xð Þp0, (6)

whereH x, y
� � ¼ ∂G

∂ny
x, y
� �

is obtained by the derivative of the Green’s function at

a point y in the direction of vector n normal to the surface at this position, and p0
denotes the strength of the sound source.

In comparison with the other two methods, the BEM has the advantage that only
the surface of the object such as the head and the pinnae needs to be discretised,
whereas in FEM and the FDTD method also a discretisation of the volume sur-
rounding the head has to be considered, see Figures 10–12. Thus, in the boundary
element method, all calculations can be reduced to a manifold described in 2D, in
our case, the domain of interest is reduced to the surface of the head. A second
advantage of the BEM is that by using the Green’s function, the Sommerfeld radia-
tion condition is automatically fulfilled. Additionally, no domain boundary has to be

Figure 12.
2D representation of a BEM mesh. Note that only the boundary of the surface Γ is considered and the domain
volume Ωe does not have to be sampled.
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introduced, such as the PML. This renders the BEM an attractive method for
calculating sound propagation in infinite domains, i.e., in free-field, as is the
assumption when calculating HRTFs [156].

In order to solve a BEM problem, the BIE is discretized and solved by using
methods such as the Galerkin, collocation or Nyström [157–159], all with the com-
mon goal of yielding a linear system of equations.

For the Galerkin method, the unknown pressure is approximated by a linear
combination of ansatz functions as in Eq. (4). The BIE is again multiplied with a set
of test functions (similar to the test functions ϕi xð Þ used in FEM) and integrated
with respect to x yielding a linear system of equations as in Eq. (5), where

Kij ¼
ð

Γ

ϕi xð Þϕ j xð Þ
2

dx�
ðð

Γ

ϕi xð ÞH x, y
� �

ϕ j y
� �

dydx,

and

gi ¼
ð

Γ

G x0 � xð Þϕi xð Þdx:

Another commonly used approach especially used in engineering is collocation
with constant elements, i.e., the sound field is assumed to be constant on each
element of the mesh, and the BIE is solved at the midpoints xi of each element (the
set of all xi are called collocation nodes) yielding a linear system of equations as in
Eq. (5), where

Kij ¼ 1
2
δij �

ð

Γ j

H xi, y
� �

dΓ, gi ¼ G x ∗ ,xið Þp0:

pi ¼ p xið Þ and with x ∗ being the position of the sound source outside the head.
The integrals over each element are numerically solved using appropriate quadra-
ture formulas (weighted sum of function values) and

δij ¼
1 for i ¼ j
0 for i 6¼ j

�

The BIE is solved for a given set of frequencies and the solutions pi at the
collocation nodes are then used to derive the HRTFs. Note that the collocation
method can be interpreted as the Galerkin method utilising the delta functionals
δ xi � xð Þ as test functions. A thorough comparison between Galerkin and colloca-
tion approaches can be found in [160].

The discretisation of just the surface introduces additional challenges. First, the
Green’s function becomes singular at the boundary where kx� yk ¼ 0 and special
quadrature formulas need to be used close to these singularities [161, 162]; and
second, the system matrix K, although small, is usually densely populated, which
poses a challenge for computer memory and the efficiency of the linear solver used.
When considering HRTF calculations for frequencies up to 20 kHz, high-resolution
meshes are required and the corresponding linear systems may contain up to
100,000 unknowns.

In order to efficiently deal with such large systems, the BEM can be coupled with
methods speeding up matrix–vector multiplications, such as the fast-multipole
method (FMM) [163] orH-matrices [164] (so-called ‘hierarchical’matrices). These
methods have enabled an efficient and feasible calculation of HRTFs [165]. In a
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nutshell, these methods aim at providing a method for an efficient and fast matrix–
vector multiplication and are based on two steps. First, the elements of the mesh are
grouped into clusters of approximately the same size with cluster midpoints zi.
Second, for two clusters C1 and C2, that are sufficiently apart from each other, a
separable approximation of the Green’s function

G x, y
� �

≈G1 x� z1ð ÞM z1, z2ð ÞG2 y� z2
� �

is found. This approximation has two advantages: the local expansions G1 and G2
have to be made only once for each cluster, and the interaction between the ele-
ments of different clusters is reduced to a single interaction of the cluster mid-
points. The resulting linear system of equations is then solved using an iterative
equation solver [166].

Although the Helmholtz equation for external problems has a unique solution at
all frequencies, the BIE has uniqueness problems at certain critical frequencies
[159, 167]. Thus, to avoid numerical problems, the BEM needs to be stabilised at
these frequencies, e.g., by using the Burton-Miller method [167]. BEM has been
widely used to calculate HRTFs [165, 168–171] analysing the process from various
perspectives. When applied to an accurate and high-resolution representation of the
pinna geometry, BEM can yield similar results to the acoustic HRTF measurements
by means of sound localisation performance [101, 172].

4.4 Reciprocity

In principle, in order to calculate an HRTF set, the Helmholtz equation needs to
be solved for every source position x ∗

j separately, leading in up to several thousand
right-hand sides in Eq. (5). Solving that many equations cannot be done quickly
even with the help of iterative solvers. On the other hand, the HRTF calculation for
the second ear is quite simple because the solution obtained from the solver is
already available for every element of the surface, i.e., at the element representing
the ear canal of the second ear. The approach of reciprocity can help to significantly
speed up the calculations by swapping the role of the many source positions with
the two elements representing the ear canals, requiring us to solve Eq. (5) only
twice, i.e., once for each of the ears.

Helmholtz’ reciprocity theorem states that switching source and receiver
positions do not affect the observed sound pressure. When applied to HRTF
calculations, virtual loudspeakers are placed in the entrance of the ear canal
(replacing the virtual microphones) and the many simulated sound sources
are represented by many virtual microphones (replacing the many virtual loud-
speakers around the listener). By doing so, the computationally expensive part of
the BEM, i.e., solving a linear system of equations to calculate the sound pressure
at the surface, needs to be done only twice, namely once for each ear. Subsequently,
the sound pressure at positions around the head can be calculated fairly easy and
efficiently.

In more detail, assume that a point source with strength p0 at the position x ∗
j

causes a mean sound pressure of p over a small domain with area A0 at the entrance
of the ear canal. If the domain is sufficiently small, the mean sound pressure is an
accurate representation of the actual sound pressure in this domain. By applying the
reciprocity, we introduce a reciprocal sound source at the entrance of the ear canal

which introduces a velocity v0 and then calculate the sound pressure p x ∗
j

� �
at the

actual sound-source position around the listener. The pressures p x ∗
j

� �
and p are

linked by
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p ¼
p0p x ∗

j

� �

A0v0
:

The reciprocal sound source can be modelled by vibrating elements Γvib, i.e.,
elements with an additional velocity boundary condition

v y
� � ¼ 1

iωρ
∂p
∂n

¼ v0, y∈Γvib

where ω ¼ 2π f ℓ, and ρ is the density of air. Note that v0 can be an arbitrary
positive number because when calculating HRTFs [see for example Eq. (1)], the
pressure is normalised by the reference pressure p0, thus cancelling v0. With this
additional boundary condition, first, BEM can be used to calculate the sound field at
the surface Γ, and then, Green’s representation is applied to calculate the pressure at
all positions of the actual sound sources x ∗

j ,

p x ∗
j

� �
�
ð

Γ

H x ∗
j , y

� �
p y
� �

dyþ iωρ
ð

Γ

G x ∗
j ,y

� �
v y
� �

dy ¼ 0:

Note that this equation is calculated after a discretisation, and because p y
� �

at
the surface is known from the BEM solution, the calculation of the sound pressure

around the head p x ∗
j

� �
is a simple matrix multiplication.

Reciprocity, combined with FMM-coupled BEM has been applied to calculate
HRTFs, enabling calculations for a large spatial HRTF set within a few hours even
on a standard desktop computer [172].

5. Other issues related to HRTF acquisition

Over decades, HRTFs have been collected and stored in databases. Such
databases are important for educational aspects, training of neural network
algorithms [34, 37] and further research [23, 25–28, 173]. While in the early
HRTF research days, HRTFs have been stored by each lab in a different
format, since 2015, the spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA) is available to
store HRTFs in a flexible but well-described way facilitating an easy exchange
between the labs and applications. SOFA is a standard of the Audio Engineering
Society under the name AES69. SOFA provides a uniform description of spatially
oriented acoustic data such as HRTFs, spatial room impulse responses, and
directivities [15].

When it comes to anthropometric data, unfortunately, there is currently no
common format to specify and exchange anthropometric data. This is partially
because currently, it is not known, which data are important. Some laboratories use
the CIPIC parameters [88], some have extended them [174], and others have cre-
ated whole new sets of parameters [128, 175]. An overview of currently used
anthropometric parameters can be found in [176]. The development of parametric
pinna models may shed light on the relevance of parameters needed to be stored in
the future. The listener’s geometry can also be stored in non-parametric represen-
tations such as meshes and point clouds of listener’s ears and head. To this end,
typical 3D dataset formats are used, e.g., OBJ, PLY or STL. These formats are widely
used in computer graphics and thus easily accessible by many corresponding appli-
cations. A large collection of HRTF databases stored in SOFA, with some of them
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combined with meshes stored in OBJ, PLY and STL files is available at the SOFA
website.1

When HRTFs are obtained, there is strong demand to evaluate their quality. This
is especially interesting when comparing the results from numerical HRTF calcula-
tions. The evaluations can be performed at various levels: geometrical, acoustical
and perceptive. The evaluation at the geometric level can be done by comparing the
deviation between two meshes of the pinna and representing the deviation as the
Hausdorff distance [177]. The evaluation at the acoustic level can be done by
calculating the spectral distortion

SD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
i¼1

20 log
dHRTF x ∗ , f i

� �

HRTF x ∗ , f i
� �

 !2
vuut , (7)

where dHRTF x ∗ , f i
� �

denotes the calculated and HRTF x ∗ , f i
� �

the measured
one, summarised over N discrete frequencies. The evaluation at the perceptual level
can be simulated by means of auditory modelling [50] or direct performance of
localisation experiment [50, 90, 147]. Especially the evaluation of localisation errors
in the median plane can be relevant because the sound localisation in the median
plane is directly related to the quality of monaural spectral features in the HRTFs
[46, 178]. A calculated HRTF set yielding similar perceptual results as the natural
listener’s HRTFs can be described as perceptually valid.

6. Conclusions

With a specialised measurement setup, acoustic HRTF measurements can be
done within a few minutes. Still, such setups are expensive and require the listener
to sit or stand still for the whole measurement duration. The requirement of
specialised components has been limiting the popularity of the acoustic methods.
Recent advances, however, have been made by integrating head-movement track-
ing in systems to be used at home, especially since the commercialisation of VR
headsets. These advances provide an easy-to-use measurement setup, but still need
investigation on how many and which measurement positions are crucial to acquire
a sufficient measurement grid for perceptually valid HRTFs.

With the availability of numerical HRTF calculations, the acquisition of
personalised HRTFs has undergone significant advances. While the acoustic HRTF
measurement still remains the reference acquisition method, numerical HRTF cal-
culation paves the road towards personalised HRTFs available for a wide audience.
The most widely used approaches, FEM, FDTD, BEM and BEM coupled with the
FMM, when applied under optimal conditions, can yield acoustically and perceptu-
ally valid results.

Machine learning and neural networks gain increasing popularity and, in the
future, may even further push the usability of numerical HRTF calculations. For
example, neural networks might be able to support the photogrammetric mesh
acquisition or even estimate the HRTFs directly from listener-specific anthropo-
metric data such as photographs. Further improvements in terms of efficiency,
accuracy and precision are still ongoing subject of research.

Despite the clear definition when it comes to storing an HRTF data set by means
of SOFA, a similar definition for the description of anthropometric data is still not

1 https://www.sofaconventions.org/mediawiki/index.php/Files
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available. This might be rooted in our poor understanding of the importance of
parts of the pinna and its contribution to the HRTF. Here, a clear goal is to better
understand the anthropometry and its relation with HRTFs. All this future work
heads into the direction of expanding the access to personalised HRTFs enabling
their availability for everyone.
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Chapter 3

HRTF Performance Evaluation:
Methodology and Metrics for
Localisation Accuracy
and Learning Assessment
David Poirier-Quinot, Martin S. Lawless, Peter Stitt
and Brian F.G. Katz

Abstract

Through a review of the current literature, this chapter defines a methodology
for the analysis of HRTF localisation performance, as applied to assess the quality of
an HRTF selection or learning program. A case study is subsequently proposed,
applying this methodology to a cross-comparison on the results of five contempo-
rary experiments on HRTF learning. The objective is to propose a set of steps and
metrics to allow for a systematic assessment of participant performance (baseline,
learning rates, foreseeable performance plateau limits, etc.) to ease future inter-
study comparisons.

Keywords: spatial hearing, binaural, localisation accuracy, evaluation, HRTF
selection, HRTF training

1. Introduction

If you reached this point, you are probably familiar with the concept of binaural
rendering. You likely also know that it is used for producing spatial sound over
headphones in most of today’s personal mixed reality experiences. While conceptu-
ally sound, binaural rendering is subject to several limitations in practice, some of
them leading users to perceive distorted versions of the encoded 3D scene. Those
distortions range from slight localisation blur to critical scenarios where auditory
events are perceived on the opposite hemisphere from their actual position.
Researchers have been working on techniques to address this problem of binaural
localisation accuracy for some time now. To establish the benefit of these tech-
niques, they predominantly, and quite naturally, rely on localisation performance
evaluations.

The problem that concerns us here is that there is no standard for said evalua-
tion. As a consequence, fully appreciating the value of a technique often requires
careful reading and interpretation of both protocols and associated results. This
becomes truly problematic when comparing the results of several studies, where
differences in protocol and evaluation metrics make for complicated analysis at
best, simply impossible in some cases. Without inter-study comparison, it becomes
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hard to reach any conclusion on the overall and added value of an HRTF selection,
synthesis, or learning method. The objective of this chapter is to lay the foundations
of such a standard.

1.1 Context

One of the most frequent causes of auditory space distortion in binaural render-
ing is related to the use of non-individual Head Related Transfer Functions
(HRTF)1. An HRTF is a collection of filter pairs that, applied to a mono signal,
modify it so that it has the same characteristics as if it had physically been travelling
from a specific point in space to our ears. The term HRTF refers to the set of filter
pairs, each corresponding to a different source position, typically forming a sphere
of fixed radius around the listener. When sound travels to our ears, the acoustic
wave interactions with our morphology causes deformations in the perceived signal.
From childhood, our brain learned to interpret these acoustic cues as different
source positions. Since there exist many variations of ear, head, and torso shapes
that each deform the sound differently, so too are there variations in HRTFs. While
we are quite adept at sound localisation with our own ears and our own HRTF, the
problem arises when we start using someone else’s.

In practice, most users will end up experiencing binaural rendering using an
HRTF that is not their own, as in the case of a non-individual HRTF, generally taken
from an existing database. Presently, measuring an individual’s HRTF most often
requires specific equipment and access to an anechoic room. Methods exist to
simulate an HRTF from geometrical head scans or morphological data, but they
suffer the same drawbacks: the techniques are either too costly or burdensome to
implement in practical scenarios, or they produce HRTFs that do not exactly match
the individual users. As mentioned, using a non-individual HRTF, which the brain
has not trained with, often results in distortions of the perceived auditory space.
Researchers have been working on this issue, proposing new simulation methods,
HRTF selection processes, and even HRTF training programs focused on the reduc-
tion of these distortions.

Naturally, all these lines of research end up using a localisation evaluation task
to assess the benefit of new techniques. As mentioned above, there exists no
standard method for this evaluation, hindering results appraisal and inter-study
comparisons.

1.2 Chapter scope and organisation

The objective of this chapter is to outline a set of metrics and propose a meth-
odology to assess localisation performance in the context of HRTF selection and
training programs. While the tools proposed can be applied to other contexts, they
were designed with HRTF training in mind as not only do they assess instantaneous
performance but also performance evolution, adding another dimension to the
analysis workflow.

Section 2 presents a state of the art of evaluation metrics used to assess
localisation accuracy in previous studies. Section 3 introduces the proposed meth-
odology and the set of metrics on which it is built. Section 4 is a case-study, using

1 We use the term individual to identify the HRTF of the user, individualised or personalised to indicated

an HRTF modified or selected to best accommodate the user, and non-individual or non-individualised to

indicate an HRTF that has not been tailored to the user. A so-called generic or dummy-head HRTF are

specific instances of non-individual HRTFs.
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the methodology to re-analyse and compare the results of five contemporary
experiments on HRTF learning. Section 4 concludes this chapter.

2. State of the art

This section presents and discusses a variety of metrics and methods of analysis
introduced in previous studies for the evaluation of auditory localisation perfor-
mance, in the context of HRTF selection and learning. Further, it discusses what
aspect of the data or human behaviour is highlighted by each metric.

2.1 Analysis based on angular distances

The majority of the metrics used in the literature to assess localisation perfor-
mance are derived from the angular distance from the source position to the par-
ticipant’s response. This section discusses the most common of these metrics, their
interpretation, and limitations. It builds upon the work presented in Letowski and
Letowski [1].

2.1.1 Egocentric coordinate systems

Many auditory localisation tasks have participants indicating perceived target
locations around them. As such, egocentric coordinate systems are a logical choice
for the assessment of pointing errors. The spherical coordinate system, illustrated in
Figure 1a, uses axes of azimuth and elevation angles. As most researchers are
familiar with this coordinate system, it provides an intuitive framework to view and
present results.

Alternatively, the interaural coordinate system has been proposed to evaluate
localisation results as a more natural representation of how sound is perceived. The
lateral angle, referred to as the “binaural disparity cue” by Morimoto and Aokata
[2], defines cones-of-confusion along which the binaural cues of Interaural Level
Difference (ILD) and Interaural Time Difference (ITD) are approximately con-
stant. A cone-of-confusion is a set of positions presenting binaural cue/localisation
ambiguities, that listeners may not be able to differentiate unless provided with
further spectral cues or head movement information [3]. While not truly ‘cones’,

Figure 1.
(a) Spherical, and (b) interaural coordinate systems used in the methodology, for a source positioned at angles
(55°, 46°) as defined in each coordinate system. Spherical azimuth angle θ is defined in [�180°:180°],
elevation angle φ in [�90°:90°]. Interaural lateral angle α is defined in [�90°:90°], polar angle β in
[�180°:180°]. The lateral angle used here is shifted by 90° compared to that originally defined by Morimoto
and Aokata [2]. In both systems, listeners are facing X with their left ear pointing towards Y.
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these constant ILD or ITD surfaces generally define a circle when the radius is fixed
(see [4] for more discussion on the variation with radius of these constant-value
surfaces). To maintain accepted terminology in the field, each of these circles is
termed a “cone-of-confusion”. The polar angle, or “spectral cue”, is primarily linked
with the monaural spectral cues in the HRTF. This independence of binaural and
monaural cues makes the interaural coordinate system a compelling choice when
assessing localisation performance, particularly when monaural cues are of special
interest as in HRTF selection and learning tasks.

Other conventions have been proposed, such as the double-pole [5] or three-pole
[6] coordinate systems. These systems have been designed to circumvent compres-
sion issues impacting single-pole (spherical and interaural) coordinate systems,
further discussed in Section 2.1.3. They can prove very helpful for some types of
data presentation [5], yet can confuse the analysis as more than one coordinate
vector can be assigned to any given point in space.

2.1.2 Azimuth, elevation, lateral, and polar errors

Regardless of the coordinate system used, angular errors can be calculated using
either the signed or absolute difference between target and response coordinates. The
signed error will give an indication on the “localisation bias” [5] where the absolute
error, more often used in the literature [7–10], provides a measure of how close a
response is to the target, regardless of error direction. Computing summary statis-
tics from these values can be a first and straightforward step to characterise both
the central tendency and dispersion, or “localisation blur” [11], of participant
responses [1].

Care must be taken in calculating signed and absolute errors because of the
discontinuities in the azimuth and polar angles of the spherical and interaural
coordinate systems. If a source is close to the discontinuity and the response crosses
it (e.g. 179° to �179°), the calculated error will be artificially large. Likewise, sum-
mary statistics such as mean or standard deviation should also be computed away
from those discontinuities. Another problem that results from working with ego-
centric systems is that data distributions will be warped by the sphere curvature,
requiring in theory to use circular statistics when comparing statistical distribu-
tions. As discussed in [1], linear statistics can however be used in practice if the
directional judgements are relatively well concentrated around a central direction.

2.1.3 Compensating for spatial compression

Both the spherical and interaural coordinate systems introduce spatial compres-
sion at their poles. In the interaural coordinate system for example, the circumfer-
ence of the cone-of-confusion at 80° lateral angle is much smaller than that of a
cone at 0° lateral angle. Therefore, polar angle errors at the poles (near �90° lateral
angle) are more exaggerated than near the median plane. The same problem
impacts azimuth errors near the poles (near �90° elevation angle) for the spherical
coordinate system.

Previous studies have sought to avoid the spatial compression problem alto-
gether by limiting the analysis to targets away from the poles [12]. The downside of
this method is that it limits the scope of the study’s conclusions because a large
region of space cannot be studied. Still others have proposed compensation
schemes, using for example the lateral angle to weight the response contribution to
the average polar error [13–15]. Carlile et al. [13] for example weighted polar
response errors using the cosine of the target lateral angle, decreasing response
contributions as targets moved towards the interaural axis. This method more
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accurately reflects the arc length between the target and response locations on the
circle, keeping in mind that this weighting does not take the lateral angle of the
response into account.

2.1.4 Using directional statistics to analyse sound localisation accuracy

Due to the discontinuities and spatial compression in the angular metrics of the
typical coordinate systems, some work has simply examined the distance between
the participant responses and the true target positions to assess the extent of
localisation error. The most basic method, the great-circle error used in several
studies [9, 15, 16], is measured as the distance along the unit sphere between the
response and target locations. The great-circle error is independent of the selected
coordinate system, not affected by the issues related to discontinuity in the axes or
spatial compression.

Great-circle error on its own does not provide information about the direction of
the response. Paired with the angular direction, it becomes a vector that fully
describes the difference between the response and target positions [1]. Similar to
bearing used to navigate on the globe, angular direction is the angle between the
vector of the target towards the positive pole and that of the target towards the
response. This vector can be used to compute the mean position of the responses, or
centroid, and perform directional or spherical statistics. Alternatively, the centroid
of the response locations may be calculated by separately summing the x, y, and z
coordinates of the responses and dividing by the resultant length [17, 18], though
this method may experience some undesirable results for edge cases with widely-
scattered locations on the sphere.

To perform statistical analyses of the localisation accuracy, the variance in the
response locations must be quantified [19, 20]. Given the two-dimensionality of the
data, previous work has used Kent distributions on a sphere [17, 21] to determine
ellipses that portray the variance of the data along major and minor axes of the
spread of the responses. With Kent distributions, circular statistical tests may be
conducted to evaluate the significance of the distance between the centroid of the
responses and the target location (such as the Rayleigh z test) or the differences
between mean response locations for different conditions (such as the Watson two-
sample U2 test) [22]. Alternatively, Wightman and Kistler [18] suggest the use of
the “concentration parameter” κ to characterise the variance, or “dispersion”, of the
response locations on the sphere.

2.1.5 Further high level metrics based on angular distances

The spherical correlation coefficient has been used to provide an overall measure
of the correlation between target and response positions [13, 17, 18]. As with
standard correlation, the spherical correlation coefficient ranges from �1 to 1,
where a value of 1 is obtained for two identical data sets, and a value of �1 is
obtained for two sets that are reflections of one another. By construction, the
spherical correlation coefficient is invariant for global rotations between the two
sets.

Rather than looking at single or mean error values to assess localisation accuracy,
Hofman et al. [23] and Trapeau et al. [24] studied the linear regression between
targets and responses elevation angles. Termed “elevation gain”, the slope of this
regression provides a higher level metric that can be used to detect compression or
dilation effects in participant responses. Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal [25]
extended this technique, applying the regression on target versus response azimuth
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as well as elevation angles. To account for azimuthal dependence of the elevation
gain, they also introduced the notion of “local elevation gain”, averaging elevation
gain values based on a sliding azimuthal window. This metric allows the assessment
of how elevation compression and dilation effects impact different regions of the
sphere.

2.2 Analysis based on confusions classification

2.2.1 Confusions classification

An analysis based on angular distances alone would fail to distinguish local
accuracy misinterpretations from critical space confusions, where responses are
often on the opposite hemisphere from target positions. These kinds of errors are
very common in studies using non-individualised HRTFs [8, 10, 26, 27], though
they also occur when listening with one’s own ears or HRTF [5].

One of the simplest techniques is that used by Honda et al. [28], which defines a
hit-miss criterion based on a threshold great-circle error value. Though intuitive,
the method does not provide much information on the nature or potential origin of
the confusions.

A slightly more elaborate form of confusion classification was used by
Middlebrooks [12], which flags responses as confusions when they are in a different
hemisphere than that of the target. To avoid reporting small local accuracy errors as
confusions for targets near the hemispheres limits, only those responses with polar
angle errors greater than 90° were considered when searching for confusions. The
classification thus resulted in three types of “quadrant confusions”: front-back, up-
down, and left-right. Majdak et al. [14] further improved the definition, introduc-
ing a weighting factor to compensate for polar angle compression near the
interaural axis. A comparable strategy was adopted by Carlile et al. [13], excluding
from confusion checks those targets too close to the interaural axis.

A parallel classification was proposed by Martin et al. [29], determining confu-
sion types based on cone-of-confusion angle values rather than sphere quadrants.
The classification was further refined by Yamagishi and Ozawa [30], Parseihian and
Katz [8] and Zagala et al. [16], adding “precision” and “combined” confusions to
the already existing confusion types. This classification is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.1.4.

2.2.2 Separating angular and confusions errors contributions

Given the relatively high incidence of front-back confusions in non-individual
HRTF localisation tasks, results often exhibit a bi-modal distribution [10]. Analyses
applied to data that contain a large portion of front-back confusions will have large
variance and potentially inaccurate averages. The other confusion types also have a
similar, if somewhat less characteristic, impact on the data, artificially inflating
localisation errors. As such, it is common practice to split the data to analyse
confusions separately from local performance [1, 12, 14, 31]. A potential problem
with this approach is that excluding data from an analysis may result in an unbal-
anced data set, which limits the use of classical repeated-measures statistics.

Another approach that preserves the sample size of the data consists of ‘folding’
the responses into the same subspace as that of the target prior to the analysis. This
technique has only ever been applied to mirror front-back confusions [18], as it may
only apply to very specific circumstances and tends to inflate the power of the
resulting conclusions [1].
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2.3 Additional analysis methods

2.3.1 Decomposing the analysis across sphere regions

Several studies have shown variations in localisation accuracy as a function of
region on the sphere due to, amongst other things, cue interpretation [3] or
reporting method [32]. In these cases, decomposition schemes were used to better
characterise those variations and understand their origins. As mentioned in Section
2.1.5, Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal [25] for example decomposed the analysis of
elevation gain across azimuthal regions. Later, Majdak et al. [14] proposed an
analysis split into hemi-fields to detect higher accuracy variations for targets in the
rear region. Middlebrooks [12] applied a similar spatial decomposition to detect
high variability for responses in the upper-rear quadrant, temporarily excluding
them from the analysis to better assess variations in remaining regions. The princi-
pal drawback of decomposition is that it reduces the statistical power of the analy-
sis, and can result in unbalanced data sets if responses are not evenly spread across
the regions under consideration.

2.3.2 Performance evolution modelling and analysis

For the evaluation of HRTF learning, it is essential to assess the progression of
participant performance over multiple sessions. On the assumption that any adap-
tation to an HRTF is a process with diminishing returns with repeated training
sessions, localisation performances may be modelled as an exponential decay y ¼
y0 exp �t=τð Þ þ c [15, 31]. Here y0 is the initial performance, t is the time (training
day, session, etc.), τ is the improvement time constant, and c is the long term
performance. This model of performance over time allows for comparisons between
studies, such as determining if different protocols lead to faster learning rates or if
better long term performance can be achieved. If the training duration proves
insufficient to reach a performance plateau/asymptote, like that seen in Stitt et al.,
[10], the improvement data may be better modelled using the linear form axþ b
[9, 31]. In addition to performance modelling, the correlation between training
duration and performance metrics has been used to determine if factors other than
training duration, like participant attention, should be considered to explain per-
formance evolution [33].

Analysis of performance evolution can be performed per condition (grouping
participants) [8, 10] or per participant [23]. Participant performance evaluation
makes it harder to draw general conclusions, but potentially provides deeper insight
into performance as not all participants exhibit the same ability to adapt to a new
HRTF [24]. This adaptation capacity appears to be a function of initial HRTF
affinity or “perceptual quality” [10]. For inter-study comparisons, some form of
performance scaling or normalisation may first be required to compensate for such
affinities, highlighting performance improvement rather than absolute value [10].

3. Methodology for assessing localisation performance

From the literature review in the previous section, a methodology is derived for
assessing binaural localisation accuracy. Though it was designed with a focus on
HRTF training programs, it should be applicable to any HRTF-related study inter-
ested in localisation performance assessment. Section 3.1 introduces the conven-
tions and metrics used in the methodology, itself detailed in Section 3.2. The metrics
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proposed along with the notions they examine are summarised in Table 1 at the end
of this section. A MATLAB toolbox for the evaluation of all the metrics discussed
here is available online2.

3.1 Conventions and evaluation metrics

3.1.1 Coordinate systems

The methodology makes use of both spherical and interaural coordinate systems,
illustrated in Figure 1. While the spherical coordinate system provides an intuitive
perspective on the results, the interaural system has been especially designed to
separate the analysis of binaural and monaural cues, as discussed in Section 2.1.1,
making it a natural choice for the analysis of HRTF-related localisation perfor-
mance.

3.1.2 Protocol space coverage

Space coverage is a set of metrics, scangle and scshape, designed to provide insight
on the density of points tested during the localisation task, as well as on the homo-
geneity of their distribution on the sphere. scangle represents the density of the

Name Notion examined

Space coverage
statistic

Density and homogeneity of the evaluation grid

Confusion rates Percentage of errors resulting from cone-of-confusion or quadrant ambiguities

Great-circle error Overall localisation accuracy

Local great-circle
error

overall localisation accuracy, excluding confusions

Local lateral error Localisation accuracy in the horizontal plane, excluding confusions

Local polar error Localisation accuracy in the vertical plane, excluding confusions

Local azimuth error Localisation accuracy in the horizontal plane, excluding confusions

Local elevation
error

Localisation accuracy in the vertical plane, excluding confusions

Local lateral
compression

Whether localisation errors are distorted systematically towards the median
plane ZX, excluding confusions

Local elevation
compression

Whether localisation errors are distorted systematically towards the horizontal
plane XY, excluding confusions

Local lateral bias Whether there is a systematic rotational offset on responses around the Z axis,
excluding confusions

Local elevation bias Whether there is a systematic upward offset on responses, towards positive Z,
excluding confusions

Per-region metrics Decomposition of the analysis across target regions

Local responses
distribution

Whether two sets of responses, excluding confusions, belong to different
spherical distributions (using Kent distribution and circular statistics)

Table 1.
Summary of the evaluation metrics used in the methodology, grouped by concept similarity.

2 MATLAB auditory localisation evaluation toolbox: https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03265190.
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evaluated positions for a given test protocol. It is is computed based on the spherical
Voronoi diagram built from the evaluated positions, as the average over the solid
angles of its cells [34], accompanied, �, by its standard deviation. As illustrated in
Figure 2, denser grids result in smaller scangle, with standard deviation decreasing
for increasingly homogeneous distributions.

scshape is computed as the average over the shape indices of the cells of the
Voronoi diagram, defined as:

shape_index ¼ 4π
cell_area

cell_perimeterð Þ2 (1)

where the perimeter is computed as the sum of the great-circle values between
the cell vertices, expressed in radians. The squared value of the perimeter, as well
as a 4π normalisation factor, are used so that the final shape index value is defined
in 0, 1½ �. Cells shaped as circles will have an index close to 1, whereas the index
will decrease towards 0 as the cell grows into an elongated polygon. As illustrated
in Figure 2, scshape is used in addition to scangle standard deviation to detect
uneven evaluation grid distributions. Note that grid density has a negative impact
on scshape: dropping from 0.91 to 0.84 for uniform grids of 20 and 80 points
respectively [35].

3.1.3 Great circle error and angular direction

The great-circle error is defined as the minimum arc between the response
and the true target position. This metric provides an intuitive way to assess the
local localisation accuracy as the spherical distance between the responses and the
target. Given xyztarget and xyzresponse as the vectors in Cartesian coordinates of the
target and response positions respectively, the great-circle error is defined in
[0°:180°] as:

great_circle_error ¼ arctan
xyztarget � xyzresponse
���

���
xyztarget � xyzresponse

0
@

1
A (2)

where smaller values correspond to better localisation performances.

Figure 2.
Various test grids and associated space coverage statistics. (a) Homogeneous grid with large number of points,
(b) homogeneous grid with small number of points, (c) non-homogeneous grid with small number of points,
and (d) horizontal grid with small number of points.
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The angular direction is coupled to the great circle to enable vector summation
of target to response arcs on the sphere. The direction towards the right ear consti-
tutes the positive pole in the interaural coordinate system. The angular direction
may then be calculated from the interaural coordinates as:

angulardir: ¼ arctan
cos αresp
� �

sin βresp � βtarget

� �

cos αtarget
� �

sin αresp
� �� sin αtarget

� �
cos αresp
� �

cos βresp � βtarget

� �
0
@

1
A

(3)

where α is the lateral angle and β is the polar angle.

3.1.4 Confusion classification

As discussed in Section 2.2, confusion classification schemes are primarily
designed to separate small localisation errors from larger errors caused by erroneous
localisation behaviours typically observed in binaural localisation tasks. The
scheme used in the methodology is designed around notions borrowed from both
cone-of-confusion [8, 10, 16, 29] and sphere quadrant [12, 14] classifications. It
separates responses into 4 categories: those near the target (precision errors),
those opposite the target compared to the YZ plane (front-back errors), those
within the target cone-of-confusion (in-cone errors), and the remainder (off-cone
errors).

The classification is illustrated in Figure 3a. Responses within a 45° radius cone
around the target are defined as precision errors. Responses within a 45° cone
around the symmetrical of the target position regarding the YZ plane, not already
classified as precision errors, are defined as front-back errors. Responses with a
lateral angle within 45° of that of the target, not already classified as either precision
or front-back confusions, are defined as in-cone errors. Remaining responses are
defined as off-cone errors. Figure 3b and c schematically show several alternate
approaches, evaluated before choosing the current method (discussed in more
detail below).

The proposed 45° threshold value is somewhat arbitrary, based on a
segmentation of localisation error distributions of responses from previous studies
[8–10]. This value can be adapted depending on the context of the study and
the nominal localisation accuracy expected. To improve understanding, the

Figure 3.
Confusion type as a function of response position on the sphere, for a target at spherical coordinates (35°, 10°)
and a listener facing X with his left ear pointing towards Y. (a) Proposed classification scheme, (b)
classification used in Stitt et al. [10] based on polar angle only, and (c) attempt at solving pole compression
issues of (b).
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evolution of confusion zones for a 20° threshold and various target position is
illustrated in Figure 4. The sum of the four confusion category rates always sums
to 100%.

The distinction between in- and off-cone confusions is inspired from the duplex
theory [36, 37], separating responses based on whether they are caused by
misinterpreting monaural cues (in-cone confusions) or binaural cues (off-cone
confusions). The commonly cited front-back confusion category has been
maintained, despite not having a clearly identified origin in signal symmetry, as it
represents a behaviour frequently observed in localisation studies [38]. Other con-
fusion categories have been considered for this scheme, such as up-down or com-
bined up-down-front-back confusions. They have been discarded however, as their
representative patterns were not prevalent in the ≈10000 participant responses
analysed in Section 4 or the meta analysis on ≈80000 responses in free field by Best
et al. [38].

Compared to traditional cone-of-confusion classifications defined using only
polar angle [8, 10, 16, 29], the main drawback of the proposed scheme is that it is
susceptible to ITD mismatch. By only looking at the difference in polar angle
between target and response, these classifications are not impacted by participants
misinterpreting the ITD of the target, focusing on monaural cues interpretation
characterisation. As illustrated in Figure 3b, the problem of these classifications is
that they have high rate of false error detection at the poles of the interaural
coordinate system, were a small shift in response can be interpreted as e.g. a front-
back confusion instead of a precision error.

An attempt was made to propose a new scheme, inspired by the one used in Stitt
et al. [10], alleviating the pole issue by increasing the (polar) spread of the precision
zone as targets near the poles, constraining said spread to always span 45 of great-
circle angle when projected on the sphere. As illustrated in Figure 3c, this constraint
results in a undesirable warping of the precision error zone for targets within a
certain lateral distance from the poles.

The solution proposed for studies needing a classification based on monaural
cues interpretation alone is to extend the proposed scheme, artificially adjusting the
lateral position of targets prior to the classification to discard errors related to ITD
mismatch. This adjustment can be made on a per-participant/target basis, replacing
the lateral angle of targets by the mean lateral angle of their associated responses
prior to the classification. It can also be performed on a per-response basis by simply
assuming that targets and responses always have the same lateral position. The case
study of Section 4 uses the second, simple, non-adaptive form of the classification
scheme.

Figure 4.
Confusion type as a function of response position on the sphere for the proposed classification scheme with an
angle threshold of 20 and a listener facing X with his left ear pointing towards Y. Target at spherical
coordinates (a) (35°, 10°), (b) (70°, 40°), and (c) (80°, 10°).
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3.1.5 Azimuth, elevation, lateral, and polar errors and biases

Lateral and polar errors are defined as the absolute difference between target
and response positions in interaural coordinates. They are used to project
localisation errors onto spatial dimensions associated with separate cues in the
HRTF, allowing for an analysis of their independent contribution to the overall
performance. Both are defined in [0°:180°], where smaller values correspond to
better localisation performances. In the methodology, lateral and polar errors will
be evaluated only on responses classified as precision confusions, hence referred to
as local lateral and polar errors. This limitation allows to avoid the discontinuities
discussed in Section 2.1.2 as well as the hazardous interpretation of values
compounding local errors and spatial confusions.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, compression at the poles will lead to artificially
inflated polar errors for targets near the interaural axis. A weight, proportional to
the target lateral position, can be applied to the polar error to compensate for the
compression, defining the polar error weighted as:

polar_error_weighted ¼ polar_error ∗ cos αtarget
� �

(4)

This weight is designed so that, for a target and a response that share the same
lateral angle, the polar error weighted is equal to the arc length (great-circle) that
separates them, regardless of said lateral angle. Note that while lateral error is not
impacted by pole compression, it ‘folds’ near the interaural axis: random responses
will overall have a lower local lateral error for targets in this region. This is a
valuable feature of the interaural system when assessing the symmetric contribu-
tion of binaural cues (ITD/ILD) to localisation error. It can nonetheless lead to
artificially deflated lateral errors when used in a different context.

Azimuth and elevation errors are defined as the absolute difference between
target and response positions in spherical coordinates. They correspond to a more
traditional projection of spherical coordinates, more intuitive yet no longer guided
by auditory cue separation. Like interaural errors, azimuth and elevation errors are
defined [0°:180°] and will be used only for local precision evaluation. As for polar
error, azimuth error compression near the poles can be compensated for, defining
the azimuth error weighted as:

azimuth_error_weighted ¼ azimuth_error ∗ cos φtarget

� �
(5)

In addition to absolute errors, signed lateral and elevation errors are used in the
methodology. Mean signed errors, referred to as biases, are typically used to exam-
ine systematic rotational biases, induced for example by an offset between the
tracking system used for measuring the HRTF and that used during the evaluation
task, or reporting bias. As for absolute errors, usage of both metrics will be
restricted to responses classified as precision confusions.

Finally, lateral and elevation compression errors are used to highlight space
compression and dilation effects. Lateral compression, is defined as kαtargetk �
kαresponsek, so that a positive error corresponds to a compression towards the median
plane ZX. Respectively, a negative error corresponds to a dilation away from the
median plane. Similarly, the elevation compression is defined as kφtargetk � kφresponsek,
so that a positive error corresponds to a compression towards the horizontal
plane XY. Respectively, a negative error corresponds to a dilation away from the
horizontal plane. Compression errors are for example used to characterise a
pointing bias caused by the reporting interface, or to detect lateral compressions
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resulting from an ITD mismatch between the presented HRTF and that of the
participants.

3.1.6 Sphere regions

The decomposition of the analysis in sphere regions depends on the context. As
such, there exists no one ideal decomposition scheme. To support the case study
presented in the next section, the sphere will be split into 6 regions: front-up (x>0
and z>0), front-down (x>0 and z<0), back-up (x<0 and z>0), back-down (x<0
and z<0), left (y>0), and right (y<0). This scheme has been chosen to best
highlight region specific behaviours while remaining manageable, based on a pre-
liminary analysis of the experiments studied in Section 4. The redundant left and
right regions have been added for systematic checks on lateralisation discrepancies
in participant responses.

3.2 Methodology

The methodology is proposed as a set of analysis steps, each building on the
previous one to provide a comprehensive assessment of participants localisation
performance.

3.2.1 Evaluation task characterisation

The first step of the analysis is to assess how much of the space, i.e. sphere, has
been tested during the localisation task. In addition to depicting the grid of tested
positions, this step reports its space coverage statistics as defined in Section 3.1.2.
This provides readers with a simple set of metrics that reflect the spatial thorough-
ness of the evaluation, a value they can use to qualify the study’s conclusions as well
as for inter-study comparisons.

Atypical evaluation grids and their potential impact on participant results should
also be discussed here. An evaluation on frontal field positions alone is likely to result
in better overall performance compared to one encompassing the whole sphere, due
to known variations of perceptual accuracy across sphere regions [5]. When using
such grids, reporting metrics chance rates, i.e. their values for responses randomly
distributed on the sphere, as proposed by Majdak et al. [14] can greatly help readers
appreciate the presented results. Another problematic example is the use of evalua-
tion grids sparse enough for participants to identify and recall the tested positions,
likely impacting participants performance and associated conclusions.

Finally, the stimulus characteristics (type, duration, etc.) as well as the reporting
method should be described and discussed here, so that any systematic bias they
may have on participant responses can be detected during the analysis.

3.2.2 Assess global extent of localisation error

The objective here is to get a rough overview of participant performance during
the localisation task, simply answering the question “how far were responses from
the true target position?”. The assessment is based on the great-circle error as
defined in Section 3.1.3.

3.2.3 Assess critical localisation confusions

The next step consists in separating small precision errors from critical confu-
sions. The nature and types of confusions is characterised early on as they can have
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a critical impact on localisation performance, often far more detrimental than local
localisation accuracy issues. This characterisation is performed using one of the
classification methods defined in Section 3.1.3.

3.2.4 Assess local extent of localisation error

This next step takes a closer look at responses classified as precision errors, i.e.
the non-confused responses, to examine the local localisation performance. The
mean great-circle error and angular direction of responses classified as precision
confusions is computed to analyse the extent of local errors. Note that this metric
does not depend on the confusion classification method used, as precision errors are
defined using the same criterion in both methods. Conclusions drawn from this
local analysis should naturally be leveraged by the percentage of responses it
encompasses.

3.2.5 Horizontal and vertical decomposition of the localisation error

Whether or not this step should be included in the analysis, and which metrics it
should make use of, depends on the context of the study. An experiment focusing
on perceptual ITD adjustment for example would likely make use of both local
lateral error as well as lateral compression. A training program attempting to fine
tune participant interpretation of monaural cues would on the other hand base its
evaluation on the local polar error. For some studies, this decomposition will not
make sense and should be avoided to limit Type I error inflation.

3.2.6 Decompose the analysis across sphere regions

This final step consists in repeating all of the above, decomposing the analysis
based on target positions to assess how participants fared in specific regions of the
sphere. Given the loss of statistical power and the additional clutter that this analy-
sis represents, it only needs to apply to those studies interested in characterising
spatial imbalances in performance. The decomposition can then be performed using
either a sphere splitting scheme as the one described in Section 3.1.6, or on a per-
target position basis. For example, this approach can be used to support the design
of HRTF learning programs that would focus dynamically on those regions/confu-
sions that are the most problematic [9].

To further characterise local localisation behaviours, the analysis can be com-
pleted by evaluating average response positions and spherical response distribu-
tions. The former, computed by summing local great-circle error vectors, as
discussed in Section 3.1.3, will help characterise variations of localisation accuracy
across sphere regions [21]. The latter, characterised using Kent distributions (see
Section 3.1.3), will provide the statistical framework to assess the significance of
those variations.

4. Case study

The methodology defined in the previous section is applied here to build a
comparative analysis on a selection of studies, focusing on the use of, and adapta-
tion to, binaural cues for auditory localisation. The objective of this case study
collection is not so much to present a thorough comparison of these studies as to
illustrate how the methodology can be applied to a practical use case, and how its
constituting metrics react to concrete scenarios. To further focus the case-study on
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these points, significance assessment is based on the overlapping of estimated
distributions Confidence Intervals (CIs) rather than on null-hypothesis tests [39].

4.1 Study selection overview

Several studies of the impact of HRTF training on localisation accuracy have
been selected from existing literature, for which authors graciously provided raw
participant data used in the comparative analysis. A short description of each study
is provided in the next section, reporting only those elements that concern the
present analysis.

Common to most of the presented studies is the notion of HRTF perceptual
quality. This term refers to the perceptual matching, localisation wise, between a
participant and an HRTF. A low quality HRTF is one that results in bad localisation
accuracy. Inversely, the higher the quality, the better the localisation accuracy, the
highest quality match corresponding in theory to one’s own HRTF. Replicating the
potential outcomes of selecting an HRTF from an existing database, three degrees of
perceptual matching are considered in these studies in addition to individual HRTF:
worst-match, random-match, and best-match HRTF. Best and worst-match HRTFs
represent respectively a best and worst case outcome, typically obtained by asking
participants to perform a localisation task with, or a perceptual ranking of, an
existing set of HRTFs.

4.1.1 Study description: exp-majdak

Majdak et al. [14], a 2010 study on the impact of various reporting methods
during training with their individual HRTF. 10 participants trained on auditory
localisation: 5 reporting perceived localisation positions with their hand, 5 with their
head. Each participant completed 600–2200 localisation trials over a span of 2–32 d.
Training and evaluation were performed within each trial: a session was composed
of 50 trials, completed in 20–30 min. Each trial consisted of a localisation task with
feedback, testing participants on 1380 positions overall, distributed on a sphere,
using a 500 ms burst of white noise as stimulus. As the reporting method proved to
have only a small impact on training efficiency, the 10 participants have hereafter
been aggregated in a single group (grp-majdak-indiv), focusing the analysis on the
impact of HRTF quality on performance evolution.

4.1.2 Study description: exp-parseihian

Parseihian and Katz [8], a 2012 study on accommodation to non-individual
HRTF. 12 participants trained on auditory localisation, each completing 3 sessions of
12 min each on 3 consecutive days. Each session consisted of an interactive audio
localisation game followed by a localisation task evaluation testing participants on
25 positions distributed on a sphere, using a 180 ms sequence of white noise bursts
as stimulus. Before training, each participant ranked a set of 7 perceptually orthogo-
nal HRTFs [40, 41] from the LISTEN database [42] based on localisation accuracy
as perceived during predefined audio trajectories. The best and worst-match HRTF
for each participant was extracted from this ranking. Participants were then divided
into 3 groups: 2 that trained with their individual HRTF (grp-parse-indiv), 5 with
the best-match HRTF (grp-parse-best), and 5 with the worst-match HRTF (grp-
parse-worst). An additional 2 groups that performed only 1 training session are not
considered in the current analysis. The ITDs of all HRTFs were adjusted based on
individual participant head circumference, using a model derived from a regression
between measured ITDs and morphological parameters. This technique is used as a
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practical method, easily carried out by end-users, to maximise initial localisation
performance accuracy.

4.1.3 Study description: exp-stitt

Stitt et al. [10], a 2019 study on accommodation to non-individual HRTF. 16
participants trained on auditory localisation, each completing 10 sessions of 12 min
each over a span of 10–20 weeks. The worst-match HRTF selection, training game,
stimulus, and tested audio source positions during the localisation task evaluation at
the end of each training session were the same as those of exp-parseihian. Partici-
pants were divided into 2 groups: 4 training with individual HRTFs (grp-stitt-
indiv) and 8 with worst-match HRTFs (grp-stitt-worst). An additional 8 partici-
pants trained for only 4 sessions with their worst-match HRTFs are not considered
in the current analysis.

4.1.4 Study description: exp-steadman

Steadman et al. [15], a 2019 study on accommodation to non-individual HRTF.
27 participants trained on auditory localisation, each completing 9 sessions of
12 min each over a span of 3 d. A localisation task evaluation was conducted at the
beginning and end of each day as well as between each training session the first day,
testing participants on 12 positions distributed on a sphere using a 1.6 s stimulus
merging bursts of white noise and speech signal. All participants trained with the
same randomly-matched HRTF selected from the 7 LISTEN database of exp-
parseihian. Participants were distributed in 3 groups, training on various gamified
and interactive versions of an audio localisation game, aggregated as one group in
the current analysis (grp-steadman-random). An additional 9 participants, acting
as a control group not undertaking training, are also not considered in the current
analysis, as well as the results of a parallel evaluation task performed on another
HRTF than that used during training.

4.1.5 Study description: exp-poirier

Poirier-Quinot and Katz [9], a 2021 study on accommodation to non-individual
HRTF. 12 participants trained on auditory localisation (grp-poirier-best), each
completing 3 sessions of 12 min each over a span of 3–5 d. Participants trained using
a best-match HRTF selected from the 7 LISTEN database of exp-parseihian, though
the simplified subjective selection method was only concerned with identifying the
best-match HRTF. An additional 12 participants trained with their best-match
HRTF in a reverberant condition are not considered in the current analysis. Each
session consisted of an interactive audio localisation game followed by a localisation
task evaluation testing 20 positions distributed on a sphere using the same stimulus
as in exp-parseihian.

4.2 Application of the methodology

4.2.1 Time alignment of evaluation sessions

In all these experiments, the training sessions lasted for 12 min, except for
exp-majdak where both training and evaluation were performed in a single block
of 20–30 min. According to exp-majdak, the evaluation itself took half that time,
leaving a per-session training duration equivalent to that of the other studies. A
time realignment across experiments was executed such that the evaluation sessions
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compared are separated by equivalent training durations. Thus, the sessions have
been renumbered to account for changes in protocol.

In the analysis, evaluation sessions are numbered from 1 to 11, each separated by
a 12 min training. Exp-poirier and exp-parseihian only performed 3 training
sessions, hence the missing data-points in subsequent figures. Likewise, exp-stitt
and exp-majdak did not report pre-training performances, missing session 1 data-
points. Finally, the number of evaluations in exp-steadman spreads out from ses-
sion 4 onward, switching from an evaluation session after each training to an
evaluation at the beginning and end of each 3-sessions training day.

4.2.2 Evaluation task characterisation

The space coverage of target positions evaluated during the localisation task of
each study are reported in Figure 5. The high density of the grid of exp-majdak
results in a very low average scangle compared to those of the other experiments. Its
comparatively high standard deviation is due to the absence of test positions in the
bottom part of the sphere (polar gap). For comparison, a homogeneous grid with
the same number of points would have yielded scangle ¼ 0:5°� 0:003. Distribution
homogeneity is also responsible for the lower scangle standard deviation value
observed in exp-poirier compared to that of exp-parseihian and exp-stitt. Finally,
exp-steadman, with fewer test points and a polar gap in the bottom hemisphere,
has the highest scangle value and standard deviation.

As could be expected, all the grids present high scshape values, being overall
evenly distributed on the sphere. Grid density around polar gaps impacts the met-
ric, explaining why exp-poirier value is higher than that of exp-majdak while both
grids are evenly distributed: removing polar gap contributions in these grids would
yield scshape values of 0.91 and 0.84 respectively.

Two different reporting methods were used in the five studies: head pointing
(exp-majdak and exp-steadman) and hand pointing (exp-majdak, exp-
parseihian, exp-steadman, exp-poirier). This should have little to no impact on
the comparative analysis however, as both methods lead to similar reporting biases
[32]. exp-parseihian, exp-stitt, and exp-poirier used the same stimulus: a 180
sequence of three white noise bursts. Exp-majdak used a slightly longer, unique
burst of 500 ms, and exp-steadman used a 1.6 s stimulus composed of both
white noise bursts and speech signal. All these stimuli are likely to present the
transient energy and the broad frequency content necessary for auditory space
discrimination [43, 44]. The difference in stimulus duration may have

Figure 5.
Space coverage statistics of the evaluation task in the selected studies (a) majdak, (b) parseihian/stitt, (c) poirier and
(d) steadman.
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repercussions in the analysis, as the participants can initiate more head movements
to facilitate auditory localisation during the presentation of longer stimuli [45].
While adaptive rendering (i.e. dynamic cues) was disabled during stimulus presen-
tation in exp-parseihian, exp-stitt, and exp-poirier, this is not explicitly stated in
exp-majdak and exp-steadman.

4.2.3 Assessing the global extent of localisation error

The evolution of great-circle angle error across studies and training sessions is
reported in Figure 6. Besides the clear benefit of training observed in all studies, the
metric also highlights the overall positive impact of HRTF quality on initial perfor-
mance. Interestingly, while the results from exp-parseihian suggest a similar intra-
HRTF quality/performance relationship, it reports larger great-circle angle errors
compared to those of the other experiments. This point already illustrates how
differences in evaluation protocols or inter-participant variations may complicate
the comparison of results across studies, as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.4 Assessing the critical localisation confusions

Much like the great-circle error, precision confusion rates can be used to assess
performance evolution during training, as illustrated in Figure 7. Trends observed on
initial precision rates and their evolution reflect the observation made on the great-
circle error analysis. Precision rates and great-circle angle values are indeed highly
correlated across training sessions, with correlation coefficients in [�1:0:�0:9] for all
studies. As each confusion rate aggregates all the responses of a participant during an
evaluation session however, their CI is by construction often wide enough to confuse
the analysis compared to that based on great-circle errors.

This widening of the CIs is particularly apparent in the comparison of the other
confusion rates, reported in Figure 8 for the evaluation that took place after the first
training session. While a trend indeed suggests that the amount of confusions
increases with decreasing HRTF quality, overlapping CIs often prevent any definite
conclusion. Observing these rates can still help inform the analysis, as the poor
performance of grp-parse-indiv on great-circle error observed in the previous sec-
tion can be partly attributed to their high in-cone confusion rates, while their off-
cone confusion rate is on par with that of grp-stitt-indiv and grp-majdak-indiv.

Maybe the most interesting use of confusion rates is to decompose the overall
performance evolution. As illustrated by its confusion rate evolution in Figure 9,
grp-stitt-worst performance evolution observed in Figure 6 should, confusion wise,
mainly be attributed to improvements in front-back confusions during training.

Figure 6.
Great-circle error mean and CI evolution across sessions and experiments. The great-circle error value for
random responses is of ≈90° for all experiments.
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4.2.5 Assessing the local extent of localisation error

Results of the confusion classification indicate that roughly 50% of responses
were within the vicinity of the target (precision errors) after the first training
session across experiments. The analysis here focuses on these responses, assessing
local accuracy issues to complete that on localisation confusions.

Figure 10 reports local great-circle errors across training sessions and experi-
ments. Looking once more at grp-stitt-worst, their local accuracy did not improve
during training, oscillating around 25°. The improvement seen on overall great-
circle error for that group can therefore be solely attributed to the reduction in
front-back confusions reported in the previous section. Likewise, the 10° improve-
ment on overall great-circle error observed for grp-parse-worst between sessions 2
and 3 can be attributed to a reduction in confusion rates, as it does not appear on
local great-circle error. Separating the contribution of confusions from that of local
accuracy also reveals a significant difference between grp-stitt-indiv and grp-

Figure 7.
Precision confusion rates mean and CI evolution across sessions and experiments. Grp-parse-indiv was
removed from the figure, composed of only 2 participants, resulting in a CI so large it confused the whole plot.

Figure 8.
Confusion rates after the first training session across experiments.

Figure 9.
Confusion rates mean and CI evolution across sessions for grp-stitt-worst.
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majdak-indiv improvement of local great-circle error between sessions 2 and 6, not
visible on global great-circle error.

4.2.6 Horizontal and vertical decomposition of the localisation error

Local lateral error evolution across sessions for all experiments is reported in
Figure 11a. As expected, initial performances indicate that participants using indi-
vidual HRTF were quite apt at lateral localisation, accustomed as they were to the
presented ITD and ILD cues. Exp-poirier, exp-stitt, and exp-parseihian used a
similar ITD adjustment scheme, slightly improved in its last iteration for exp-
poirier compared to that of exp-stitt, itself an incrementation on that of exp-
parseihian. As such, the progression of initial lateral errors between grp-parse-
worst, grp-stitt-worst, and grp-poirier-best can be expected. The performance of
grp-steadman-random, on par with that of participants using ITD-adjusted or
individual HRTFs, could be either attributed to the small number of evaluation
positions (similar to that used during training), or to the 1.6 s burst and voice
stimulus used as compared to the 180 ms to 500 ms burst trains used in the other
experiments.

Participants trained with individual HRTF did not improve much on local lateral
error overall, starting at ≈11° after the first training session and only improving to at
≈9° after the last. Comparison of performance evolution between groups training
with a worst-match HRTF (grp-parse-worst and grp-stitt-worst) against that of
groups training with a best-match HRTF (grp-parse-best and grp-poirier-best)
suggests a positive impact of HRTF quality on potential local lateral error improve-
ment. It would also seem that the ITD adjustment applied in exp-parseihian and
exp-stitt was not sufficient to compensate for poor HRTF quality regarding lateral
localisation accuracy.

Focusing on local lateral compression evolution, Figure 11b reveals a systematic
over-estimation of the lateral angle across experiments, i.e. participants overall
reported targets closer to the inter-aural axis poles than they truly were. Analysis of
session 2, after the first training session, indicates that 62% of the 73 participants
presented an overall lateral compression of less than �5°, against only 4%
presenting one above 5°.

Local polar error evolution across sessions for all experiments is reported in
Figure 12a. Overall performance was still a function of HRTF quality, but for grp-
parse-indiv poor performance prior to training and grp-steadman-random, on par
with exp-stitt and exp-majdak control groups using individual HRTFs. The impact
of training is hardly more pronounced than that observed on local lateral error.
Training still helped lower local polar error overall, with even participants using
individual HRTFs slightly improving during training: grp-stitt-indiv and grp-

Figure 10.
Local great-circle error mean and CI evolution across sessions and experiments.
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majdak-indiv gained ≈3° in local polar accuracy over the course of training,
roughly identical to the improvement observed on local lateral accuracy. Note here
that an analysis based on the overall polar error, i.e. taking into account confusions,
would have suggested ≈12° improvement after training for these two groups.
Finally, most of the improvement on local polar error occurred during the early
stage of the training, decreasing of ≈7° between sessions 1 and 2 in average over all
experiments, not considering exp-stitt and exp-majdak as participants were not
tested prior to training, and of only ≈7° between sessions 2 and 4.

The analysis of local elevation compression also reveals a stronger tendency to
under-estimate target elevation, i.e. responses closer to the horizontal plane than the
true target, than that observed on local lateral compression. Across experiments,
38% of the 73 participants presented a local elevation compression of more than 5°
after the first training session, compared to 14% for elevation dilation. A trend
suggests that local elevation compression is quickly corrected during the first train-
ing session and remains at a relatively constant value regardless of the method or
number of training sessions. The surprisingly high plateau reached by grp-majdak-
indiv compared to grp-stitt-indiv, also training on individual HRTFs, could be
attributed to the the difference in tested grid positions: exp-majdak presented far
more targets near the 90° elevation pole than exp-stitt.

4.2.7 Decompose the analysis across sphere regions

This section illustrates how splitting results analysis across sphere regions might
highlight spatial imbalances in performance. To avoid further cluttering the chap-
ter, only two example decompositions will be presented: confusion rates based on
sphere regions, and local great-circle error based on individual target locations.

Decomposition of confusion rates based on the regions defined in Section 3.1.6 is
illustrated Figure 13. Results displayed are aggregated over all five studies, to focus
the analysis on general binaural localisation behaviours. The first noticeable result is

Figure 11.
(a) local lateral error, and (b) local lateral compression evolution across sessions and experiments.
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that targets in the front-down region were the most susceptible to front-back and
in-cone confusions initially, resulting in a very low precision rate (30% vs. 47% and
more for the other regions) prior to the first training session. Interestingly, confu-
sion rates in the front-down region were systematically higher than those in the
front-up region, for all but off-cone confusions. The initial rate of front-back con-
fusions of targets in front of participants, more than twice that of targets behind
them, is likely due to the absence of visual feedback during the localisation task,
increasing likelihood of perceiving a sound as behind if they cannot see its source,
regardless of HRTF cues.

A second interesting result is the negligible evolution of front-back confusions
for targets in the back regions throughout training (i.e. back-to-front). While the
precision rate of all regions increased, and front-back confusions dropped for front
regions, training seemed to have no impact on front-back rates in the back region.
Analysis of per-region accuracy however revealed that the local great-circle error
decreased evenly across regions, from ≈25° in session 1 to ≈21° in session 11.

Figure 12.
Participants (a) local polar error, and (b) local elevation compression across training sessions and experiments.

Figure 13.
Evolution of confusion rates across sessions, decomposed based on sphere regions, aggregated over all experiments.
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These observations suggest that future training programs could be improved by
focusing slightly more on reducing front-back and in-cone confusions in the front-
down region. Stagnating rates, such as that of front-back confusions in the back-up
region, around 15% across sessions, would also suggest that there is room for
improvement in the design of didactic training programs that would aid partici-
pants towards reaching 0% confusion rates.

Further refining the analysis, Figure 14 focuses on the assessment of mean
response locations for each target presented in exp-poirier. Mean response loca-
tions were obtained by summing local great-circle error vectors as discussed in
Section 3.2.6. Their positions relative to targets, and the evolution of these positions
during training, provides a thorough characterisation of participant’s local accuracy
evolution on the sphere. Additionally, the lateral and elevation compression effects
observed in Section 4.2.6 are clearly visible, where mean responses are generally
biased towards the interaural axes and/or the horizontal plane.

4.2.8 Handling initial performance offsets

This additional step in the analysis can be seen as an extension of the evaluation
task characterisation proposed in Section 4.2.2 specific to the assessment of
localisation performance evolution. It presents some of the techniques that exist to
compare said evolution despite unbalanced initial conditions across studies or
groups of participants.

Techniques have been proposed to conduct training efficiency analysis on
unbalanced initial conditions. Stitt et al. [10] for example applied per-participant
arithmetic normalisation, based on group baseline performances. Realigning initial
conditions, this technique allows to focus the analysis on relative improvement, as
illustrated in Figure 15.

Another technique for relative improvement comparison, used for example by
Majdak et al. [31] and Poirier-Quinot and Katz [9], is to compare the coefficients of
a regression applied on performance evolution. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, two
main regression models have been adopted to fit said evolution depending on the
training stages represented in the data. Figure 16 illustrates how both can be fitted
to local great-circle error evolution across experiments. Groups performance evo-
lution was first fitted to the exponential form in Figure 16a, resorting to the linear

Figure 14.
Evolution of mean response locations across targets and sessions in exp-poirier. Hollow circles represent target
positions. Filled circles represent mean response locations, surrounded by standard error ellipses computed using
Kent distributions.
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form in (b) when the evolution did not follow an exponential form, resulting in
regression parameters CIs so wide as to prevent any meaningful interpretation.
The use of a regression is particularly attractive, as it reduces the performance
evolution analysis to a simple high level coefficient comparison, coefficients
that can usually be interpreted in simple terms such as initial performance or
improvement rate.

As mentioned, these techniques are generally applied to compensate for unbal-
anced initial performance. Although they are perfectly valid to assess the impact of
HRTF quality or training efficiency on relative improvement, the scope of any
conclusion made using them is greatly limited as the potential improvement margin
naturally depends on initial performance.

Figure 15.
Great-circle error evolution across sessions and experiments. Data normalised (subtraction) with group mean
results of session 2 as reference.

Figure 16.
Regressions on local great-circle error evolution across training and experiments, (a) exponential regression
“y0 � exp �sessionID=τð Þ þ c”, and (b) linear regression “a� sessionID þ b”. y0 represents the initial
performance, τ the improvement time constant, and c the long term performance. b represents the initial
performance, a the improvement rate.
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4.3 Discussion

As illustrated throughout Section 4.2, drawing clear cut conclusions from the
comparison of results from several studies is difficult at best. Most of the time, it is
simply impossible, generally because of uncontrolled variations across test condi-
tions. These variations, limiting both intra- and inter-study analysis, are discussed
in this section.

4.3.1 Evaluation task

Variations in the evaluation protocols and procedures between studies in the
literature present a challenge for comparing the multiple experiments. Different
experimental design choices, such as reporting method, spectral content and dura-
tion of the stimulus, and evaluation grid, have a direct impact on the baseline
performance of participants [32]. For example, given the choice by exp-steadman
to use a random-match HRTF, the notable results of grp-steadman-random com-
pared to those of the other groups could be attributed to the training program.
However, the 1.6 sec stimulus (that may have enabled the use of head movements
during the evaluation) may also have contributed to the improved performance of
grp-steadman-random compared to the other studies that used 180 or 500 ms
bursts [46].

The use of a unique grid for localisation tasks across studies would assuredly
simplify results comparisons. Said grid could, for example, be designed to be
homogeneously distributed on the sphere [35]. For more flexible test conditions, a
series of test grids of increasing point densities could be defined, where test posi-
tions of any given grid would be present on its higher density neighbours, easing
down-sampling for comparison. Regarding the stimulus used or the reporting
method, a simple solution would be to settle on those that respectively optimise
localisation accuracy [47] and minimise reporting bias [32]. Pending the adoption of
common practices, the bias induced by those design choices could technically be
assessed from the results of a control group using individual HRTFs.

Another issue when comparing performance evolution across studies is the
alignment of the evaluation sessions for fair comparison. As proposed in Section
4.2.1, a simple solution is to align them based on training duration. Time alignment
would seem a better option than its alternative, based on the number of positions
presented during the training. Time is of direct interest for end-users, and an
alignment based on presented positions would bias the analysis in favour of slower
exploratory training paradigms.

Finally, the merging of both evaluation and training sessions, as used in exp-
majdak, is not ideal in the context of inter-study comparison. Although this prac-
tice allows for a more granular analysis of performance evolution, it systematically
leads to confusing analysis compared to studies alternating between training and
evaluation sessions. Additionally, it would seem that the alternating design imposes
a lesser constraint on the training paradigm itself, allowing for implicit learning
strategies not focused on target localisation [48].

4.3.2 Intra- and inter-participant variations

Variations between participants’ performance is an issue common to most psy-
chophysical studies studies. Two aspects of these variations can become critical in
the context of HRTF learning studies.

The first aspect concerns imbalances in initial participant performance across
tested conditions. As discussed in Section 4.2.8, such imbalance is likely to weaken
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or void conclusions resulting from the analysis. For within experiment compari-
sons, a simple solution is to run a pre-training evaluation session, to then create
groups of equivalent performance based on the metrics used in the analysis. The
problem naturally worsens when dealing with inter-study analysis. The use of a
control group using individual HRTF is again advised to serve as a baseline refer-
ence for the comparative analysis.

The second aspect concerns the difference in participants’ immediate sensitivity
to HRTF quality, and their ability to adapt to a non-individual HRTF. Both have
been discussed in previous studies, where some participants were more prone to
instantly benefit from a best-match HRTF [49] or to adapt to a poorly matched
HRTF [10]. To avoid missing out on interesting behaviours due to the variance
introduced by some participants, it is recommended to conduct a second pass of the
analysis on sub-groups, for example aggregated based on their improvement rate
[10]. Although the conclusions from the sub-group analysis may be weaker com-
pared to an overall analysis, the technique provides readers with a more thorough
understanding of the training as well as the potential advantages and limitations of
the tested conditions.

4.3.3 Procedural versus perceptual learning

In the present context, procedural learning refers to participants becoming
familiar with the various aspects of the localisation task, resulting in a performance
improvement that is not due to an accommodation to HRTF specific cues (percep-
tual learning). As of yet, there exists no model for a posteriori dissociating the
contribution of both types of learning to performance evolution. Intra-study com-
parisons would most likely not be affected since one could generally assume that the
procedural learning has a similar impact on all tested conditions. However, by not
allowing the procedural learning to plateau before the first evaluation, the general-
isation of a study conclusions become problematic when one needs to compare the
results from various studies based on different protocols.

Results of control groups generally prove extremely valuable during inter-study
comparison. Participants only taking part in the evaluation and not the training, as
in exp-steadman, can provide a good insight on the impact of the evaluation task
implementation on performance across experiments. Even better, the inclusion of a
control group using their own HRTF, as in exp-stitt and exp-parseihian, provides a
solid baseline to dissociate procedural from perceptual learning during both intra-
and inter-study analysis.

Additionally, simple experimental design choices can be applied to avoid having
to deal with certain forms of procedural training. The proprioceptive adjustment
required for accurately reporting perceived positions [14] can for example be
greatly accelerated by using a natural 3D reporting method coupled to a visual
pointer [9], as well as providing a reference grid to help orientation in the sphere
[31]. Thorough beta testing can further eliminate design flaws that participants can
exploit to improve their performance, such as the use of too small a set of test
positions, or unconstrained tracking allowing for small head movements during the
stimulus presentation phase of the localisation task.

Other aspects of procedural training, such as having participants focus on the
listening task, can only be removed by introducing a pre-experimental training
session. Such a session was applied in exp-majdak, where participants trained for
approximately 30 min on a localisation task coupling visual feedback and stereo
panning. This pre-experimental training likely contributed to the smooth improve-
ment in great-circle error by grp-majdak-indiv from session 2 onward compared to
the disjointed improvement observed for grp-stitt-indiv between sessions 2 and 3
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in Figure 6. Paradoxically, the only limitation of the pre-training proposed in exp-
majdak, which did not use actual binaural signals, is that it does not familiarise
participants with binaural rendering. Pending formal evidence, one may assume
that there exists an adaptation process during which participants will grow consis-
tent in their localisation estimation, even in the absence of feedback, much like the
effect observed on HRTF quality ratings reported by Andreopoulou and Katz [50].
Regardless of whether this adaptation should be labelled as perceptual or procedural
training, it will still interfere with the evaluation of training efficiency itself.

Overall, it is reasonable to assume that one could design a pre-training session
that accommodates procedural learning in roughly 15 min, even taking into account
this last point, and relaxing the time constraint imposed in exp-majdak. This
session however still takes a non-negligible amount of time, which will contribute to
participant fatigue and loss of focus. Because of this, it is likely that most experi-
mental designs will continue to include aspects of procedural learning as a shared
effect, equally impacting all tested conditions. An alternative solution would be to
conduct a set of studies to measure and model the various aspects of procedural
learning in the present context, so that its contribution to performance evolution
could be dissociated from that of perceptual improvement even in the absence of a
pre-training session.

5. Conclusion

This chapter presented a methodology for the assessment of auditory localisation
accuracy in the context of HRTF selection and learning tasks. Based on existing
metrics and decomposition schemes, the methodology consists of a series of steps
guiding analysis towards the creation of comprehensive and repeatable perfor-
mance assessments. A collected case-study was then proposed that compared the
results of five contemporary experiments on HRTF learning and illustrates how the
methodology can be applied to better understand participant performances and
their evolution.

The initial intent of this chapter was to propose a set of metrics and an analysis
workflow that would be adopted and adapted by the community to standardise the
evaluation of localisation performance. In time, the standardisation would help
simplify the comparison of results from different studies, allowing to assess
hypotheses and draw conclusions beyond the scope of the constituting studies.
While the proposed case-study provides a glimpse at the benefits of such
standardisation, it is limited by one of, if not the most, major issue of inter-study
comparison: the lack of a reference between tested conditions. Without this refer-
ence, conclusions drawn from the analysis can hardly be generalised, much like
those that would result from a comparison between language learning techniques
without a priori knowledge of participants learning abilities, or how different is the
language learnt compared to their mother tongue.

As of now, the only applicable solution to provide such reference across studies
is to systematically add a control group composed of participants using their own
HRTF to the experiment. A large enough group composed of experts and novices
alike would indeed provide a stable reference that can be used to assert a certain
equivalence in e.g. the evaluation task before proceeding to inter-study performance
comparison. However, this solution is rarely practical due to the complexity of the
HRTF measurement process, which is the main incentive for HRTF learning in the
first place. A somewhat less constraining, yet highly unlikely, scenario would be the
creation and adoption of a unique evaluation platform, shared across all studies to
formalise future HRTF selection methods and training program comparisons.
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With luck, the issue will solve itself as the next generation of HRTF individua-
lisation techniques render selection and training obsolete. In the meantime, meth-
odologies such as the one proposed here should help improve the rigour of studies
and consequently the understanding of the fundamental issues regarding auditory
localisation and spatial hearing accommodation to non-individual HRTFs and their
applications.
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Chapter 4

The Influences of Hearing and
Vision on Egocentric Distance and
Room Size Perception under
Rich-Cue Conditions
Hans-Joachim Maempel and Michael Horn

Abstract

Artistic renditions are mediated by the performance rooms in which they are
staged. The perceived egocentric distance to the artists and the perceived room size
are relevant features in this regard. The influences of both the presence and the
properties of acoustic and visual environments on these features were investigated.
Recordings of music and a speech performance were integrated into direct render-
ings of six rooms by applying dynamic binaural synthesis and chroma-key
compositing. By the use of a linearized extraaural headset and a semi-panoramic
stereoscopic projection, the auralized, visualized, and auralized-visualized spatial
scenes were presented to test participants who were asked to estimate the egocen-
tric distance and the room size. The mean estimates differed between the acoustic
and the visual as well as between the acoustic-visual and the combined single-
domain conditions. Geometric estimations in performance rooms relied upon nine-
tenths on the visual, and one-tenth on the acoustic properties of the virtualized
spatial scenes, but negligibly on their interaction. Structural and material properties
of rooms may also influence auditory-visual distance perception.

Keywords: auditory-visual perception, virtual reality, egocentric distance, room
size, performance room, concert hall, music, speech

1. Introduction

1.1 Desideratum

The multimodal perception, integration and mental reconstruction of the
physical world provide us, amongst other things, with various modality-specific
and modality-unspecific features such as colors, timbres, smells, vibrations, loca-
tions, dimensions, materials, and aesthetic impressions, which are or can be related
to perceived objects and environments. A fundamental issue is the extent to which
such features rely on the different modalities and their cooperation. The present
study examined and experimentally dissociated the important modalities of hearing
and vision by separately providing and manipulating the respectively perceivable
information about the physical world, i.e., auralized and visualized spatial scenes. In
everyday life, both the egocentric distance to visible sound sources and the size of a
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surrounding room are important perceptual features, since they contribute to
spatial notion and orientation. They are also relevant about artistic renditions and
performance rooms, as they relate, for instance, to the concept of auditory inti-
macy, an important aspect of the quality of concert halls [1–3]. Accordingly, both
the perceived egocentric distance and the perceived room size were investigated,
primarily in the context of artistic renditions.

1.2 State of the art

The interaction between hearing and vision occurs in the perception of various
features, pertaining for example to intensity [4], localization [5–7], motion [8–10],
event time [11, 12], synchrony [13], perceptual phonetics [14], quality rating [15],
and room perception [16–18]. Regarding auditory-visual localization and spatial
perception, research has focused mainly on horizontal directional localization to
date, followed by distance localization, while room size perception has rarely been
investigated. Two superior research objectives may be identified in the literature:
One objective is the description of human perceptual performance and its depen-
dence on physical cues. Within this context, distance perception was mainly inves-
tigated about its accuracy, and specifically via the experimental variation of the cues
about the equivalent physical distance. The consideration of interfering factors such
as the completeness and the integrity of the cues may be subsumed under this
objective, too. Another objective is the modeling of internal processes of multisen-
sory integration, which are closely related to the binding problem. The binding
problem asks, how different sensory information is identified as belonging to the
same event, object or stream, and thus is unified. According to Treisman there are
“at least seven different types of binding”: property, part, range, hierarchical,
conditional, temporal, and location binding ([19], p. 171).

Experimental stimuli may be real objects (e.g., humans, loudspeakers, mechan-
ical apparatuses) that have diverse physical properties and may bear meaning.
Otherwise, the investigation of detailed internal mechanisms using behavioral
experiments often calls for neutral objects or energetic events with a maximally
reduced number of properties and without meaning (e.g., lights, noise) [5]. Criteria
for the selection of one of these stimulus categories are essentially the options of
stimulus manipulation (e.g., real objects will hardly allow for conflicting stimuli)
and the relation of internal and external validity. The advancement of virtual reality
provided experimenters with extended and promising options for manipulating
complex, naturalistic stimuli. Since the virtualization of real environments is known
to affect various perceptual and cognitive features [20–23], the impact of
virtualization has become another prominent research issue.

The perception of distance and room size in the extrapersonal space depends on
particular auditory and visual cues provided by the specific scene. Acoustic distance
cues are weighted variably and comprise the sound pressure level and the direct-to-
reverberant energy ratio [24–26], spectral attenuation due to air absorption [27],
spectral properties due to temporal and directional patterns of reflections of sur-
rounding surfaces [25], as well as spectral alterations due to both near-field condi-
tions and the listener’s head and torso. Interaural level and time differences also
appear to play a role, namely in connection with orientations and motions of the
sound source and the listener [28–30].

In real acoustic environments, perceived egocentric distances are known to be
compressed above distances of 2 to 7 m [27, 28, 31–33], hence they are found to be
compressed comparably or even more in virtual acoustic environments [32, 34–37].
However, a largely accurate estimation in high-absorbent and an overestimation in
low-absorbent virtual environments were also reported [18, 38].
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Acoustic room size cues comprise the room-acoustic parameters clarity
(C80, C50) [39–41], definition (D50) [41], reverberation time (RT) [39, 42, 43],
and likely the characteristics of early reflections [39]. In the medium- and large-
sized rooms, the perceived room size was shown to be decreased by a binaural
reproduction of the acoustic scene compared to listening in situ [40]. A more recent
study found, however, that auralization by dynamic binaural synthesis did not
affect the estimation of room size [38].

The estimation of the egocentric distance and the dimensions of visual rooms is
based on visual depth cues. Common classifications differentiate between pictorial
and non-pictorial, monocular and binocular, as well as visual and oculomotor cues.
The cues cover different effective ranges: the personal space (0–2 m), the action
space (2–30 m) and/or the vista space (> 30 m) [44]. The non-pictorial depth cues
comprise three oculomotor cues: Convergence refers to the angle between the eyes’
orientation towards the object, accommodation to the adaptation of the eye lens’
focal length, and myosis to the pupillary constriction. Convergence is the only binoc-
ular oculomotor cue. Myosis is effective only within the personal space. Further
important non-pictorial visual depth cues are binocular parallax (also termed bin-
ocular/retinal disparity) referring to differences between the two retinal images due
to the permanently different eyes’ positions, and monocular motion (movement)
parallax referring to subsequently different retinal images due to head movements.
These cues are effective in both the personal and the action space. Pictorial depth
cues are always monocular and based on the extraction of features from the specific
images and, where applicable, experiential knowledge. Linear perspective, texture
gradient, overlapping (occlusion), shadowing/shading, retinal image size, aerial per-
spective and the height in the visual field appertain to the most important pictorial
depth cues (see [44–46] for an overview).

In real visual environments, distances are normally estimated much more pre-
cisely and accurately than in real acoustic environments [47]. Beyond about 3 m
distances are increasingly underestimated both under reduced-cue conditions [48]
and in virtual visual environments, no matter if head-mounted displays or large
screen immersive displays are used [38, 49–55]. However, also largely accurate esti-
mates in virtual visual environments were reported [18, 56]. While the parallax and
the observer-to-screen distance [57], as well as stereoscopy, shadows, and reflections
[58] were identified to influence the accuracy of distance estimates in virtual visual
environments, the restriction of the field of view [59] and the focal length of the
camera lens [60] did not take effect. Room size was observed to be overestimated
more in a real visual environment than in the correspondent virtual environment
[38], as well as underestimated in other virtual visual environments [18].

Turning to acoustic-visual conditions, the experimental combination of acoustic
and visual stimuli can be either congruent or divergent regarding positions or other
properties. The widely-used variation of the presence of congruent stimulus compo-
nents (acoustic/visual/acoustic-visual) may be referred to as a co-presence para-
digm. A divergent combination independently varies the acoustic and visual
properties of an acoustic-visual stimulus and is commonly referred to as a conflicting
stimulus paradigm.

Under congruent conditions, as experienced in real life, distance estimation is
normally highly accurate. Using virtual sound sources and photographs, the addi-
tional availability of visual distance information was demonstrated to improve the
linearity of the relationship between the physical and the perceptual distance, and
to reduce both the within- and the between-subjects variance of the distance judg-
ments [61]. However, virtual acoustic-visual environments may, like virtual visual
environments, be subject to compressed distance perception [32], regardless of the
application of verbal estimation or perceptually directed action as a measurement
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tigated about its accuracy, and specifically via the experimental variation of the cues
about the equivalent physical distance. The consideration of interfering factors such
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for the selection of one of these stimulus categories are essentially the options of
stimulus manipulation (e.g., real objects will hardly allow for conflicting stimuli)
and the relation of internal and external validity. The advancement of virtual reality
provided experimenters with extended and promising options for manipulating
complex, naturalistic stimuli. Since the virtualization of real environments is known
to affect various perceptual and cognitive features [20–23], the impact of
virtualization has become another prominent research issue.

The perception of distance and room size in the extrapersonal space depends on
particular auditory and visual cues provided by the specific scene. Acoustic distance
cues are weighted variably and comprise the sound pressure level and the direct-to-
reverberant energy ratio [24–26], spectral attenuation due to air absorption [27],
spectral properties due to temporal and directional patterns of reflections of sur-
rounding surfaces [25], as well as spectral alterations due to both near-field condi-
tions and the listener’s head and torso. Interaural level and time differences also
appear to play a role, namely in connection with orientations and motions of the
sound source and the listener [28–30].

In real acoustic environments, perceived egocentric distances are known to be
compressed above distances of 2 to 7 m [27, 28, 31–33], hence they are found to be
compressed comparably or even more in virtual acoustic environments [32, 34–37].
However, a largely accurate estimation in high-absorbent and an overestimation in
low-absorbent virtual environments were also reported [18, 38].
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protocol [36, 37]. A perceptual comparison between mixed and virtual reality [62]
showed that the virtualization of the visual environment increased “aurally per-
ceived” distance and room size estimates (p. 4). The perceived room width was
found to be underestimated under the visual, overestimated under the acoustic, and
well-estimated under the acoustic-visual conditions [17]. Findings on the accuracy
of room size perception are in the same way inconsistent for acoustic-visual
environments, as they are for visual environments (see above) [18, 38].

Experiments applying the conflicting stimulus paradigm are normally both more
challenging and more instructive [36]. Such experiments have revealed that the
localization of an auditory-visual object is largely determined by its visual position,
which becomes particularly obvious when compared to the localization of an audi-
tory object. This phenomenon was investigated relatively early [5], and in the case
of a lateral or directional offset in the horizontal plane, it was initially referred to as
the ventriloquism effect ([6], pp. 360-2, [63, 64]). This term has been used in a more
abstract sense since, refers to both the spatial and the temporal domain, as well as
both directional and distance offsets. The respective effects and aftereffects have
been extensively studied (see [65] for an overview).

In the case of an egocentric distance offset, the phenomenon was initially termed
the proximity image effect: In 1968, Gardner reported that in an anechoic room, the
perceived distance was fully determined by the distance of the only visible nearby
loudspeaker [7]. Amodified replication showed that the effect occurred also when the
acoustic distance was nearer than the visual distance, and was only slightly weakened
by the chosen semi-reverberant conditions [66]. Zahorik did, however, not observe a
clear proximity image effect in his replication [67]. Rather, auditory-visual perception,
allowing also for prior inspection of the potential sound source locations, improved
judgment accuracy when compared to auditory perception (see also [33]). The lack of
support for a strict visual dominance in auditory-visual distance localization
suggested that sensory modalities contribute to localization with scalable weights.

Indeed, it has been demonstrated that both visual and acoustic stimulus dis-
placements cause significant changes in egocentric distance estimates [68], indicat-
ing that visual and auditory influences occur at the same time, however, with
different weights. Regarding auditory features, Postma and Katz varied both visual
viewpoints and auralizations in a virtual theater, while asking experienced partici-
pants for ratings upon distance and room acoustic attributes [69]. Few attributes
(including auditory distance) were significantly influenced by the visual contrasts,
whereas most attributes were by the acoustic. Interestingly, a deeper data analysis
allowed partitioning participants into three groups being mainly susceptible to
auditory distance, loudness, and none of the features, respectively, when exposed to
different visual conditions. Amongst others, the study points to the principle, that
acoustic and visual information weigh normally highest on auditory and visual
features, respectively.

In the course of the advancement of a probabilistic view, it was evidenced that
the weights adapt to the reliabilities of the sensory estimates in a statistically opti-
mal manner [70]. Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) modeling was shown to
apply to different multisensory localization tasks [47, 71–73]. Therefore, acoustic-
visual stimuli should generally yield a more precise localization than merely acous-
tic or visual stimuli [72]. The weights may either be experimentally reduced by
adding noise to the stimuli, or in turn, if estimated otherwise, indicate the relative
acuity of the stimuli and the reliability of their sensory estimates, respectively. For
instance, due to missing or largely reduced interaural level difference and interaural
time difference cues, auditory positional information has a lower weight in case of a
directional or depth offset in the median plane; in this case, localization is therefore
more prone to the influence of visual positional information than in the case of a
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lateral offset [9, 74]. It was found that acoustic and visual contributions are not
symmetric about frontal distance: Using LEDs and noise bursts, a “visual capture”
effect and a respective aftereffect in frontal distance perception was observed, with
a relatively greater visual bias for visual stimulus components being closer than the
acoustic components ([75], p. 4).

Combining MLE with Bayesian causal inference modeling [76] is based on the
idea that increasing temporal or spatial divergences between sensory-specific stim-
uli make the perceiver’s inference of more than one physical event more likely, and
that multisensory integration takes place only for stimuli subjectively caused by the
same physical event. A recent study demonstrated, however, a higher weight of
visual signals in auditory-visual integration of spatial signals than predicted by
MLE, which might be due to the participants’ uncertainty about a single physical
cause [77]. While the result of the causal inference is normally not directly observ-
able, the perceived spatial congruency is: Using stereoscopic projection and wave
field synthesis, André and colleagues presented participants with 3D stimuli
(a speaking virtual character) containing acoustic-visual angular errors. As
expected, a higher level of ambient noise (SNR = 4 dB A) caused a 1.1° shift of the
point of subjective equivalence and a steeper slope (�0.077 instead of �0.062 per
degree) of the psychometric function. Results were not statistically significant,
arguably due to the still too high SNR [78].

Evaluating different variants of probabilistic models through experiments using
a virtual acoustic-visual environment and applying a dual-report paradigm, the
Bayesian causal inference model with a probability matching strategy was found to
explain the auditory-visual perception of distance best [79]. The authors also calcu-
lated the sensory weights for visual and auditory distances and found that in win-
dows around the correspondent physical distance, auditory distances were
predominantly influenced by visual, while visual distances were slightly influenced
by auditory sensory estimates. Visual-auditory weights ranged from 0 to 1,
auditory-visual weights from 0 to 0.2. Another study showed a major influence of
the acoustic properties of spatial scenes on the collective egocentric distance per-
ception (probably due to a substantially restricted visual rendering), whereas room
size perception predominantly relied on the visual properties. The virtual environ-
ment was based on the dynamic binaural synthesis, speech and music signals,
stereoscopic still photographs of a dodecahedron loudspeaker in four rooms, and a
61″ stereoscopic full HD monitor with shutter glasses [18].

The cited studies applied different data collection methods (e.g., triangulated
blind walking, absolute scales, 2AFC), virtualization concepts (no virtualization,
direct rendering, numerical modeling), stimulus content types (e.g., speech, noise;
LEDs, visible sound sources), visual moves (photographs, videos), stimulus dimen-
sionalities (2D, 3D), and reproduction formats (e.g., monophonic sound, sound field
synthesis; head-mounted displays, large immersive screens). Thus, connecting the
results in a systematic manner is challenging. Findings on the influences of concrete
physical properties on percepts and their parameters have not achieved consistency.

Following a research strategy from the general to the specific, the present study
focuses on the influences of the acoustic and visual environments’ properties in
their totality. To this end, whole rooms and source-receiver configurations were
experimentally varied. To make this feasible, a collective instead of an individual
testing approach was taken, i.e., identical test conditions were allocated not to
different repetitions (as necessary for data collection in the context of probabilistic
modeling) but to different participants. To emphasize external validity and step
towards “naturalistic environments” ([65], p. 805), two prototypic types of content
(music, speech), six physically existing rooms, direct 3D renderings, long and
meaningful stimuli, and a perceptually validated virtual environment were applied.
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1.3 Research questions and hypotheses

Methodologically, the prominent co-presence paradigm entails two restrictions.
Firstly, the comparison between the acoustic or visual and the acoustic-visual con-
dition involves two sources of variation: (a) the change between the stimulus’
domains (acoustic vs. visual), and (b) the change between the numbers of stimulus
domains (1 vs. 2)—i.e., between two basic modes of perceptual processing. Thus,
the co-presence paradigm confounds two factors at the cost of internal validity.
Since single-domain (acoustic, visual) stimuli do not require a multimodal trade-
off, whereas multi-domain (acoustic-visual) stimuli do, different weights of audi-
tory and visual information depending on the basic mode of perceptual processing
are expected [79]. To take account of the sources of variation, two dissociating
research questions (RQs) were posed.

As a second restriction, the co-presence paradigm does not cover variations within
the multi-domain stimulus mode, though it is prevalent in everyday life. Hence,
additional RQs ask for the effects of the properties of acoustic and visual environ-
ments. The respective hypotheses were tested based on six performance rooms with
particular source-receiver arrangements, and of bothmusic and speech performances.

RQ 1: To what extent do the perceptual estimates depend on the stimulus domain
(acoustic vs. visual, and thereby of the involved modality) as such?
H10: μA = μV.

RQ 2: To what extent do the perceptual estimates depend on the basic mode of
perceptual processing (single vs. multi-domain stimuli)?
H20: 2 � μAV = μA + μV.

RQ 3: To what extent do the perceptual estimates depend on the complex
acoustic properties of the multi-domain stimuli?
H30: μA1V• = μA2V• = μA3V• = μA4V• = μA5V• = μA6V•.

RQ 4: To what extent do the perceptual estimates depend on the complex visual
properties of the multi-domain stimuli?
H40: μA•V1 = μA•V2 = μA•V3 = μA•V4 = μA•V5 = μA•V6.

RQ 5: To what extent do the perceptual estimates depend on the interaction of
the complex acoustic and visual properties of the multi-domain stimuli?
H50: μAjVk = μAjV• + μA•Vk – μA•V• with 1 ≤ j ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ k ≤ 6.

Note that not only distance and room size cues but whole scenes were varied, to
infer the effects of the entire physical properties of the performance rooms, and
therefore of the sensory modalities as such in the context of these environments.
RQs 3–5 were made comparative by asking to which extent acoustic and visual
properties, and their interaction, do proportionally account for the estimates. For
this purpose, commensurable ranges of the factors had to be ensured (2.3, 2.7).

Dependent variables were the perceived egocentric distance and the perceived
room size. Where reasonable, the accuracy of the estimates about the physical
distances and sizes was also considered.

2. Method

2.1 Methodological considerations and terminology

Answering RQs 1 to 2 requires the application of the co-presence design paradigm.
Auralized, visualized, and auralized-visualized spatial scenes are levels of one factor.
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Answering RQs 3 to 5 requires the acoustic and visual properties of the scenes to be
independent factors rather than just levels of one factor, i.e., the application of the
conflicting stimulus paradigm. To allow for the quantification of the proportional
influences of acoustic properties, visual properties, and their interaction on the per-
ceptual features, however, certain methodological criteria have to be met, because
light and sound cannot be directly compared due to their different physical nature. In
particular, not only spatiotemporal congruency but also “crossmodal correspon-
dences” (involving low-level features) ([80], p. 973) as well as semantic congruency
[80] of the acoustic and visual stimuli being based on the same scenes (which
therefore ‘sound as they look’), and the qualitative and quantitative commensurabil-
ity of the acoustic and visual factors are all required. To this end, the single-domain
(acoustic and visual) stimuli have to be derived from the same set of multi-domain
(acoustic-visual) stimuli and must be varied in their entirety, i.e., categorically [81].

These considerations result in the need for preservation of all perceptually rele-
vant physical cues and a direct rendering, which we distinguish from fully numerical
or partly numerical (hybrid) simulations. The latter approaches are based on
assumptions of the physical validity of parametrized material and geometrical room
properties, the imperceptibility of structural resolution limits, and/or the physical
validity of the applied models on sound and light propagation, including methods of
interpolation. By using the term direct rendering, we indicate that the rendering data
corresponding to all supported participants’movements were acquired in situ, i.e.,
neither calculated from a numerical 3D model nor spatially interpolated (see 2.5.).

With the objective of a clear description of investigated effects, it is indicated to
factually and terminologically differentiate between ontological realms (physical,
perceptual), and therein between both physical domains (acoustic, visual; elsewhere
also termed acoustic and optical) and perceptual modalities (auditory, visual), as well
as between modal specificities (unimodal, supramodal; also referred to as modal and
amodal [80]) [81].

2.2 Perceptual features

In view of both the context of the study (artistic renditions, performance rooms)
and the complex variation of the stimuli (2.1), the collection of values of various
features was of interest. Accordingly, a differential was used. A superordinate
objective of the research project is a comparison of the features regarding their
respective dependencies on the presences and properties of the acoustic and visual
stimuli. Hence, the questionnaire consisted of 21 perceptual features, subdivided
into four sets: auditory features (e.g., reverberance), visual features (e.g., brightness),
aesthetic and presence-related auditory-visual features (e.g., pleasantness, spatial
presence), and geometric auditory-visual features (source distance, source width, room
length, room width, room height). Following [82, 83], reference objects (quartet/
speaker, room) of the visual and the geometric features were specified. The features
were operationalized by bipolar rating scales which were displayed on a tablet
computer. Data were entered using touch-sensitive, graphically continuous sliders
with a numerical resolution of 127 steps. The geometric feature scales specified units
[m] and ranged from 0 to 5 m (source width), to 25 m (source distance, room height),
to 50 m (room width), and to 100 m (room length). Interval scaling was assumed.
The original test language was German. Both the perceived distance and the per-
ceived room size are supramodal (amodal) features by definition [80, 81]. Since
optimal preconditions for crossmodal binding and bisensory integration had been
established by ensuring crossmodal correspondences and semantic congruency
[80, 84], and since they are constant across the co-presence variation and to a
considerable extent constant across the conflicting stimulus variation, auditory-
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visual integration was assumed to be able to occur either automatically or inten-
tionally. Hence, participants were asked to estimate values of unitary features. No
problems concerning this task were reported. Because test participants do not
maintain linearity when assessing three-dimensional room volume using a single
one-dimensional scale [18], they were asked for separate length (L̂), width (Ŵ),
and height (Ĥ) estimates.

Since the visual stimuli showed only a part of the frontal hemisphere (see 2.5), the
participants had to base their assessment of the invisible rear part of the rooms’
length on the visible frontal length, the room shape, their position in the room, and
their experiential knowledge on the shape and size of performance rooms. Hence,
before analyzing the calculated room volume/size estimates, dispersion and reliability
measures of the unidimensional perceptual features were inspected (Table 1).

Neither the reliability nor the dispersion of the perceived length is conspicuous,
since the values for Cronbach’s Alpha are throughout high, for the perceived length
even excellent, and the error-to-mean ratios are consistent across the perceptual
features. By calculating the cube root of the product of the three collected features,
the one-dimensional feature perceived room size Ŝ was derived. This report focuses
on the perceived source distance (D̂) and the perceived room size (Ŝ).

2.3 Design

Since answering RQs 1 to 2 requires the application of the co-presence paradigm,
the factor Domain was defined by the levels auralized (A), visualized (V), and
auralized-visualized (AV). To raise the external validity of the potential main
effects and to allow for the observation of room-specific effects, the second factor
Room was introduced, comprising six different performance rooms under examina-
tion (levels R1 to R6, see Table 2 for specific labels). Answering RQs 3 to 5 requires
the application of the conflicting stimulus paradigm. Thus, the factor Auralized
room was defined by the acoustic stimulus components of the six rooms (levels A1
to A6), and the factor Visualized room by the respective visual stimulus components
(levels V1 to V6). An integrative survey design covered both the co-presence and
the conflicting stimulus paradigms while avoiding a redundant presentation of AV
congruent stimuli across the paradigms. To limit the total sample to a practicable
size, these four factors had to be realized as within-subjects factors. A and V stimuli
were presented first, followed by Ai-Vj (including AV, i.e., i = j) stimuli. Within
these two test partitions, the stimuli were presented in individually randomized
order. By introducing the between-subjects factor Content, the total sample was
divided into two groups assigned to the music and speech renditions, respectively.

The number of trials within a test sequence corresponds to the number of
experimental conditions (factor level combinations). There are two options for

Measure Perceived
length L̂

Perceived
width Ŵ

Perceived
height Ĥ

Perceived source
distance D̂

Mean 45.833 22.162 14.672 10.431

Standard error of mean 0.905 0.542 0.229 0.185

Cronbach’s Alpha 0.926 0.889 0.867 0.850

Table 1.
Comparison of descriptives and internal consistencies of the unidimensional perceptual features. Calculations
are based on the total sample (music and speech group, N = 88) and all rooms under the mere visual conditions
(V1–V6). The conditions were pooled for the calculation of mean and standard error, and treated as separate
items for the calculation of Cronbach’s alpha.
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allocating the trials to the scale items: (a) A long stimulus (ca. 2:00 min, cf. 2.5) is
judged by means of the 21 items (2.2); there is just one test sequence. (b) A short
stimulus (ca. 6 sec) is judged by means of one feature; the number of test sequences
corresponds to the number of features. Option (a) was chosen for the following
reasons: (1) In the case of option (b), the comparison of the features, as required by
the research project (2.2), would be confounded with the repetition of a stimulus,
including greater time intervals, whereas it is not in case of option (a). (2) Short
stimuli would run counter to both the context (1.1) and the methodological aim
(2.2, 2.3) of the study: artistic renditions are much longer than a few seconds, and—
particularly regarding the aesthetic and presence features—responses to very short
extracts could not be generalized for entire renditions. (3) To yield valid responses,
stimuli must provide enough time and information for judgment formation. Build-
ing up an aesthetic impression about very short extracts of an artistic rendition
would be hardly possible due to the lack of information about the course of time.
Thus, artistically self-contained sections were to be presented at least. Long stimuli
provide a greater number and variety of physical events, so that each participant
can rely on the individually most helpful cues. (4) In the case of option (a) the
decision times vary and are unknown, i.e., within the samples, decision times, as
well as causal events and their cues, are pooled. On the one hand, this increases the
external validity. On the other hand, it also decreases the internal validity, though,
to an acceptable level, since both physical distance and size are constant within each
stimulus, and attribution of the estimates to detailed cues or events is not part of the
research questions (cf. 1.3).

2.4 Sample

The required sample size was calculated a priori with the aid of the software
package G*POWER 3 [85, 86]. Since the groups of the factor Content were analyzed
separately, only full-factorial repeated measures designs were considered. The

Label KH RT KO JC KE GH

Name Konzert-
haus

Renais-
sance

Theater

Komi-
sche
Oper

Jesus-
Christus-
Kirche

Kloster
Eberbach

Gewandhaus

Function Concert
hall

Theatre Opera Church Church Concert hall

Volume V [m3] 1899 1903 7266 8079 19539 22202

Size S [m] 12.383 12.392 19.369 20.066 26.934 28.106

Position of receiver
(row no./seat no.)

6/8–9 11/178 9/20 3/- -/- 6/9

Distance receiver—
central source D [m]

9.97 9.90 9.46 7.19 15.84 9.84

Absorption coefficient
αmean(Sabine)

0.18 0.20 0.30 0.17 0.02 0.28

Reverberation time
RT30mid [s]

1.29 0.80 1.31 2.81 7.92 2.29

Early Decay Time
EDTmid [s]

1.31 0.72 1.17 2.67 8.20 1.99

Table 2.
Geometric and material properties of the selected rooms (taken from [85]). The indexmid refers to the mean of
two-octave bands (500 Hz, 1 kHz).
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sample size had to be geared to the small 3 � 6 co-presence design. To statistically
reveal a relatively small effect size (f = 0.15) at a type I error level of α = 0.05 and a
test power of 1�β = 0.95 while assuming a correlation amongst the repeated mea-
surements of r = 0.6 and an optional nonsphericity correction of ε = 0.7, the
minimum sample size per group accounted for n = 38. A total of 114 subjects being
affine to music per self-report were initially recruited for the experiment. Subjects
were excluded in the following cases (multiple incidences possible):

• Hypoacusis; criterion: audiogram, hearing threshold >20 dB HL at either ear at
any of seven tested frequency bands (125 to 8000 Hz), uncompensated by
hearing aid (0 subjects).

• Vision deficits; criterion: self-reported deficits, uncompensated by visual aid
(0 subjects).

• Red and/or green color blindness; criterion: unpassed Ishihara tests for
protanomaly and deuteranomaly (3 subjects).

• Loss of stereopsis; criterion: unpassed contour stereopsis test using the shutter
glasses of the projection system (4 subjects).

• Technical incident; failure of saving response data (6 subjects).

• Subjectively untrue responses; criterion: implausible perceptual bias
(factor ≥ 5) with reference to visual geometric dimensions (14 subjects, most
frequent response: “0 m”).

The resultant valid net sample sizes accounted for n = 50 for the music group and
for n = 38 for the speech group, comprising 32 female and 56 male voluntary non-
experts aged from 21 to 65 years. The frequencies of the participants within the age
classes (20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s) amount to fabs = {36; 24; 13; 10; 5}. Participants did
not receive incentives.

2.5 Stimuli

As far as possible in a virtual environment, a maximum ecological validity of the
stimuli was sought by selecting dedicated performance rooms, artistic content and
professional music and speech performers.

Six performance rooms differing in volume (low, medium, high) and average
acoustic absorption coefficient (low: αmean(Sabine) < 0.2; high: αmean(Sabine) ≥ 0.2)
were selected. Taking into account good speech intelligibility and an accurate per-
ceptibility of the physical room properties (e.g., the visibility of the ceiling height),
optimum receiver positions were defined. Based on geometric measures acquired in
situ, models of the interior spaces, including the source-receiver-arrangements,
were built using the software SketchUp (by Google/Trimble) and the plugin Volume
Calculator (by TGI). The volumes and surface areas of the rooms were then calcu-
lated. Standard acoustic measures were taken in situ, in dependence on DIN EN ISO
3382-1 [87]. To corroborate the rooms’ selection according to the absorption crite-
rion ex post, Sabine absorption coefficients were calculated from the reverberation
times and the geometric properties [88]. The air absorption effect was included;
attenuation coefficients were taken from [89]. Table 2 presents geometric and
material properties. Distances were measured directly (i.e., not necessarily in the
horizontal plane) from the acoustic center of the central sound source to the
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interaural center of the head and torso simulator; they all cover the extrapersonal
space. Detailed acoustic measurement reports (research data) are available [90].

The artistic content comprised a musical work and a text, which were chosen to
support the perceptibility of the specific room properties by featuring, e.g., impul-
sivity and sufficient pauses. Two-minute excerpts of Claude Debussy’s String Quar-
tet in g minor, op. 10, 2nd movement, and of Rainer Maria Rilke’s 1st Duino Elegy
were selected. The artistic renditions were audio recorded in the anechoic room of
the Technische Universität Berlin.

The performances were presented in the Virtual Concert Hall at Technische
Universität Berlin, providing virtual acoustic and visual 3D renditions in rooms. It
was particularly designed tomeet the methodological requirements (2.1, 2.3), and was
completely based on directional binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) and ste-
reoscopic panoramic images acquired in situ bymeans of the head and torso simulator
FABIAN [91, 92]. The stimulus reproduction applied dynamic binaural synthesis by
means of an extraaural headset and a semi-panoramic active stereoscopic video pro-
jection featuring an effective physical resolution of 4812� 1800 pixels (Figure 1).

The used BRIRs contained the fixed HRTFs of FABIAN, hence non-individual
HRTFs with regard to the listeners. Experimentation showed that head tracking in
connection with non-individual HRTFs improves externalization [93], virtually
eliminates front/back confusion, and substantially reduces elevation errors [94].
The auralization system used for this study included head tracking with an angular
resolution of 1° and an angular range of �80° which had to be proved sufficient
[95, 96]. It also compensated for spectral coloration [97]. Experimentation also
showed that non-individual HpTF compensation, as applied for the present study,
outperforms individual HpTF compensation in the specific case of non-individual
binaural recordings [98]. System latency was minimized to a level below the per-
ceptual threshold [99]. Cross-fade artifacts were reduced by the applied rendering

Figure 1.
Participant in the Virtual Concert Hall (visual condition: KO).
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algorithm fwonder. The system also allowed for the adaption to the participants’
individual ITDs [100].

The virtual environment did not provide auditory motion parallax cues by
supporting lateral motion interactivity and rendering. This was due to limited in-
situ acquisition times in the performance rooms. It would have required measure-
ments at several additional positions of the head and torso simulator, depending on
the content-specific minimum audible BRIR grid [101, 102], and thus would have
multiplied the expenditure of acquisition time beyond the rooms’ availability.
However, auditory motion parallax, describing the change in the angular direction
of a distant sound source due to the movement of the listener, is assumed to be a
supporting cue in absolute distance estimation [103] and known to be a cue in
relative depth estimation [104]. Regarding a distance range within the personal
space, it was demonstrated by means of a depth discrimination task, and under
exclusion of all other distance cues, that auditory motion parallax is exploited by
listeners allowing for the perception of distance differences of unknown acoustic
stimuli [104]. The cue was shown to be effective for distances between 0.3 and
1.0 m and to be exploitable for lateral head movements within a range of 46 cm. The
participants’ sensitivity was highest during self-induced motion. Even sensitive
subjects did not perceive distance differences corresponding to angular displace-
ments below 3.2°. This value is higher than the minimum audible movement angles
(MAMAs) found in previous research (see [105] for an overview). Regarding a
distance range of 1 to 10 m, Rumukkainen and colleagues determined the self-
translation minimum audible angle (ST-MAA) to be 3.3° by means of 2AFC dis-
crimination tasks without an external reference [106]. Taking into account the
absence of external references in the present study and applying the ST-MAA to the
nearest sound source used (7.19 m), a concertgoer would remain below perceptual
threshold within a lateral moving range of �41.5 cm, which corresponds to 150% of
a typical concert seat’s width. Respective lateral movements are normally not
observed amongst visitors of classical concerts. Since a relative lateral shift of the
listener above the perceptual threshold is a precondition for yielding distance
information from the auditory motion parallax cue by triangulation, we do expect
neither an appreciable bias nor a deterioration of the accuracy of distance percep-
tion introduced by the absence of lateral motion interactivity and rendering.

As a result, the Virtual Concert Hall at Technische Universität Berlin provided
almost all relevant auditory cues without major biases (rich-cue condition). Excep-
tions are the missing supports for (rarely performed and normally small) head
orientations around the pitch and roll axes.

The sound pressure level of the virtual rendition was adjusted to the sound pres-
sure level of a live rendition of a string quartet in a real room, which was recorded by
the calibrated head and torso simulator. Accounting for the gain of the signal chain
and the rooms’ STI measures, the level of the scenes’ average sound pressure level at
the blocked ear canal was Lp = 72.5 dB SPL for a selectedmezzoforte passage. Likewise,
the speech’s sound pressure level was adapted to a rendition in a real room and
averaged out at Lp = 59.5 dB SPL for a moderate declamatory dynamics stage.

The acquisition of the visual rendering data applied a fixed stereo base, which
does not necessarily accord with the participants’ individual interpupillary distances
(IPDs). Respective differences might potentially bias the individual distance and
room size perception. To date, experimentation has shown inconsistent effects of
the variation of IPD differences on distance perception (see [46] for a review). Most
studies cannot be translated into the present study, since they investigated maxi-
mum target distances of 1 m and/or used simple numerically modeled objects/
environments. Moreover, results differ regarding the significance, the size and/or
the direction of the effects. This is apparently due to different rendering
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technologies (stereoscopic projection, HMD, CAVE), stages of virtualization
(mixed reality, virtual reality), target distances (personal space, action space),
simulated objects/environments (simple graphic objects, shapes, persons in hall-
ways), and measurement protocols (triangulated distance estimation, blind walk-
ing, visual alignment, verbal estimation) [107–113]. Few experiments investigated
distances roughly similar to those used in the present study (about 7 to 16 m). While
Willemsen and colleagues did not observe a significant effect of IPD individualiza-
tion on distance judgments [114], a large variation of the stereo base (0 to 4 times
the IPD) showed significant effects on both distance and size judgments: Greater
stereo bases resulted in perceptually closer and smaller objects [115]. However,
relevance for the descriptive measures, effect sizes and significances of the present
study is given rather by the expected value and distribution of the IPD differences
than by their individual values. Anthropometric data of the German resident popu-
lation, from which the sample was drawn, state median IPDs of 61 mm (male
persons) and 60 mm (female persons) within the age range of 18 to 65 years [116].
Since the values do nearly exactly meet the stereo base of the target acquisition
(60 mm), a substantial collective perceptual bias is unlikely to occur.

Limitations of the visual rendering pertain to the field of view (161°� 56°), which
should at least not affect distance perception [59, 117]; the angular resolution (2.1
arcmin), which might affect distance perception [57]; the fixed single focal plane in
stereoscopy providing an invariant accommodation cue, so that the connection
between convergence and accommodation is suspended [45]; and an undersized
luminance of the projection. Data projectors could not provide the luminance and the
contrast of the real scenes, especially in connection with shutter glasses. Thus, the
luminances of the scenes were fitted into the projectors’ dynamic range while
maintaining compressed relations of the luminances. Scene luminances were calcu-
lated from exposure time, aperture, and ISO arithmetic film speed of correctly
exposed photographs of a centrally placed and vertically oriented 18% gray card
according to the additive system of photographic exposure (APEX). The average loss
of the luminance value Bv introduced by the projection and shutter glasses was 2.88.
The average scene luminance Lv of the gray cards amounted to 0.82 cd/m2. Detailed
information regarding room acquisition, content production, and stimulus reproduc-
tion for the Virtual Concert Hall was published separately [118].

Since electronic media transform both the physical stimuli and their perception,
the replacement of natural by mediatized stimuli for serious experimental purposes
demands the knowledge of the perceptual influences of the applied mediatizing
system, as also pointed out by [16, 21]. The rendering technique of the Virtual
Concert Hall was shown to provide perceptually plausible auralizations [119]. Spe-
cifically, the Virtual Concert Hall at Technische Universität Berlin was subjected to
a test of auditory-visual validation by comparing a real scene and the correspondent
virtual scene [38]. Amongst others, it yielded nearly equal loudness judgments of
the real and the virtual environment, whereas the virtual environment—apparently
due to the dark surrounding—was perceived slightly brighter than the respective
real environment. The virtualization also generally lowered the perceived source
distance and the perceived size of a real room—mainly due to the visual rendering.
The mere auditory underestimation of source distance and room size introduced by
the virtualization amounted only to 6.6 and 1.9%, respectively. The biases are
considered in the discussion section.

2.6 Procedure

Each participant ran through the test procedure individually. The procedure
lasted about 3 hours and 10 minutes, and comprised color vision and stereopsis
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tests, audiometry, a socio-demographic questionnaire, a privacy agreement, the
clarification of the questionnaire, the measurement of the individual inter-tragus
distance (necessary for the technical adaption to the individuals’ ITDs), cabling, a
familiarization sequence, and the actual test runs, inclusive of self-imposed breaks.

2.7 Data analysis

Arithmetic means standard deviations (Tables 11 and 12) and standard errors
were calculated for all combinations of factor levels. The means were plotted against
the combinations. According to the test design (2.3), the co-presence paradigm
required 3 � 6 repeated measures analyses of variance (rmANOVA), the conflicting
stimulus paradigm 6 � 6 rmANOVA for either level of Content. Content was not
regarded as a factor for analysis because it was not covered by the RQs, and the
quantification of the proportions according to RQs 3–5 were to be made possible
separately for both music and speech. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicated that the
assumption of normally distributed error components was met with the exceptions
of source distance under the conditions speech A0-V5 (KS-Z = 1.390, p = 0.042)
and speech A6-V3 (KS-Z = 1.442, p = 0.031), and of room size under the conditions
speech A0-V5 (KS-Z = 1.500, p = 0.022), speech A5-V0 (KS-Z = 1.759, p = 0.004),
and music A4-V5 (KS-Z = 1.428, p = 0.034). The minor violations concerning 4.8%
of the conditions were deemed tolerable because of the robustness of the
rmANOVA. Mauchly’s sphericity tests indicated a significant violation of the sphe-
ricity assumption in both the 3 � 6 and the 6 � 6 analyses, which was compensated
for by correcting the degrees of freedom using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates. To
answer RQs 1 and 2, an orthogonal set of planned main contrasts (reverse Helmert)
was calculated: Simple contrast V vs. A; combined contrast VA vs. {V, A}. To allow
different approaches to effect size comparison, partial eta squared η2P, classical eta
squared η2, and generalized eta squared η2G [120, 121] were reported for the omni-
bus tests. Because of RQs 3–5, and taking advantage of the commensurability of the
factors Auralized room and Visualized room of the conflicting stimulus design, the η2
effect sizes were particularly reported as indicators for the proportional influence of
the acoustic room properties, the visual room properties, and their interaction on
the geometric features. To allow their direct comparison in a simplified manner, the
net effect sizes (the proportions of the explained variance) given by η2X netð Þ ¼
η2X= η2A þ η2V þ η2A�V

� �
were also reported. Based on Cohen’s f ([122], p. 281), which

was calculated from η2 ([123], p. 7), the effect sizes were classified as small,
medium or large.

3. Results

3.1 Perceived source distance

3.1.1 Co-presence paradigm

Source distance showed significant main and interaction effects of Domain and
Room for both music (Table 3) and speech (Table 4). Effects were large for Room
and medium size for Domain and Domain � Room. The mean distance estimates
were generally lower for speech than for music, and the range of the mean estimates
introduced by the factor Domain was lower for the low-absorbent (wet) and higher
for the high-absorbent (dry) rooms, even though it was not hypothesized or tested
(Figures 2 and 3; Tables 11 and 12).
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Regarding RQ 1, a priori main contrasts indicate that the mean estimates at level
V were considerably higher than those at level A. The mean differences account for
2.95 m (music), F(1,49) = 52.910, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.519, and for 2.38 m (speech),
F(1,49) = 32.712, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.469. This is also consistent on a descriptive basis

Figure 2.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Room
and Domain for music. Horizontal lines indicate the particular physical source distance D within each room.
Bold labels indicate low-absorbent rooms.

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 1521.061 1.782 853.503 36.965 <0.001 0.086 0.306 0.122 0.430 >0.999

Error (Domain) 2016.285 87.325 23.090

Room 4610.610 3.845 1199.166 137.464 <0.001 0.260 0.593 0.296 0.737 >0.999

Error (Room) 1643.487 188.397 8.724

Domain� Room 597.939 7.113 84.059 9.593 <0.001 0.034 0.187 0.052 0.164 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 3054.229 348.552 8.763

Table 3.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (music, co-presence paradigm).

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 655.466 1.683 389.381 23.350 <0.001 0.058 0.248 0.073 0.387 >0.999

Error (Domain) 1038.621 62.284 16.676

Room 1712.901 3.387 505.745 41.676 <0.001 0.152 0.423 0.171 0.530 >0.999

Error (Room) 1520.729 125.315 12.135

Domain � Room 639.600 5.709 112.027 10.836 <0.001 0.057 0.245 0.072 0.227 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 2183.952 211.245 10.338

Table 4.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (speech, co-presence paradigm).
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for the high-absorbent (dry) rooms, even though it was not hypothesized or tested
(Figures 2 and 3; Tables 11 and 12).
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Regarding RQ 1, a priori main contrasts indicate that the mean estimates at level
V were considerably higher than those at level A. The mean differences account for
2.95 m (music), F(1,49) = 52.910, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.519, and for 2.38 m (speech),
F(1,49) = 32.712, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.469. This is also consistent on a descriptive basis

Figure 2.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Room
and Domain for music. Horizontal lines indicate the particular physical source distance D within each room.
Bold labels indicate low-absorbent rooms.

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 1521.061 1.782 853.503 36.965 <0.001 0.086 0.306 0.122 0.430 >0.999

Error (Domain) 2016.285 87.325 23.090

Room 4610.610 3.845 1199.166 137.464 <0.001 0.260 0.593 0.296 0.737 >0.999

Error (Room) 1643.487 188.397 8.724

Domain� Room 597.939 7.113 84.059 9.593 <0.001 0.034 0.187 0.052 0.164 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 3054.229 348.552 8.763

Table 3.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (music, co-presence paradigm).

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 655.466 1.683 389.381 23.350 <0.001 0.058 0.248 0.073 0.387 >0.999

Error (Domain) 1038.621 62.284 16.676

Room 1712.901 3.387 505.745 41.676 <0.001 0.152 0.423 0.171 0.530 >0.999

Error (Room) 1520.729 125.315 12.135

Domain � Room 639.600 5.709 112.027 10.836 <0.001 0.057 0.245 0.072 0.227 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 2183.952 211.245 10.338

Table 4.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (speech, co-presence paradigm).
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across all rooms except JC, which involves the smallest physical distance (s = 7.19 m)
and shows a lower mean estimate under the V than under the A condition for both
music and speech. Looking at RQ 2, the mean estimates at levelAVwere higher than
the average of the mean estimates at levels A and V. The mean differences
accounted for 1.04 m in the music group (a priori main contrast), F(1,49) = 13.141,
p = 0.001, η2P = 0.211, and 0.24 m in the speech group (contrast not significant). The
AVmean estimates were located at 85% of the range between the mean estimates at
levels V and A in the music group and at 60% in the speech group.

Looking at the accuracy of the estimates, the mean estimates differed from the
mean physical source distance by �2.36 m (�22.7%) at level A, +0.59 m (+5.7%) at
level V, and +0.16 m (+1.5%) at level AV in the music group, and by �3.02 m
(�29.1%) at level A, �0.63 m (�6.1%) at level V, and �1.59 m (�15.3%) at level
AV in the speech group. Overall, the physical distances were met best by the
estimates at level AV in the music group, and by the estimates at level V in the
speech group.

3.1.2 Conflicting stimulus paradigm

Auralized room and Visualized room showed significant main effects on source
distance for both music (Table 5) and speech (Table 6), however, no significant
interaction effect. Effects of Auralized room were of small size, whereas effects of
Visualized room were classified as large. Regarding music, η2A netð Þ= 7% of the pro-

portion of the explained variance (see 2.7) arose from Auralized room, η2V netð Þ= 91%
from Visualized room. Under the speech condition, the proportions accounted for
11% (Auralized room) and 88% (Visualized room).

Figures 4 and 5 show the generally lower mean distance estimates for the speech
by trend. The figures also illustrate the ranges of the mean estimates. The average
range of mean estimates caused by Auralized room was 1.69 m, while the range
caused by Visualized room accounted for 5.74 m. The range of the physical source

Figure 3.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Room
and Domain for speech. Horizontal lines indicate the particular physical source distance D within each room.
Bold labels indicate low-absorbent rooms.
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distance was 8.65 m. As a rule, the auralized room KE led to a maximal mean
estimate and the auralized room RT to a minimal mean estimate within each visu-
alized room. In turn, the visualized room KE led to a maximal mean estimate and
the visualized room JC to a minimal mean estimate within each auralized room. The
mean estimates do not indicate that acoustic-visual congruency as such yielded
maximal, minimal or especially accurate mean distance estimates.

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 469.724 5.000 93.945 13.143 <0.001 0.017 0.133 0.023 0.211 >0.999

Error (A. room) 1751.252 131.608 13.307

Visualized room 6256.608 2.602 2404.324 105.444 <0.001 0.233 0.551 0.238 0.683 >0.999

Error (V. room) 2907.446 127.509 22.802

A. room � V. room 134.833 13.677 9.858 1.566 0.086 0.005 0.071 0.007 0.031 0.868

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 4219.961 670.192 6.297

Table 5.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (music, conflicting stimulus paradigm).

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 375.912 1.667 225.526 9.314 0.001 0.023 0.153 0.028 0.201 0.951

Error (A. room) 1493.259 61.672 24.213

Visualized room 2936.460 2.724 1077.931 48.375 <0.001 0.178 0.465 0.183 0.567 >0.999

Error (V. room) 2245.993 100.794 22.283

A. room � V. room 31.620 12.609 2.508 0.531 0.902 0.002 0.044 0.002 0.014 0.317

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 2203.942 466.540 4.724

Table 6.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (speech, conflicting stimulus paradigm).

Figure 4.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Auralized
room and Visualized room for music. Dots within markers indicate acoustic-visual congruency.
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across all rooms except JC, which involves the smallest physical distance (s = 7.19 m)
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the average of the mean estimates at levels A and V. The mean differences
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Bold labels indicate low-absorbent rooms.
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distance was 8.65 m. As a rule, the auralized room KE led to a maximal mean
estimate and the auralized room RT to a minimal mean estimate within each visu-
alized room. In turn, the visualized room KE led to a maximal mean estimate and
the visualized room JC to a minimal mean estimate within each auralized room. The
mean estimates do not indicate that acoustic-visual congruency as such yielded
maximal, minimal or especially accurate mean distance estimates.

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 469.724 5.000 93.945 13.143 <0.001 0.017 0.133 0.023 0.211 >0.999

Error (A. room) 1751.252 131.608 13.307

Visualized room 6256.608 2.602 2404.324 105.444 <0.001 0.233 0.551 0.238 0.683 >0.999

Error (V. room) 2907.446 127.509 22.802

A. room � V. room 134.833 13.677 9.858 1.566 0.086 0.005 0.071 0.007 0.031 0.868

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 4219.961 670.192 6.297

Table 5.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (music, conflicting stimulus paradigm).
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G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 375.912 1.667 225.526 9.314 0.001 0.023 0.153 0.028 0.201 0.951

Error (A. room) 1493.259 61.672 24.213

Visualized room 2936.460 2.724 1077.931 48.375 <0.001 0.178 0.465 0.183 0.567 >0.999

Error (V. room) 2245.993 100.794 22.283

A. room � V. room 31.620 12.609 2.508 0.531 0.902 0.002 0.044 0.002 0.014 0.317

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 2203.942 466.540 4.724

Table 6.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived source distance D̂ (speech, conflicting stimulus paradigm).

Figure 4.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Auralized
room and Visualized room for music. Dots within markers indicate acoustic-visual congruency.
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3.2 Perceived room size

3.2.1 Co-presence paradigm

Room size showed significant main and interaction effects of Domain and Room
for both music (Table 7) and speech (Table 8). Effects were of large size for
Domain (music) and Room and of medium size for Domain (speech) and Domain �

Figure 5.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived source distance D̂ against factor levels of Auralized
room and Visualized room for speech. Dots within markers indicate acoustic-visual congruency.

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 6484.837 1.513 4285.200 42.093 <0.001 0.082 0.299 0.131 0.532 >0.999

Error (Domain) 5700.224 55.992 101.803

Room 26573.103 2.994 8875.557 165.259 <0.001 0.337 0.713 0.383 0.817 >0.999

Error (Room) 5949.496 101.789 58.449

Domain � Room 3000.770 6.785 442.292 19.791 <0.001 0.038 0.199 0.065 0.348 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 5610.150 251.030 22.349

Table 8.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived room size Ŝ (speech, co-presence paradigm).

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Domain 10148.965 1.651 6145.611 70.421 <0.001 0.115 0.361 0.180 0.590 >0.999

Error (Domain) 7061.808 80.919 87.270

Room 28109.442 3.650 7701.183 226.890 <0.001 0.319 0.685 0.379 0.822 >0.999

Error (Room) 6070.632 178.851 33.942

Domain � Room 3733.981 7.522 496.424 21.814 <0.001 0.042 0.210 0.075 0.308 >0.999

Error (D. � R.) 8387.358 315.667 26.570

Table 7.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived room size Ŝ (music, co-presence paradigm).
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Room. The mean size estimates were slightly lower for speech than for music by
trend (Figures 6 and 7).

Regarding RQ 1, a priori contrasts indicated that the mean estimates at level V
were considerably higher than those at level A. The mean differences account for
7.40 m (music), F(1,49) = 97.748, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.666, and for 6.71 m (speech),
F(1,49) = 51.457, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.582. Looking at RQ 2, a priori contrasts showed
that the mean estimates at level AV were higher than the average of the mean
estimates at levels A and V. The mean differences accounted for 3.11 m (music),

Figure 7.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived room size Ŝ against factor levels of Room and
Domain for music. Horizontal lines indicate the particular physical room size S of each room. Bold labels
indicate low-absorbent rooms.

Figure 6.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived room size Ŝ against factor levels of Room and
Domain for music. Horizontal lines indicate the particular physical room size S of each room. Bold labels
indicate low-absorbent rooms.
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Room. The mean size estimates were slightly lower for speech than for music by
trend (Figures 6 and 7).

Regarding RQ 1, a priori contrasts indicated that the mean estimates at level V
were considerably higher than those at level A. The mean differences account for
7.40 m (music), F(1,49) = 97.748, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.666, and for 6.71 m (speech),
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F(1,49) = 32.124, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.396, and 2.99 m (speech), F(1,49) = 24.933,
p < 0.001, η2P = 0.403. The AV estimates were located at 92% of the range between
the mean estimates at levels V and A in the music group and at 94% in the speech
group.

As with source distance, the range of the mean room size estimates introduced
by the factor Domain was lower for the low-absorbent (wet) and higher for the
high-absorbent (dry) rooms, even though this was not hypothesized or tested.

Accuracies were generally low regardless of the level of Domain. The mean room
size estimates differed from the mean physical room size by �2.00 m (�10.0%) at
level A, +5.47 m (+27.5%) at levelV, and +4.86 m (+24.5%) at level AV in the music
group, and by �3.08 m (�15.5%) at level A, +3.72 m (+18.7%) at level V,
and +3.34 m (+16.8%) at level AV in the speech group. Overall, the physical sizes
were generally best approximated by the estimates at level A. Specifically, in low-
absorbent rooms (KH, JC, KE) and the small dry room (RT), physical room sizes
were best approximated by the estimates at level A, whereas in medium- and large-
sized dry rooms (KO, GH) they were best approximated by the estimates at levels
AV and V.

3.2.2 Conflicting stimulus paradigm

Auralized room and Visualized room showed significant main effects on room size
for both music (Table 9) and speech (Table 10), however, no significant
interaction effect. Effects of Auralized room were of small size, whereas effects of
Visualized room were classified as large. Regarding music, η2A netð Þ= 9% of the pro-

portion of the explained variance (see 2.7) arose from Auralized room, η2V netð Þ= 90%

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 3275.179 2.048 1599.570 25.911 <0.001 0.024 0.156 0.031 0.346 >0.999

Error (A. room) 6193.742 100.329 61.734

Visualized room 32107.238 3.203 10025.415 110.275 <0.001 0.233 0.551 0.239 0.692 >0.999

Error (V. room) 14266.617 156.927 90.913

A. room � V. room 375.257 12.004 31.262 1.344 0.189 0.003 0.052 0.004 0.027 0.754

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 13678.450 588.172 23.256

Table 9.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived room size Ŝ (music, conflicting stimulus paradigm).

S. o. V. SS dfadj MS F p η2 f η2
G η2

P 1-β

Auralized room 3799.130 1.446 2626.800 11.517 <0.001 0.026 0.162 0.030 0.237 0.968

Error (A. room) 12205.465 53.513 228.084

Visualized room 23087.978 2.228 10363.307 54.821 <0.001 0.155 0.429 0.160 0.597 >0.999

Error (V. room) 15582.628 82.431 189.039

A. room � V. room 185.804 7.540 24.642 0.662 0.716 0.001 0.035 0.002 0.018 0.296

Error (A. r. � V. r.) 10382.097 278.982 37.214

Table 10.
Results of the rmANOVA for perceived room size Ŝ (speech, conflicting stimulus paradigm).
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from Visualized room. Under the speech condition, the proportions accounted for
14% (Auralized room) and 85% (Visualized room).

Figures 8 and 9 show the generally lower mean room size estimates for the
speech by trend. The figures also illustrate the ranges of the mean estimates. The
average range of mean estimates caused by Auralized room was 4.54 m, the range
caused by Visualized room accounted for 10.99 m. The range of the physical room
size was 15.72 m. As a rule, the auralized room KE led to a maximal mean estimate
and the auralized room RT to a minimal mean estimate within each visualized room.
In turn, the visualized room KE led to a maximal mean estimate and the visualized
room KHmostly to a minimal mean estimate within each auralized room. The mean

Figure 8.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived room size Ŝ against factor levels of Auralized room
and Visualized room for music. Dots within markers indicate acoustic-visual congruency.

Figure 9.
Means (markers) and standard errors (bars) of perceived room size Ŝ against factor levels of Auralized room
and Visualized room for speech. Dots within markers indicate acoustic-visual congruency.
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F(1,49) = 32.124, p < 0.001, η2P = 0.396, and 2.99 m (speech), F(1,49) = 24.933,
p < 0.001, η2P = 0.403. The AV estimates were located at 92% of the range between
the mean estimates at levels V and A in the music group and at 94% in the speech
group.

As with source distance, the range of the mean room size estimates introduced
by the factor Domain was lower for the low-absorbent (wet) and higher for the
high-absorbent (dry) rooms, even though this was not hypothesized or tested.

Accuracies were generally low regardless of the level of Domain. The mean room
size estimates differed from the mean physical room size by �2.00 m (�10.0%) at
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group, and by �3.08 m (�15.5%) at level A, +3.72 m (+18.7%) at level V,
and +3.34 m (+16.8%) at level AV in the speech group. Overall, the physical sizes
were generally best approximated by the estimates at level A. Specifically, in low-
absorbent rooms (KH, JC, KE) and the small dry room (RT), physical room sizes
were best approximated by the estimates at level A, whereas in medium- and large-
sized dry rooms (KO, GH) they were best approximated by the estimates at levels
AV and V.

3.2.2 Conflicting stimulus paradigm

Auralized room and Visualized room showed significant main effects on room size
for both music (Table 9) and speech (Table 10), however, no significant
interaction effect. Effects of Auralized room were of small size, whereas effects of
Visualized room were classified as large. Regarding music, η2A netð Þ= 9% of the pro-
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estimates do not indicate that acoustic-visual congruency as such yielded maximal,
minimal or especially accurate mean size estimates.

4. Discussion

4.1 Presence of auralized and visualized rooms

Most of the results apply likewise to both egocentric distance and room size
estimation. RQ 1 asked for the difference between the modalities as such. Mean
estimates across the rooms based only on visual information significantly and
considerably exceeded those based only on acoustic information, specifically by
about a fourth of the mean physical property in the case of distance and by
about a third in the case of size. Hence, H11 can be accepted and might be
reformulated directionally (H11: μA < μV) for future experimentation. Regard-
ing egocentric distance estimation, the finding is plausible in principle given the
reported compression of distance perception in real acoustic environments
[27, 28, 31–33] and virtual acoustic environments [32, 34–36]. However, it does
not agree with [36], who observed a compressed perception of visual distances
between 1.5 and 5.0 m, or with [18], who used nearly the same auralization
system in connection with smaller distances (1.93–5.88 m) and a restricted
visualization. Though the general finding D̂V > D̂A does also not accord with the
finding of [38] under the virtual environment condition (D̂V < D̂A), the excep-
tional observation at the smallest physical distance (D = 7.19 m, room JC) does.
This is likely to be due to the same physical distance used in [38], indicating
that the general finding might be confined to physical distances greater than
about 8 m. However, checking the acceptance of inference from virtual rooms
to real rooms for the music content by multiplying the mean estimates of the
present study by the reality-to-virtuality ratios (RVRs) of the mean estimates of
[38] (RVRdistance,A = 1.071, RVRdistance,V = 1.318; RVRsize,A = 1.019, RVRsize,V =
1.236) allows the findings D̂V > D̂A and ŜV > ŜA to be transferred from virtual
scenes to corresponding real scenes without the persistence of the aforesaid
scene-specific exception.

4.2 Basic mode of perception

Regarding RQ 2, there is evidence that the basic mode of perception (processing
of single- vs. multi-domain stimuli) as such alters perceptual estimates of geometric
dimensions in virtual rooms. Mean estimates based on acoustic-visual stimuli did
not equal the average of the mean estimates based on either only acoustic or only
visual stimuli. Rather, mean estimates of source distance under the acoustic-visual
condition (with acoustic-visually congruent stimuli) were located at 85% (music) of
the range between the mean estimates of the levels A and V, mean estimates of
room size at 92% (music) and 94% (speech), indicating that under the multi-
domain condition visual information was weighted significantly higher than
acoustic information. Though the distance estimation of the speech performance
did not show a significant effect of perceptual mode, the mean estimates still
accounted for 60% of the range between the mean estimates at levels A and V.
When loading the mean estimates with the above-mentioned compensation factors,
the percentages concerning music changed from 85% to 84% for source distance
and from 92–86% for room size. Hence, the finding on RQ 2 may be transferred to
reality in principle.
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4.3 Properties of auralized and visualized rooms

Considering the multi-domain mode of perception and applying the
conflicting stimulus paradigm, the distance and size estimates depended signifi-
cantly on both the acoustic and the visual properties of the stimuli (RQs 3 and 4).
Generally, about 89% of the explained variance arose from the entire visual and
10% from the entire acoustic information provided by the virtual environment. For
both egocentric distance and room size perception, acoustic information showed a
slightly greater proportion of explained variance under the speech than under the
music condition.

In accordance with the MLE modeling of auditory-visual integration in princi-
ple, the acoustic and visual proportions of the explained variance appear to vary
strongly according to the availability and, respectively, the richness of the cues in
the particular domains: A preliminary experiment under substantially restricted
visualization conditions (reduced field of view, reduced spatial resolution, still
photographs instead of moving pictures, no maximal acoustic-visual congruency
due to visible loudspeakers as sound sources) and non-restricted auralization con-
ditions (identical auralization system) yielded a reversed order of proportions of the
explained variance (cf. 2.7), which amounted to 33% for factor Visualized room, and
66% for factor Auralized room ([18], p. 392).

Against the background of the prevalent term auditory-visual interaction (or
similar) it is remarkable, that at least no statistical interaction effect of the acoustic
and the visual stimulus properties on egocentric source distance and room size
perception was found that was significant (1.3, RQ5). Looking at perceived geo-
metric dimensions as supramodal unified features specifying spatial notions, both
acoustic and visual properties, and therefore both the auditory and the visual
modalities, appear to contribute (regardless of variable weights) directly to the
values of these features, and no interaction (non-additive) effects appear to com-
plicate this straightforward principle. Hence, the modeling of auditory-visual inte-
gration of distance and room size perception will not have to include non-additive
effects for the time being.

Since the involved modalities and the mode of perception were constant across
all factor levels, it may be assumed that VR-induced biases apply likewise to all
factor levels of the conflicting stimulus paradigm and their combinations. Hence,
the findings on RQs 3 to 5, i.e., the inferential statistics and the η2-based propor-
tional accounts for the estimates, may be transferred from virtuality to reality in
principle. At the descriptive level, the estimates might again be compensated for
virtualization by loading them with RVRdistance,AV = 1.284 and RVRsize,AV = 1.191,
respectively [38].

4.4 Complex independent variables and interfering factors

Within the test design, the presence and properties of the acoustic and visual
domains were varied to experimentally dissociate the auditory and the visual
modalities. Because this variation was categorical, i.e., comprising the entire envi-
ronmental conditions of the scenes instead of either mere distance or mere room size
cues, the results may be transferred to the perceptual modalities hearing and vision
as such—at least for closed spaces, and within the boundaries of generalization
given by the content types, rooms, and samples. Auditory-visual distance percep-
tion may in principle be influenced not only by physical distance, but by any
structural (room size, room shape) and material properties that affect those acous-
tic cues (1.2) that are also affected by physical distance (cf. [124]). Since the domain
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not equal the average of the mean estimates based on either only acoustic or only
visual stimuli. Rather, mean estimates of source distance under the acoustic-visual
condition (with acoustic-visually congruent stimuli) were located at 85% (music) of
the range between the mean estimates of the levels A and V, mean estimates of
room size at 92% (music) and 94% (speech), indicating that under the multi-
domain condition visual information was weighted significantly higher than
acoustic information. Though the distance estimation of the speech performance
did not show a significant effect of perceptual mode, the mean estimates still
accounted for 60% of the range between the mean estimates at levels A and V.
When loading the mean estimates with the above-mentioned compensation factors,
the percentages concerning music changed from 85% to 84% for source distance
and from 92–86% for room size. Hence, the finding on RQ 2 may be transferred to
reality in principle.
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proportions found in the present study cannot directly be compared to the weights
determined in [79], which are based on mere distance-related cues, those interfer-
ing factors had to be experimentally dissociated and, where applicable, included in
physical-perceptual models of auditory-visual distance perception.

4.5 Additional observations

There were some additional results on factors and measures which were not
explicitly asked for by the RQs:

a. Both egocentric distance and room size mean estimates, regardless of whether
based on acoustic, visual or acoustic-visual stimuli, were obviously lower for
speech than for music (though this was not hypothesized or tested, see 2.7).
Hence, there is a reason for hypothesizing an influence of content type. This
might be due to differences between music and speech regarding, e.g., the
bandwidth and energy distribution of the frequency spectra carrying spatial
information, perceptual filtering and processing, receptiveness, and/or
experiential geometric situations (non-mediatized speech is normally
received from lower distances and within smaller rooms than non-mediatized
music).

b. Both the non-significant interaction effect and the particular mean estimates
in the experiment according to the conflicting stimulus paradigm indicated
that acoustic-visual (mainly spatial) congruency of the stimulus properties
did not lead to minimum, maximum or especially accurate mean estimates.
This observation is not apt to constitute a general hypothesis, since
congruency might play a greater role by contrast with a greater range of the
incongruencies (e.g., further-away sound sources) or a greater number of
incongruent properties (e.g., including incongruent content).

c. Egocentric distance mean estimates were most accurate under the acoustic-
visual (music) and visual (speech) condition; the room size mean estimates,
which were generally inaccurate, likely due to the lack of the visual rendering
of the rooms’ rear part, were most accurate under the acoustic condition. In
contrast to previous studies [32, 36], regardless of general under- or
overestimations of the geometric properties (D̂/D 6¼ 1) under the acoustic-
visual condition, neither an increasing underestimation nor an increasing
overestimation was conspicuous, rather D̂/D ≈ const.

d. Looking at the conflicting stimulus paradigm, the minimum and maximum
mean estimates of both source distance and room size did not consistently
correspond to the minimum and maximum physical distances and sizes.
Perceived source distance and perceived room size were each influenced by the
physical source distance, the physical room size and potentially other
properties of the virtual scenes.

e. Because mean estimates based on purely acoustic stimuli were generally
higher in low-absorbent than in high-absorbent rooms (cf. [18]), the range of
mean estimates introduced by the factor Domain was also generally smaller in
low-absorbent rooms. This caused the respective mean estimates under the
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acoustic condition to be more consistent with—and in the case of room size,
even more accurate than—those under the visual and acoustic-visual
conditions. Therefore, when visual information is unavailable, perception
may exploit the greater amount of acoustic information provided by
low-absorbent rooms to improve the accuracy of room size perception.
Acoustic absorption may influence not only the values but also the availability
and/or acuity of auditory cues (cf. 1.2).

Observations (d) and (e) and differences between the studies regarding domain
proportions (4.3) give reason to hypothesize that structural and material properties
of rooms influence distance perception. Thus, an additional experimental dissocia-
tion of the factors physical source distance, physical room size, and acoustic
absorption (all else being equal) might be instructive. Furthermore, more detailed
physical factors affecting both the acoustic and the visual domain might be
disentangled (primary structures, secondary structures, materials). Because of the
trade-off between the requirement of ecological stimulus validity and the costs of
stimulus production, it might be worth investigating the moderating effects of
certain aspects of virtualization (direct rendering, stereoscopy, visually moving
persons). In the future, one major aim of research into the perception of geometric
properties might be the connection of the modeling of internal mechanisms and the
physical-perceptual modeling.

5. Conclusion

The influence of the presence as well as of the properties of acoustic and visual
information on the perceived egocentric distance and room size was investigated
applying both a co-presence and a conflicting stimulus paradigm. Constant music
and speech renditions in six different rooms were presented using dynamic binaural
synthesis and stereoscopic semi-panoramic video projection. Experimentation cor-
roborated that perceptual mean estimates of geometric dimensions based on only
visual information considerably exceeded those based on only acoustic information
in general. However, the perceptual mode as such (single- vs. multi-domain
stimuli) altered the perceptual estimates of geometric dimensions: Under the
acoustic-visual condition with acoustic-visually congruent stimuli, the presence of
visual geometric information was generally given more weight than the presence of
acoustic information. While the egocentric distance estimation under the acoustic-
visual condition did not tend to be compressed for music, it did for speech. When
only acoustic stimuli were available, the greater amount of acoustic information
provided by low-absorbent rooms appeared to be perceptually exploited to improve
the accuracy of room size perception. Within the multi-domain mode of perception
involving 30 acoustic-visually incongruent and 6 congruent stimuli, auditory-visual
estimation of geometric dimensions in rooms relied about nine-tenths on the varia-
tion of visual, about one-tenth on the variation of acoustic properties, and negligibly
on the interaction of the variation of the particular properties. Both the auditory and
the visual sensory systems contribute to the perception of geometric dimensions in
a straightforward manner. The observation of generally lower estimates for speech
than for music needs to be corroborated and clarified. Further experimentation
dissociating the factors source distance, room size, and acoustic absorption (all else
being equal) is needed to clarify their particular influence on auditory-visual
distance and room size perception.
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A. Appendix

V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

Mean Music (n = 50) off — 10.87 6.85 10.25 10.52 11.80 15.47

GH 7.46 10.79 7.19 10.23 10.13 10.41 14.41

JC 7.18 10.51 7.32 10.28 11.07 10.60 13.85

KH 8.07 9.92 7.25 9.89 10.72 10.63 13.76

KO 6.74 10.63 7.44 9.84 10.17 10.01 13.12

RT 5.71 9.19 7.26 9.60 9.92 9.77 13.09

KE 12.91 11.16 8.43 11.24 11.22 11.61 15.23

Speech (n = 38) off — 9.96 5.91 9.56 10.33 10.19 12.45

GH 7.10 8.88 6.11 8.82 8.87 9.37 11.52

JC 8.07 8.53 6.46 8.98 9.04 9.09 11.39

KH 6.67 8.62 6.00 8.69 8.72 8.67 11.26

KO 5.90 8.28 5.67 8.31 8.38 8.70 10.68

RT 5.30 7.67 6.03 8.12 8.30 8.03 10.62

KE 11.07 9.72 7.07 9.72 9.92 9.94 12.23
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V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

STD Music (n = 50) off — 4.36 3.04 3.53 2.59 3.54 3.61

GH 3.54 3.77 2.40 3.03 3.07 3.10 3.83

JC 4.03 3.78 2.74 3.11 3.01 2.94 3.63

KH 4.19 3.15 2.90 2.83 3.20 3.05 3.69

KO 3.09 4.24 2.69 2.77 3.03 2.88 4.42

RT 2.93 3.08 2.73 3.15 3.39 3.30 4.04

KE 4.83 4.12 3.90 3.57 3.58 4.17 3.72

Speech (n = 38) off — 4.10 2.02 2.76 4.25 3.90 4.10

GH 3.52 3.15 2.28 2.74 2.67 2.95 4.44

JC 4.17 3.01 2.55 2.81 2.50 3.02 3.95

KH 3.04 3.46 2.12 2.73 2.36 2.44 4.48

KO 2.75 2.81 1.93 2.63 2.57 3.08 4.54

RT 3.34 3.21 2.55 2.38 2.91 2.67 4.83

KE 5.82 3.70 2.73 3.01 3.37 3.60 4.03

Table 11.
Descriptive statistics of perceived source distance (D̂).

V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

Mean Music (n = 50) off — 30.76 24.39 18.36 25.03 18.79 32.28

GH 16.89 29.38 22.66 19.48 22.94 19.32 30.06

JC 18.36 28.97 24.10 19.05 23.75 19.34 30.63

KH 14.99 29.95 22.94 18.96 22.22 18.97 29.94

KO 12.51 28.70 22.78 18.20 22.07 18.88 28.26

RT 10.56 27.02 22.66 17.99 22.45 18.11 28.13

KE 31.88 31.52 26.18 21.73 25.64 23.12 33.40

Speech (n = 38) off — 29.29 21.56 17.18 21.41 17.43 32.04

GH 16.19 26.51 22.53 17.71 20.37 18.69 29.28

JC 20.75 27.78 23.43 19.07 20.69 19.34 30.03

KH 11.53 25.70 21.71 17.15 19.36 17.39 28.98

KO 9.85 25.07 20.89 16.29 19.54 17.00 26.69

RT 8.42 24.60 20.91 17.04 18.94 16.96 26.69

KE 31.93 29.47 26.04 20.85 23.25 21.30 33.11

STD Music (n = 50) off — 7.01 7.09 6.67 7.45 6.79 8.76

GH 6.58 8.39 6.21 5.62 7.40 7.02 9.12

JC 7.05 8.89 7.96 6.50 7.10 6.66 8.73

KH 6.30 8.06 7.10 6.36 7.17 5.69 8.73

KO 6.36 7.88 7.02 5.49 6.74 6.57 9.00

RT 4.83 9.12 7.24 5.54 7.51 6.54 8.96

KE 8.67 7.91 7.91 8.58 8.21 8.68 9.20
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A. Appendix

V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

Mean Music (n = 50) off — 10.87 6.85 10.25 10.52 11.80 15.47

GH 7.46 10.79 7.19 10.23 10.13 10.41 14.41

JC 7.18 10.51 7.32 10.28 11.07 10.60 13.85

KH 8.07 9.92 7.25 9.89 10.72 10.63 13.76

KO 6.74 10.63 7.44 9.84 10.17 10.01 13.12

RT 5.71 9.19 7.26 9.60 9.92 9.77 13.09

KE 12.91 11.16 8.43 11.24 11.22 11.61 15.23

Speech (n = 38) off — 9.96 5.91 9.56 10.33 10.19 12.45

GH 7.10 8.88 6.11 8.82 8.87 9.37 11.52

JC 8.07 8.53 6.46 8.98 9.04 9.09 11.39

KH 6.67 8.62 6.00 8.69 8.72 8.67 11.26

KO 5.90 8.28 5.67 8.31 8.38 8.70 10.68

RT 5.30 7.67 6.03 8.12 8.30 8.03 10.62

KE 11.07 9.72 7.07 9.72 9.92 9.94 12.23
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V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

STD Music (n = 50) off — 4.36 3.04 3.53 2.59 3.54 3.61

GH 3.54 3.77 2.40 3.03 3.07 3.10 3.83

JC 4.03 3.78 2.74 3.11 3.01 2.94 3.63

KH 4.19 3.15 2.90 2.83 3.20 3.05 3.69

KO 3.09 4.24 2.69 2.77 3.03 2.88 4.42

RT 2.93 3.08 2.73 3.15 3.39 3.30 4.04

KE 4.83 4.12 3.90 3.57 3.58 4.17 3.72

Speech (n = 38) off — 4.10 2.02 2.76 4.25 3.90 4.10

GH 3.52 3.15 2.28 2.74 2.67 2.95 4.44

JC 4.17 3.01 2.55 2.81 2.50 3.02 3.95

KH 3.04 3.46 2.12 2.73 2.36 2.44 4.48

KO 2.75 2.81 1.93 2.63 2.57 3.08 4.54

RT 3.34 3.21 2.55 2.38 2.91 2.67 4.83

KE 5.82 3.70 2.73 3.01 3.37 3.60 4.03

Table 11.
Descriptive statistics of perceived source distance (D̂).

V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

Mean Music (n = 50) off — 30.76 24.39 18.36 25.03 18.79 32.28

GH 16.89 29.38 22.66 19.48 22.94 19.32 30.06

JC 18.36 28.97 24.10 19.05 23.75 19.34 30.63

KH 14.99 29.95 22.94 18.96 22.22 18.97 29.94

KO 12.51 28.70 22.78 18.20 22.07 18.88 28.26

RT 10.56 27.02 22.66 17.99 22.45 18.11 28.13

KE 31.88 31.52 26.18 21.73 25.64 23.12 33.40

Speech (n = 38) off — 29.29 21.56 17.18 21.41 17.43 32.04

GH 16.19 26.51 22.53 17.71 20.37 18.69 29.28

JC 20.75 27.78 23.43 19.07 20.69 19.34 30.03

KH 11.53 25.70 21.71 17.15 19.36 17.39 28.98

KO 9.85 25.07 20.89 16.29 19.54 17.00 26.69

RT 8.42 24.60 20.91 17.04 18.94 16.96 26.69

KE 31.93 29.47 26.04 20.85 23.25 21.30 33.11

STD Music (n = 50) off — 7.01 7.09 6.67 7.45 6.79 8.76

GH 6.58 8.39 6.21 5.62 7.40 7.02 9.12

JC 7.05 8.89 7.96 6.50 7.10 6.66 8.73

KH 6.30 8.06 7.10 6.36 7.17 5.69 8.73

KO 6.36 7.88 7.02 5.49 6.74 6.57 9.00

RT 4.83 9.12 7.24 5.54 7.51 6.54 8.96

KE 8.67 7.91 7.91 8.58 8.21 8.68 9.20
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V room

Measure Content A room off GH JC KH KO RT KE

Speech (n = 38) off — 9.68 7.31 5.97 9.02 7.43 9.43

GH 7.28 10.02 7.79 8.06 8.25 8.15 11.07

JC 7.56 9.79 8.60 7.53 8.09 8.02 11.42

KH 5.94 11.32 10.34 7.93 7.68 7.59 12.80

KO 3.48 11.35 9.37 6.92 8.40 7.91 12.47

RT 5.89 10.99 10.12 8.07 9.18 8.03 12.94

KE 8.39 9.36 8.82 10.39 9.82 9.66 10.71

Table 12.
Descriptive statistics of perceived room size (Ŝ).
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Chapter 5

Reverberation and its Binaural
Reproduction: The Trade-off
between Computational Efficiency
and Perceived Quality
Isaac Engel and Lorenzo Picinali

Abstract

Accurately rendering reverberation is critical to produce realistic binaural audio,
particularly in augmented reality applications where virtual objects must blend in
seamlessly with real ones. However, rigorously simulating sound waves interacting
with the auralised space can be computationally costly, sometimes to the point of
being unfeasible in real time applications on resource-limited mobile platforms.
Luckily, knowledge of auditory perception can be leveraged to make computational
savings without compromising quality. This chapter reviews different approaches
and methods for rendering binaural reverberation efficiently, focusing specifically
on Ambisonics-based techniques aimed at reducing the spatial resolution of late
reverberation components. Potential future research directions in this area are also
discussed.

Keywords: binaural audio, reverberation, Auralisation, Ambisonics, perceptual
evaluation

1. Introduction

Reverberation results from pairing a sound source with an acoustic space. After
emanating from the source, a sound wave will interact with its environment,
undergoing reflection, diffraction and absorption. Thus, a listener will receive fil-
tered replicas of the original wavefront (echoes) arriving from various directions at
different times, causing the impression that the original sound persists in time.
According to the so-called precedence effect, the direct sound allows a listener to
determine the position of the sound source, while early reflections are generally not
perceived as distinct auditory events [1–3]. As stated by Wallach et al. [1], the
maximum delay after which a reflection is no longer ‘fused’ with the direct sound
depends on the signal, being around 5 ms for single clicks and as long as 40 ms for
complex signals such as speech or music [4]. Nevertheless, early reflections can
broaden the perceived width of the source and shift its apparent position, as shown
experimentally by Olive and Toole [5]. Furthermore, they can modify the signal’s
spectrum due to phase cancellation and subsequent comb filtering, as shown by
Bech in his study on small-room acoustics [6]. Such phenomena can alter the
perception of the room on a higher level. For example, Barron and Marshall [7]
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argued that the timing, direction of arrival, and spectra of early lateral reflections
contribute to the sense of ‘envelopment’—defined as the ‘subjective impression of
being surrounded by the sound’. The time delay between the direct sound and the
first distinct echo has also been shown to be a relevant feature: in the case of small
rooms, Kaplanis et al. [8] found that it was correlated with the perception of
environment dimensions and ‘presence’—or ‘sense of being inside an enclosed
space and feeling its boundaries’—while in the case of concert halls, Beranek [9]
linked it to a sense of ‘intimacy’.

As time passes and the sound waves that emanated from the source continue
interacting with the environment, the temporal density of echoes increases, and the
resulting sound field becomes more diffuse. At this point, temporal and spatial
features of individual echoes become less relevant, and late reverberation can be
characterised as a stochastic process. An important parameter used to define such
process is the reverberation time (RT), or the ‘duration required for the space-
averaged sound energy density in an enclosure to decrease by 60 dB after the source
emission has stopped’ [10], which is generally proportional to the volume of the
room. Yadav et al. [11] suggested that RT contributes to the perception of environ-
ment dimensions most significantly in large spaces, whereas early reflections have
greater importance in small rooms. Although late reverberation is often modelled as
diffuse and isotropic (i.e., with an even distribution of energy across directions
from the listeners’ point of view). Alary et al. [12] showed that this assumption may
not always hold and directionality should be taken into account, especially for
asymmetrical spaces, such as a corridor.

When reproduced binaurally (e.g., through headphones), it has been shown that
reverberation increases the sense of externalisation, i.e., the illusion of virtual sound
sources being outside the head, when compared to anechoic sounds [13, 14]. It has
been suggested that this effect can be achieved even by just adding the early reflec-
tions [13], while the contribution of late reverberation (>80 ms) is smaller in com-
parison [15]. Previous studies have looked into the contribution of both monaural and
binaural cues to the externalisation of reverberant binaural signals. Monaural cues
have been shown to have limited importance by Hassager et al. [16] and Jiang et al.
[17], who argued that spectral detail is not as critical in the reverberant sound as it is
in the direct sound. Regardless, it has been reported that applying spectral correction
(headphone equalisation) to binaural signals could increase externalisation and other
subjective attributes when employing headphones with limited reproduction band-
width [18, 19]. Binaural cues, on the other hand, have been shown to be critical:
Leclere et al. [14] suggested that reverberation increases externalisation of a binaural
signal as long as interaural differences are introduced. This is supported by Catic et al.
[15], who reported a considerable decrease in externalisation when the reverberant
part of auralised speech was presented diotically. Such effects have been linked to
specific binaural cues, such as interaural level differences (ILDs) and interaural
coherence (IC). Recent studies have reported correlations between the level of exter-
nalisation and the amount of temporal fluctuations of ILDs and IC in the binaural
signals [14, 15, 20]. Moreover, Li et al. [21, 22] highlighted the importance of rever-
beration specifically in the contralateral ear signal, showing a stronger contribution to
externalisation than its ipsilateral counterpart, which is explained by the fact that
reverberation is proportionally louder on the contralateral side due to the head
shadow effect. Finally, according to the ‘room divergence effect’, externalisation of
simulated binaural signals increases when the rendered reverberation matches the
listener’s expectations given their prior knowledge of the room [23–25]. Head move-
ments and vision also play an important role in spatial audio perception [26], but they
are not covered here—for a thorough review on sound externalisation, the reader is
referred to Best et al. [27].
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In summary, reverberation greatly influences how a listener perceives an audi-
tory scene by providing information on the room characteristics, the size and
location of the sound sources and, in the case of binaural simulations, affecting the
level of externalisation. Consequently, it should be modelled carefully when pro-
ducing realistic acoustic simulations, although this can prove to be a challenging
task in real-time systems with limited resources. The next sections of this chapter
will address the issue of balancing computational efficiency and perceptual quality
when simulating reverberation.

2. Simulating reverberation efficiently

Simulating reverberation can be useful in various applications. In some cases,
such as music production, it has mainly an aesthetic value and may not require
highly realistic simulations. In other cases, such as architectural acoustics, aug-
mented reality (AR) and, to a lesser extent, virtual reality (VR), the goal is to
recreate a real acoustic space, so reverberation needs to be modelled with sufficient
accuracy. For instance, an AR system allows the users to perceive the real world
integrated with a virtual layer, e.g., a videoconferencing application in which users,
wearing a pair of AR glasses, see holograms of their interlocutors which look and
sound as if they were in the same room. From the acoustic point of view, this is
particularly challenging to implement because the listener is exposed to real sound
sources as well as virtual ones, so the simulated acoustics should be realistic enough
for the virtual and real sources to be appropriately blended. Even though highly
realistic reverberation is often desired, it can easily become too expensive to simu-
late in real time for interactive applications, where the auditory scene is expected to
vary over time—even more so if many virtual sources are simulated [28]. There-
fore, it is relevant to explore simplified reverberation models that reduce computa-
tional costs without compromising quality.

In the most general case, reverberation is rendered by convolving a dry audio
signal with a room impulse response (RIR), which is the time-domain acoustic
transfer function between a sound source and a receiver in a given acoustic space
(room), assuming that the system formed by these is linear and time-invariant. The
RIR can be either measured acoustically [29] or in a simulated environment. Several
simulation techniques have been proposed, which range from rigorous but compu-
tationally expensive physical models, such as the finite-difference time-domain
method [30], to simpler but less accurate geometrical models, such as the image
source method [31] or scattering delay networks [32]. Ray-tracing and cone-tracing
are also popular techniques that allow for a variable degree of accuracy [28, 33–35],
albeit the computational requirements can become rather intensive when sound
sources move in space, and real-time implementations are often limited to very
simplified models and/or renderings.

Reverberation may also be generated through computationally lighter
‘convolution-less’ methods, such as Schroeder reverberators [36] or feedback delay
networks (FDN) [37–39]. Such techniques are generally less accurate than
convolution-based methods but can be useful to efficiently model the less critical
parts of the RIR such as the late-reverberation tail [40].

With the goal of finding a balance between computational cost and perceived
quality, several parametric reverberation models have been proposed [40–47]. Most
of them aim to alleviate computational costs by rendering early reflections with a
higher temporal and spatial accuracy than late reverberation, based on the concept of
mixing time, i.e., the instant after which the RIR does not perceivably change across
different listeners’ positions or orientations within the room (see Figure 1) [48].
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An early example of this approach, known as ‘hybrid’ reverberation, was presented
by Murphy and Stewart [40], who proposed to employ convolution-based rendering
for early reflections and simpler methods (e.g., FDN) to produce late reverberation. A
key aspect of the hybrid model is correctly establishing the mixing time, which
depends on the room volume, being higher for larger rooms [48].

In spatial audio applications, it is important to accurately simulate the direction of
arrival of early reflections (and of late reverberation, to a lesser extent) which adds
yet another layer of difficulty to the process. This also means that the reproduction
method should be able to replicate such spatial cues. An example of a playback system
would be a loudspeaker array surrounding the listener that can simulate virtual
sources and reflections through amplitude panning [49] or Ambisonics [50]. In the
case of binaural audio, such systems may be mimicked through virtual loudspeakers,
but other methods also exist, as discussed in Section 2.1.

Note that the scope of this chapter covers reverberation’s spatial features from
the listener’s point of view, but not from the source’s point of view. Therefore,
sound source directivity is not discussed, even though it is an important topic on its
own—e.g., it is essential to model it correctly in a six-degrees-of-freedom (6DoF)
application where the listener is allowed to walk past a directional source [51].

2.1 The binaural case

When rendering reverberation binaurally, directional information of reflected
sounds is encoded in the binaural room impulse response (BRIR), i.e., a pair of RIRs
that are measured at the listener’s ear canals, in the form of monaural and interaural
cues. Therefore, the most effective and straightforward way to achieve an accurate
binaural rendering is to convolve an anechoic audio signal with a BRIR. Static (non-
head-tracked) BRIR-based renderings can produce highly authentic binaural sig-
nals, to the point of being indistinguishable from those emitted by real sound
sources [52–55]. On the other hand, dynamic (head-tracked) renderings are more
challenging to implement, as they require swapping between BRIRs as the listener
or the source move. It is worth noting that, when dealing with binaural renderings
of anechoic environments, an angular movement of a source relative to the listener
is roughly equivalent to a head rotation of the listener, which is typically trivial to
compute in the Ambisonics domain using rotation matrices ([56], Section 5.2.2).
However, this does not generalise to reverberant environments, where the room

Figure 1.
First 130 ms of an RIR, expressed in decibels relative to the peak value. The RIR was simulated with the image
source method [31] for an omnidirectional point source placed 10 m away from the receiver in a room with an
approximate volume of 2342.7 m3. The mixing time, estimated according to Lindau et al. [48], is indicated.
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provides a frame of reference, and the angular movement of a source is not
equivalent to rotating the listener’s head.

A recent study has suggested that BRIRs should be measured by varying the
listener position in increments of 5 cm or less in a three-dimensional grid (which
can be a costly process) to achieve a dynamic convolution-based rendering in which
the swapping is seamless to the listener [57]. Alternatively, one may start from a
coarser spatial grid and interpolate BRIRs at intermediate positions. Unfortunately,
BRIR interpolation is not trivial because the time and direction of arrival of each
reflection may vary depending on the receiver’s position, changing the BRIR’s tem-
poral structure across the grid. Nevertheless, recent studies have shown promising
progress by employing dual-band approaches and heuristics to match early reflec-
tions in the time domain [58, 59]. On a related note, another active research topic is
the extrapolation of RIRs in the Ambisonics domain for 6DoF applications
(e.g., [60–63]), which is further discussed in Section 4.

Although BRIRs are mainly obtained through binaural measurements made on a
person’s or a mannequin’s head [55], they may also be generated from RIRs that
were either measured with microphone arrays [64–68] or simulated [28, 35]. This
approach typically involves identifying individual reflections and their direction of
arrival, e.g., with the help of the spatial decomposition method (SDM) [65], and
then convolving each reflection with a head-related impulse response (HRIR) for
the corresponding direction [69]—which is equivalent to a multiplication with a
head-related transfer function (HRTF) in the frequency domain. However, render-
ing the full length of the BRIR this way can easily become expensive, which is why
simplified models such as the aforementioned ‘hybrid’ one become important: we
can just render a few early reflections accurately while modelling late reverberation
as a stochastic, non-directional process, and still produce binaural signals that are
not perceptually different from properly rendered ones. This has been recently
shown by Brinkmann et al. [47], who suggested that accurately rendering just six
early reflections plus stochastic late reverberation may be enough to produce
auralisations that are perceptually indistinguishable from a fully-rendered refer-
ence, for a simulation of a shoebox-type room.

It should be noted that modelling late reverberation as isotropic is computation-
ally inexpensive but may lead to noticeable degradation when simulating asymmet-
rical rooms (e.g., a long and narrow corridor) where late reverberation is highly
directional [12]. For such cases, Alary et al. have proposed to employ directional
feedback delay networks (DFDN) [39], which extend the functionality of tradi-
tional FDNs to spatial audio and allow to inexpensively produce non-uniform
reverberation, so that the RT is direction-dependent. A downside of DFDNs is their
inability to correctly reproduce early reflections, which should be modelled
separately for best results.

Another simplification consists in quantising the direction of arrival of reflec-
tions by ‘snapping’ them to the closest neighbour in a predefined grid. This method
is explored by Amengual Garí et al. [69], who found that an RIR may be quantised
to just 14 directions in a Lebedev grid [70] and still be used to render binaural
signals through SDM without perceptual degradation when compared to the origi-
nal. The scattering delay network method (SDN) is based on a similar premise,
quantising the RIR to as many directions as first-order reflections, e.g., six for a
cuboid room, while obtaining good results in perceptual evaluations [32]. The
rationale of SDN is that early reflections are computed accurately, while later ones
are approximated with higher error as time advances, which is a sensible approach
from a perceptual point of view. However, it might lead to an inaccurate late
reverberation tail, which is why combining SDN with an inexpensive method for
late reverberation simulation (e.g., DFDN) might be a promising alternative.
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On the other hand, rather than generating separate BRIRs for each rendered sound
source, one may also ‘encode’ the sum of all of them into a single sound field, and
then reproduce it binaurally, e.g., by means of a set of virtual loudspeakers. That way,
only the virtual loudspeaker signals must be binaurally rendered, independently of
the number of sources that form the sound field. This is a convenient simplification
when many sources are rendered at once. As mentioned earlier, typical loudspeaker-
based sound field reproduction methods include vector-based amplitude panning
[49] and high-order Ambisonics [50, 56, 71]. The latter is by far the more popular
method for binaural rendering, given its efficient simulation of head rotations
([56], Section 5.2.2) and manipulation of spatial resolution [72]. However, the
Ambisonics processing may have perceivable effects on the binaural signals, which
are still being investigated. Recent research on this topic is reviewed in Section 3.

3. Binaural Ambisonics-based reverberation and spatial resolution

The spherical harmonics framework (known as Ambisonics in the context of
audio production) allows to express a sound field as a continuous function on a
sphere around the listener. Ambisonics sound fields are typically generated from
microphone array recordings [73] or plane-wave-based simulations. Alternatively,
it is often convenient to measure or simulate an Ambisonics RIR that can be con-
volved with any anechoic audio signal to generate the sound field, e.g., as in [74].
Once encoded in the Ambisonics domain, a sound field can be mirrored, warped or
rotated around the listener through inexpensive algebraic operations [56]. Addi-
tionally, it is possible to modify its spatial resolution, which allows to reduce com-
putational costs in the rendering process in exchange for potential perceptual
degradation [72, 75, 76].

When a sound field is encoded in the Ambisonics domain, its spatial resolution is
defined by its inherent ‘truncation order’, which is an integer equal or greater than
zero. Higher-order signals have a larger number of channels and allow to produce
binaural renderings with finer spatial resolution and sound sources that are easier to
localise, while lower-order signals are more lightweight (fewer channels) and pro-
duce renderings with lower resolution and ‘blurry’ sources (see Figure 2). This was
shown by Avni et al. [77], who argued that truncating the order of an Ambisonics
signal affected the perception of spaciousness and timbre in the resulting binaural
signals. Later, Bernschütz [66] reported that, in perceptual evaluations, listeners
could not generally detect differences in binaural signals rendered from Ambisonics
sound fields of order 11 and above. Then, Ahrens and Andersson [74] showed that
an order of 8 might be sufficient to simulate lateral sound sources that are indistin-
guishable from BRIR-based renderings, but slight differences were perceived up to
order 29 for frontal sound sources.

It has also been shown that the relation between spatial order and perceived
quality also depends on the ‘decoding’ method that is used to translate the
Ambisonics sound field to a pair of binaural signals. For instance, the time-alignment
method [78] and the magnitude least squares (MagLS) method [79] have both been
shown to produce more accurate binaural signals at lower spatial orders than other
approaches, such as the widely used virtual loudspeakers method [80]. In the case of
MagLS, which focuses on minimising magnitude errors (disregarding phase) at high
frequencies, Sun [81] showed that a conceptually similar method was able to
produce binaural signals that were indistinguishable from a high-order reference at
orders as low as 14.

Overall, previous studies have suggested that binaural signals can be accurately
rendered from Ambisonics sound fields as long as the truncation order is high
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enough, probably somewhere between 8 and 29. However, such orders may still be
too high to be computationally efficient (the number of channels of an Ambisonics
signal is proportional to the square of its truncation order) or just unfeasible in
practice (commercially available microphone arrays operate at order 4 or lower).
The remainder of this section discusses some recent perceptual studies that
explored how the binaural rendering of reverberant sound fields is affected when
simplifications are applied in the Ambisonics domain, e.g., reducing the truncation
order of different parts of the RIR.

3.1 Hybrid Ambisonics

A recent listening experiment by Lübeck et al. [75] showed that early reflections
and late reverberation may be encoded in Ambisonics at a significantly lower order
than the direct sound and still produce binaural signals that are indistinguishable
from a BRIR-based rendering. The reason why this may happen is illustrated in
Figure 2, which shows an RIR encoded in Ambisonics at different truncation orders.
It can be seen how the lowest order (0) produces an isotropic signal which does not
vary across directions in the horizontal plane, while higher orders achieve a more
faithful representation of the sound field by allowing for spatially ‘sharper’ patterns—
e.g., note how the direct sound becomes narrower as order increases, converging
towards a spatial Dirac delta. Looking at this figure, it becomes apparent that earlier
parts of the RIR (blue) are more sensible to spatial resolution changes due to order
truncation, compared to late reverberation (green) which is less directional.

According to these observations, it is reasonable to propose an Ambisonics-
based binaural rendering method that employs a high truncation order for the direct
sound (and, possibly, some early reflections) and lower orders for the rest of the
RIR. Such a method could be highly efficient given that late reverberation usually
accounts for the majority of the duration of the RIR. This approach, reminiscent to

Figure 2.
Room impulse response encoded in the Ambisonics domain at different truncation orders (0 to 4), for a source
placed in front of the listener. Data are plotted as sound pressure (in decibels relative to the peak value) along
the time axis and over different azimuth angles on the horizontal plane. Source: Engel et al. [76] (‘trapezoid’
room).
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the hybrid models discussed earlier, has been tentatively coined as ‘hybrid
Ambisonics’.

A perceptual study by Engel et al. [76] evaluated binaural signals generated with
hybrid Ambisonics and the virtual loudspeaker method, and found that an order
between 2 or 3 (dependent on the room) may be enough to render reverberation,
assuming that the direct sound path is accurately reproduced through convolution
with HRIRs (see Figure 3). This is a promising precedent for future efficient
binaural rendering methods, although further investigations would be needed to
generalise these results to a wider selection of rooms and stimuli types. In the
future, a more general model could estimate the needed truncation order adaptively
based on the Ambisonics signal (e.g., measuring its directivity over time), which
could be used in efficient binaural renderers or as a way to compress spatial audio
data.

3.2 Reverberant virtual loudspeaker (RVL)

In real-time interactive binaural simulations, RIRs are typically recomputed
when there is a change in the scene such as movements of the listener or sources.
When working in the Ambisonics domain, this recomputation is not needed in
order to simulate a head rotation from the listener, as the signal can be efficiently
rotated via a rotation matrix ([56], Section 5.2.2). However, translational move-
ments of either the listener or a source still require to recompute the RIRs. As a
result, the number of sources that can be rendered simultaneously in a low-cost
scenario might be limited.

In such cases, it may be beneficial to employ a rendering method that scales well
with the number of sources. One such example is the reverberant virtual loud-
speaker method (RVL), an Ambisonics-based approach that has the advantage of
requiring a fixed amount of real-time convolutions regardless of the number of
sources [72, 76, 83]. This method takes inspiration from the virtual loudspeakers
approach [71, 80], which decodes an Ambisonics sound field to a virtual loud-
speaker grid around the listener and convolves the resulting signals with HRIRs to
generate the binaural output. RVL performs this same process but, instead of
HRIRs, the virtual loudspeaker signals are convolved with BRIRs, so the acoustics of
the room are effectively integrated with the binaural rendering without the need for
additional steps. Therefore, the number of real-time convolutions depends only on
the truncation order of the sound field, independently of the number of rendered

Figure 3.
Perceptual ratings of binaural renderings generated from the hybrid-Ambisonics RIRs of orders 0 to 4 are shown
in Figure 2, where the direct sound was reproduced via convolution with a single HRIR. A dry rendering was
used as the anchor signal and the 4th order signal, as the reference. The vertical dotted lines indicate that the
groups on the left are significantly different (p< 0:05) from the groups on the right. Source: Engel et al. [76].
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sources. For this reason, RVL is highly efficient at rendering a large number of
sources in real time (see Figure 4). Its main limitation is that the room is head-
locked due to the set of BRIRs being fixed, so head rotations may lead to inaccurate
reflections, as shown in Figure 5.

RVL was perceptually evaluated in [76], paying particular attention to its effect
on head rotations. For the assessment, the method was applied only to the rever-
berant sound (direct sound was generated through convolution with HRIRs) and
the implementation was done with the 3D Tune-In Toolkit spatial audio library
[84]. Listeners were asked to compare RVL to first-order hybrid Ambisonics ren-
derings (both head-tracked) of speech and music, by being asked ‘Considering the
given room [shown in a picture], which example is more appropriate?’. Results
suggested that the inaccurate head rotations could indeed be detected by listeners
but were not necessarily perceived as a degradation in quality with respect to the
more accurate rendering—note the bimodal distribution shown in Figure 6, which
indicates that there was not a unanimous preference towards either rendering.

One could speculate that the RVL method was preferred by some listeners due to
the BRIR-based rendering leading to highly uncorrelated binaural signals, which are
typically associated with higher perceived quality when evaluating late reverbera-
tion (see the binaural quality index by Beranek [9]). An additional investigation to
explore the matter further would be to compare the RVL method to other
approaches that specifically aim to optimise interaural coherence, such as the

Figure 4.
Comparison between the average execution time of the convolution stage in Ambisonics binaural rendering
(‘standard’) and RVL binaural rendering, as a function of the number of rendered sources, for two different
reverberation times (RT). A random input signal with a length of 1024 samples was used as input. Simulations
were done in MATLAB (MathWorks) using the overlap-add method [82], running on a quad-core processor at
2.8 GHz. Source: Engel et al. [76].

Figure 5.
Direct sound path and first-order early reflections as they reach the left ear of a listener in three scenarios: (left)
before any head rotation; (middle) canonical rendering after a head rotation of 30 degrees clockwise; and (right)
RVL rendering after the same head rotation. Note how, in the third scenario, the direct sound path is accurate,
whereas the room is head-locked, affecting the incoming direction of reflections. Source: Engel et al. [76].
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covariance constraint method proposed by Zaunschirm et al. [78] and described by
Zotter and Frank ([56], Section 4.11.3).

Regardless, further perceptual evaluations (e.g., in more rooms) would be
needed to generalise these results. Overall, RVL could be a viable option to render
binaural reverberation of a large number of sources in real time in a low-resource
scenario.

4. Future directions

The trade-off between complexity and perceived quality when rendering binau-
ral reverberation is still an area of major interest that has to be further explored.
Recent studies have looked at the perceptual impact of varying spatial resolution of
Ambisonics-based reverberation, but there are yet aspects of it that warrant further
research. For instance, it would be interesting to explore an approach to compress
Ambisonics RIRs by truncating their order depending on their directional and
temporal information, as a way to compute and store them more efficiently.

Another set of very relevant challenges will come from using artificial binaural
reverberation in different contexts and tasks. For example, binaural audio has been
used in the past for assisting blind individuals in learning about the spatial configu-
ration of a closed environment before being physically introduced to it [85, 86].
Within that context, the creation of geometrically and spatially accurate real-time
reverberation was extremely important and could be achieved only by performing a
series of case-specific optimisations in the processing chain, for example, limiting
navigation paths to a series of lines rather than a 2-dimensional space, and pre-
calculating a set of Ambisonics RIRs computing in real-time only rotations and
interpolations. Such optimisations can be allowed only within a research environ-
ment, therefore real-life applications of such techniques are currently very limited.
A better understanding of both the computational and perceptual sides of rever-
beration, possibly specifically for blind and visually impaired individuals, could lead
to major advancements in the development and use of auditory displays and assis-
tive technologies, tools and devices.

Looking ahead, AR applications could offer an interesting testbed for further
research on binaural reverberation perception and rendering. One of the key
research areas in AR/VR is 6DoF (or position-dynamic) audio rendering, where the
listener is allowed to move around the scene, as opposed to traditional Ambisonics
rendering where only head rotations are allowed (three degrees of freedom). Sev-
eral methods have been recently proposed to efficiently extrapolate spatial audio
signals from one listener position to another, either via simple parametric methods

Figure 6.
Violin plot showing perceptual ratings from paired comparisons between first-order hybrid Ambisonics (A) and
RVL (B) binaural renderings. Negative values represent preference towards a, while positive values represent
preference towards B. Source: Engel et al. [76].
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[87] or more complex Ambisonics-based approaches that often rely on
parametrising the sound field in ‘direct’ and ‘ambient’ components [60, 61], or
according to the source distance [62, 63]. Significant advancements have also been
made in terms of recording complex auditory scenes and to make them navigable in
6DoF—in this case, specialised hardware and software has been released and is
already available commercially [88]. Future improvements in 6DoF recording and
rendering techniques will in turn allow for an increased level of interactivity within
the simulation, as well as more effective evaluations of different audio rendering
technologies using AR/VR systems.

Focusing on the AR case, in order to blend real with virtual audio, it is essential
to develop techniques for the automatic estimation of the reverberant characteris-
tics of the real environment. New methods will need to be developed and evaluated
for blending virtual audio sources within real scenes and to evaluate the impact of
blending accuracy through metrics related to perceived realism and scene accept-
ability. This can be achieved, for example, by characterising the acoustical environ-
ment surrounding the AR user, using this in-situ data to synthesise virtual sounds
with matching acoustic properties. Machine learning (ML) techniques could be
employed to address the issue of blind acoustical environment characterisation by
focusing first on overall room fingerprint evaluation (late reverberation), then on
the finer details of the room response that vary depending on specific source
positions (early reflections). The scene analysis could also be used to extract the
direction-of-arrival for multiple sound sources and direct-to-reverberant energy
ratio by separating source information from room and user acoustic properties. The
data extracted by the model could then be employed to generate realistic virtual
reverberation, which will be matched with the real-world reverberation. Of course
for each step of this scenario several open challenges still exist, both from the
computational point of view (e.g., how to generate geometrically and directionally
accurate reverberation in real-time) and from the perceptual point of view (e.g.,
what is perceptually relevant and should therefore be computationally modelled
and rendered, and what can be approximated).

Better understanding the extent and origin of sensory thresholds in terms of
reverberation perception, therefore, presents still a very open set of challenges,
which will need to be addressed in the future through extensive listening experi-
ments and, why not, also by means of binaural auditory models and ML-trained
‘artificial listeners’.

5. Conclusions

Within this chapter, an overview was presented on perception and efficient
simulation of reverberation. A special focus has been put on the case of binaural
audio and, in particular, on Ambisonics-based and convolution-based rendering
methods. The issue of the trade-off between computational cost and perceived
quality has been discussed at length, mainly looking at the case of varying spatial
resolution and implementation choices of Ambisonics-based renderings, highlight-
ing the results of some recent studies on this matter. Considering the very rapid
development and uptake of VR and AR technologies, it is particularly evident the
importance of further research focusing on better understanding how computa-
tional optimisations and simplifications can have an impact on the perceived quality
and realism of the rendering. Some of the most relevant challenges in this area have
been outlined at the end of the chapter, and will hopefully serve as a guideline for
future research in the area.
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Chapter 6

Binaural Reproduction Based
on Bilateral Ambisonics
Zamir Ben-Hur, David Alon, Or Berebi, Ravish Mehra
and Boaz Rafaely

Abstract

Binaural reproduction of high-quality spatial sound has gained considerable
interest with the recent technology developments in virtual and augmented reality.
The reproduction of binaural signals in the Spherical-Harmonics (SH) domain using
Ambisonics is now a well-established methodology, with flexible binaural
processing realized using SH representations of the sound-field and the Head-
Related Transfer Function (HRTF). However, in most practical cases, the binaural
reproduction is order-limited, which introduces truncation errors that have a detri-
mental effect on the perception of the reproduced signals, mainly due to the trun-
cation of the HRTF. Recently, it has been shown that manipulating the HRTF phase
component, by ear-alignment, significantly reduces its effective SH order while
preserving its phase information, which may be beneficial for alleviating the above
detrimental effect. Incorporating the ear-aligned HRTF into the binaural reproduc-
tion process has been suggested by using Bilateral Ambisonics, which is an
Ambisonics representation of the sound-field formulated at the two ears. While this
method imposes challenges on acquiring the sound-field, and specifically, on
applying head-rotations, it leads to a significant reduction in errors caused by the
limited-order reproduction, which yields a substantial improvement in the per-
ceived binaural reproduction quality even with first order SH.

Keywords: binaural reproduction, HRTF, spherical-harmonics, 3D audio, spatial
audio, ambisonics, head-tracking

1. Introduction

Recent developments in the field of virtual and augmented reality have
increased the demand for high fidelity binaural reproduction technology [1]. Such
technology aims to reproduce the spatial sound scene at the listener’s ears through a
pair of headphones, providing an immersive virtual sound experience [2]. The two
main acoustic processes producing the binaural signals are the spatial sound-field
result of the propagation from the sound source to the listener, and the interaction
of this sound-field with the listener’s body, which is described by the Head-Related
Transfer Function (HRTF)1 [3]. Binaural signals can be obtained directly using
binaural microphones at the listener’s ears [4]. In this way, the sound-field and the

1 The term” HRTF” is used in this chapter to refer to the set of transfer functions for a set of source

positions, unless stated otherwise.
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HRTF are jointly captured and the reproduced binaural signals are limited to the
recording scenario. More flexible reproduction, enabling, for example, the use of
individual (personalized) HRTFs and head-tracking, can be obtained by rendering
the binaural signals in post-processing. This requires the sound-field and the HRTF
to be available separately. The HRTF could be obtained from an online database, or
it could be measured acoustically or simulated numerically for an individual listener
[5]. The sound field could also be simulated numerically, or captured using a
microphone array [6–8].

In the past, the rendering of binaural signals using Ambisonics representation of
the sound-field has been proposed [9–11]. The Ambisonics signals are the Spherical-
Harmonics (SH) domain coefficients of the plane-wave amplitude density function,
which encode the directional information of the sound-field. The binaural signals
are computed by summing the products of the Ambisonics signals and the SH
representation of the free-field HRTF. This offers the flexibility to manipulate
either the sound field or the HRTF or both by employing algorithms that operate in
the SH domain [12, 13].

The Ambisonics signals of a measured sound-field can be obtained from spher-
ical microphone array recordings [14]. In practice, these arrays have a limited
number of microphones, which limits the usable SH order [15]. A similar order
limitation may also apply for a simulated sound-field due to computational effi-
ciency considerations or memory usage [1, 16]. This order limitation places a con-
straint on the maximum SH order of the employed HRTF, which leads to truncation
error [17]. Truncation error results in significant artifacts, both in frequency and in
space, which have a detrimental effect on the perception of the reproduced binaural
signals, for example, on the localization, source width, coloration and stability of
the virtual sound source [18–21]. One way to overcome the limitations of low order
Ambisonics is by a parametric representation of the sound field. For example, using
DirAC [22], COMPASS [23], SPARTA [24] or HARPEX [25]. However, these
approaches may introduce errors due to incomplete parameterization and thus do
not provide ideal solution.

The HRTF truncation error can be reduced by pre-processing that lowers its
effective SH order [26]. Evans et al. [27] suggested aligning the HRTF in the time
domain prior to deriving its SH decomposition, and showed that this reduces the
effective SH order significantly. They also showed that representing separately the
magnitude and the unwrapped phase of the HRTF results in a lower SH order for
both, compared to the complex-frequency representation. Romigh et al. [28]
suggested using minimum-phase representation of the HRTF, together with loga-
rithmic representation of the magnitude, and showed that a SH order as low as 4 is
sufficient in order to achieve localization performance that is comparable with that
of real sound sources in free-field. Brinkmann and Weinzierl [26] compared
between these methods (among others), and concluded that the time-alignment
method requires the lowest SH order in terms of SH energy distribution and Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) in binaural models for source localization, coloration
and correlation. Recently, a new method for efficient SH representation of HRTFs,
which is based on ear-alignment, was presented [29]. This method proved to be
more robust than the time-alignment method, while achieving a similar reduction
in the effective SH order.

The order reduction of the HRTF using all the above methods is based on
manipulating its phase component. However, the use of such a pre-processed HRTF
for binaural reproduction using Ambisonics signals is not trivial due to the relation
between the phases of the HRTF and the sound-field; hence, alternative solutions
have also been explored. In [30], Zaunschirm et al. presented a method that uses a
pre-processed HRTF, obtained by means of frequency-dependent time-alignment,
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to reproduce binaural signals in the SH domain using constrained optimization. They
suggested pre-processing of the HRTF by removing its linear-phase component at
high frequencies. Schörkhuber et al. further developed this approach in [31], where
they presented the Magnitude Least-Squares (MagLS) method that performs
magnitude-only optimization at high frequencies. Although the linear-phase compo-
nent at high frequencies may be less important for lateral localization [32, 33], its
removal still introduces errors in the binaural signal, and may affect other perceptual
attributes [34, 35]. In [36], Lübeck et al. showed that the MagLS method achieved
similar perceptual improvement to previously suggested diffuse field equalization
methods for binaural reproduction [19, 37]. In [38], Jot et al. presented the Binaural
B-Format approach, which uses first order Ambisonics signals at the location of the
listener’s ears and a minimum-phase approximation of the HRTF to compute the
binaural signals directly at the listener’s ears. This approach was further studied in
[39, 40], along with several other approaches also based on the linear decomposition
of the HRTF over spatial functions. Recently, the Binaural B-Format was extended to
an arbitrary SH order using Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction [41, 42], which uses
the ear-aligned HRTF and preserves the HRTF phase information. This method
significantly reduces the truncation error and was shown to outperform current state-
of-the-art methods using MagLS with low SH order reproduction. However, using
Bilateral Ambisonics imposes challenges on acquiring the sound-field, and, specifi-
cally, on applying head-rotations to the reproduced binaural signal.

This chapter presents a detailed description of the Bilateral Ambisonics method,
from HRTF representation to reproduction, including a possible solution for head
tracking. The performance of the method is evaluated and compared with current
state-of-the-art methods.

2. Basic ambisonics reproduction

This section provides an overview of the currently used formulation for binaural
reproduction using Ambisonics signals, denoted here as Basic Ambisonics. The
binaural signal, which is the sound pressure observed at each of the listener’s ears,
can be calculated, in the general case of a sound-field composed of a continuum of
plane-waves, by [7, 16]:

pLnR kð Þ ¼
ð

Ω∈ S2
a k,Ωð ÞhLnR k,Ωð ÞdΩ, (1)

where a k,Ωð Þ is the plane-wave amplitude density function, Ω � θ,ϕð Þ∈ S2 is
the spatial angle in standard spherical coordinates, with elevation angle θ∈ 0, π½ �,
which is measured downwards from the Cartesian z axis, and azimuth angle
ϕ∈ 0, 2π½ Þ, which is measured counter-clockwise from the Cartesian x axis in the
xy-plane. k ¼ 2πf=c is the wave number, f is the frequency, and c is the speed of
sound. hLnR k,Ωð Þ is the left ear, L, or right ear, R, HRTF, which is the acoustic
transfer function from a far-field sound source to the listener’s ear [3]. pLnR kð Þ is the
sound pressure at the ear and

Ð
Ω∈ S2 �ð ÞdΩ � Ð 2π0

Ð π
0 �ð Þ sin θð Þdθdϕ.

Alternatively, the binaural signal can be calculated in the SH domain, leading to
the Basic Ambisonics reproduction formulation [10]:

pLnR kð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~anm kð Þ½ � ∗ hLnRnm kð Þ, (2)
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where hLnRnm kð Þ are the SH coefficients of the HRTF, which can be computed by
applying the spherical Fourier transform (SFT) to the HRTF, hLnR k,Ωð Þ. ~anm kð Þ are
the Basic Ambisonics signals, which are the SFT of a k,Ωð Þ½ � ∗ , where �½ � ∗ denotes the
complex conjugate. These Ambisonics signals can be calculated by capturing the
sound-field using a spherical microphone array, and applying plane-wave
decomposition in the SH domain [14, 43].

In practice, the infinite summation in Eq. (2) will be order limited:

pLnR kð Þ ¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~anm kð Þ½ � ∗ hLnRnm kð Þ, (3)

with N ¼ min Na,Nhð Þ [44], where Na and Nh are the maximum available order
of the Ambisonics signals and the HRTF, respectively. For example, when the
Ambisonics signal is derived from spherical microphone array recordings, such as
the Eigenmike [45], its order will be limited by the number of microphones; for the
Eigenmike case with 32 microphones its order is around Na ¼ 4 [46]. A similar
order limitation may also be introduced for a simulated sound-field in practical
applications. On the other hand, Zhang et al. [17] showed that the HRTF is inher-
ently of high spatial order. They concluded that for physically accurate representa-
tion up to 20 kHz, an order of above Nh ¼ 40 is required. Therefore, in the practical
scenario of Na ¼ 4, the HRTF will be severely truncated by the reproduction order,
N ¼ 4. This order truncation was shown to have a detrimental effect on the per-
ceived spatial sound quality [18, 19], by affecting both the spectral and the spatial
characteristics of the binaural signal.

3. Basic vs. ear-aligned HRTF representations

An efficient representation of the HRTF that reduces its effective SH order could
provide a solution for reducing the effect of the truncation error on the reproduced
binaural signal, caused by the limited order HRTF.

Recently, several pre-processing methods have been developed with the aim of
reducing the effective SH order of the HRTF: for example, by time-alignment
[27, 30], using directional equalization [47], using minimum-phase representation
[28], or by ear-alignment [29, 48]. All these methods are based on manipulating the
linear-phase component of the HRTF, which was shown to be the main contributor
to the high-order nature of the HRTF [27].

Ear-alignment has been shown to be a robust method for reducing the effective
SH order of the HRTF, while preserving the HRTF phase information and the
Interaural Time Difference (ITD) [29], which are both important cues for sound
source localization [5]. The alignment is performed by translating the origin of the
free-field component of the HRTF from the center of the head to the position of the
ear. This translation significantly reduces the effective SH order of the HRTF, as
described next.

3.1 The effect of dual-centering on the basic SH representation of the HRTF

We denote the SH representation of the HRTF as the” basic representation”. In
this section, the effect of translating the origin of the free-field component of the
HRTF on the basic representation is presented. This is performed by analyzing the
simple case of a” free-field HRTF” as outlined in [29].
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A pair of far-field HRTFs, hL and hR, is defined as a function of direction, Ω, and
wave-number, k, by [3]:

hLnR k,Ωð Þ ¼ PLnR k,Ωð Þ
P0 k,Ωð Þ , (4)

where PL and PR represent the sound pressure at the left and right ears, respec-
tively, and P0 represents the free-field sound pressure at the center of the head in
the absence of the head.

Now, consider a single plane-wave in free-field arriving from direction Ω with
unit amplitude and wave number k. The sound pressure at position Ω0, rð Þ, can be
written as [49]:

P0 Ω, k,Ω0, rð Þ ¼ eikr cosΘ

¼
X∞
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

4πin jn krð Þ Ym
n Ωð Þ� � ∗Ym

n Ω0ð Þ,
(5)

where Θ is the angle between Ω and Ω0, Ym
n �ð Þ is the complex SH basis function

of order n and degree m [50], and jn �ð Þ is the spherical Bessel function.
Defining the position of the ear to be at ΩLnR, ra

� �
, where ra is the radius of the

head, the free-field HRTF (an HRTF with the head absent) is defined by substitut-
ing Eq. (5) in Eq. (4):

hLnR0 k,Ωð Þ ¼ P0 Ω, k,ΩLnR, ra
� �
P0 Ω, k,Ω0, 0ð Þ ¼ P0 k,Ω,ΩLnR, ra

� �
, (6)

where P0 k,Ω,Ω0, 0ð Þ ¼ 1 for all Ω, kð Þ. Thus, for a sound-field composed of
plane-waves from directions Ω∈ 2 the free-field HRTF can be written as:

hLnR0 k,Ωð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

4πin jn krað Þ Ym
n Ωð Þ� � ∗Ym

n ΩLnR
� �

: (7)

From here, the SH coefficients of the free-field HRTF can be derived, as
presented in [29]:

hLnRnm0 kð Þ ¼ 4πin jn krað Þ Ym
n ΩLnR
� �� � ∗

: (8)

This equation provides insight into the potential effect of the dual-centering
measurement process of the HRTF. The free-field HRTF coefficients, as described
in the equation, have energy at every order n, which means that the HRTF is of
infinite SH order. Nevertheless, it can be considered to be approximately order
limited by Nh ¼ kra, where � is the ceiling function, due to the behavior of the
spherical Bessel function, which has a negligible magnitude for kr> > n [49, 51]. On
the other hand, from Eq. (6) it is clear that if the position of the ear was defined as
the origin of the coordinate system, with ra ¼ 0, the free-field HRTF would be
constant with unity value, which is represented by a zero order SH. This demon-
strates how a sound pressure measured at a distance ra from the origin, when
normalized by a sound pressure at the origin, can lead to an increase in the SH order
by approximately N ¼ krad e. An example of this added order is illustrated in
Figure 1, which demonstrates how the SH order increases up to 30 at high
frequencies.
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Note the similarity of the orders in Figure 1 to the actual order of the HRTFs as
presented in [17], which suggests that although the explanation presented in this
section is theoretical, it gives an insight into the possible increase in SH order due to
the dual-centering of the HRTF definition.

3.2 HRTF ear-alignment

To compensate for the effect described in the previous section, with the aim of
reducing the effective SH order of the HRTF, ear-alignment of the HRTF is suggested.

The ear-aligned HRTF, ha, is defined in a similar way to Eq. (4) as:

hLnRa k,Ωð Þ ¼ PLnR k,Ωð Þ
PLnR
0 k,Ωð Þ

, (9)

where PLnR
0 is the free-field pressure at the position of the left ear, L, or right ear, R,

with the head absent. A measured HRTF can be aligned by translating the free-field
pressure (denominator in (9)) from the center of the head to the position of the ear by:

hLnRa k,Ωð Þ ¼ hLnR k,Ωð Þ � P0 k,Ωð Þ
PLnR
0 k,Ωð Þ

: (10)

For a far-field HRTF, the free-field sound pressure can be computed using the
plane-wave formulation as in Eq. (5), which leads to the ear-alignment formulation:

hLnRa k,Ωð Þ ¼ hLnR k,Ωð Þe�ikra cosΘLnR , (11)

whereΘLnR is the angle between the direction of the ear,ΩLnR, and the direction of

the sound source, Ω, and cosΘLnR ¼ cos θ cos θLnR þ cos ϕ� ϕLnR
� �

sin θ sin θLnR. It

is important to note that this ear-alignment process is invertible, which means that
going from hLnR to hLnRa and back can be performed without any loss of information.

Figure 2 presents an example of the SH spectrum of a KEMAR HRTF [26, 52],
for the basic and ear-aligned HRTF representations. The SH spectrum, which is the
energy of the SH coefficients at every order n, is computed as:

En fð Þ ¼
Xn
m¼�n

hnm fð Þj j2, (12)

Figure 1.
Added SH order due to the dual-centering of the HRTF, N ¼ krad e, as a function of frequency ( �d e is the ceiling
function). Computed for the free-field HRTF with ra ¼ 8 cm and c ¼ 343 m/s.
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and normalized by the maximum value for each frequency. The figure shows
how the energy of the high-order SH coefficients of the ear-aligned HRTF is signif-
icantly reduced compared to the basic HRTF. This validates the finding from Sec-
tion 3.1, in which the high orders of the basic HRTF actually originate from the
translation from the origin. In particular, the order at which 99% of the energy is
contained is reduced to be below order 10 for all frequencies.

It is interesting to note that the SH order reduction of the ear-aligned HRTF can
explain the reduced order of the time-alignment method. This is discussed in detail
in [26, 27]. The ear-alignment can be interpreted as” virtually” removing the inher-
ent delay in an HRTF caused by normalizing the pressure at the ear by the pressure
at the origin. This is evident from Eq. (11), where the phase in the exponent
represents a delay from the origin to the ear due to a source at Ω. The main
difference between the time-alignment and ear-alignment methods is as follows.
Performing time-alignment requires numerical estimation of the time delays; this
may be challenging and its accuracy may depend on the HRTF direction and on the
quality of the measurements [53, 54]. In contrast, ear-alignment can be performed
parametrically with the parameters ra and ΩLnR. Moreover, using the ear-alignment
with fixed parameters makes it data-independent, which improves its robustness to
measurement noise (as discussed comprehensively in [29]).

4. Binaural reproduction based on bilateral ambisonics and ear-aligned
HRTFs

While the ear-alignment method leads to efficient SH representation of the
HRTF, incorporating the pre-processed ear-aligned HRTF in a binaural reproduc-
tion process is not trivial. The computation of the binaural signal (Eq. (3)) requires
the HRTF and the Ambisonics signals to be represented in the same coordinate
system and around the same origin. One way to align them is to re-synthesize the
HRTF phase before the computation of the binaural signal, which will increase its
order back to the original high order, and will cause similar truncation error to that
in the Basic Ambisonics reproduction. Another way is to use the MagLS approach,
which completely ignores the HRTF phase component at high frequencies [31].
Alternatively, the Binaural B-Format approach, presented by Jot et al. [38], can be
used. In this approach, two B-Format recordings at the ear locations are used,
together with a minimum-phase approximation of the HRTF and an ITD estimation
based on a spherical head model. The Binaural B-format can be extended by using
the ear-aligned HRTF together with high-order Ambisonics signals that are defined

Figure 2.
Normalized SH spectra, En, of basic and ear-aligned KEMAR HRTF representations, computed according to
Eq. (12). The dashed gray line represents the order at which 99% of the energy is contained.
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around the ear locations. This approach is denoted as Bilateral Ambisonics repro-
duction [41, 42].

Assuming that the plane-wave amplitude density function, denoted by
aLnR k,Ωð Þ, is given at the position of the ear, then the binaural signal can be
computed directly at the listener’s ears, using the ear-aligned HRTF, similarly to in
Eq. (1):

pLnR kð Þ ¼
ð

Ω
aLnR k,Ωð ÞhLnRa k,Ωð ÞΩ: (13)

From here, the Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction of order N can be
formulated as:

pLnR kð Þ ¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~aLnRnm kð Þ
h i ∗

hLnRanm kð Þ, (14)

where ~aLnRnm kð Þ and hLnRanm kð Þ are the SH coefficients of aLnR k,Ωð Þ� � ∗
and hLnRa k,Ωð Þ,

respectively. It is important to note that, in contrast to a k,Ωð Þ, which is the plane-
wave amplitude density function of the sound-field as observed at the position of the
center of the head, aLnR k,Ωð Þ is observed at the position of the ears. Figure 3
demonstrates the differences between the two coordinate systems. The standard
coordinate system, denoted by black dashed axes with its origin at the center of the
head, is used for the computations of the binaural signals in Eqs. (1) and (3) using the
Basic Ambisonics signals, ~anm kð Þ, for both ears. The bilateral coordinate systems,
denoted by red dotted axes with their origin at the positions of the ears, are used for
the computation in Eq. (14) using the Bilateral Ambisonics signals, ~aLnRnm kð Þ, which are
different for each ear. Figure 4 demonstrates the signal-flow of the Basic and Bilateral
Ambisonics.

Theoretically, the plane-wave amplitude density function at the position of the
ear can be computed from the center function by translation of the sound-field
[46], which is computed as aLnR k,Ωð Þ ¼ a k,Ωð Þeikra cosΘLnR; however, this will lead to
equivalence between Eq. (13) and Eq. (1), which means that the binaural signals

Figure 3.
Diagram of the standard (a) and Bilateral (b) coordinate systems. The origin of the standard coordinate system
is at the center of the head, while in the bilateral coordinate system the origin is at the position of the ear.
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will be identical. Thus, the same truncation error as in the Basic Ambisonics repro-
duction is introduced. Alternatively, if a low-order plane-wave amplitude density
function is given directly at the position of the ear, the Bilateral Ambisonics-based
signals (from Eq. (14)) may potentially be more accurate than the Basic Ambisonics
reproduction (from Eq. (3)) due to the lower-order nature of the ear-aligned HRTF
compared to the unprocessed basic HRTF.

Figure 5 demonstrates the improved accuracy of the Bilateral Ambisonics
reproduction. The figure shows the magnitude response of the binaural signals for a
single plane-wave of unit amplitude arriving from direction θ,ϕð Þ ¼ 90∘, 20∘ð Þ,
using a KEMAR HRTF, with N ¼ 1, 4, and a high-order reference of N ¼ 40. For
the low-order signals computed using Basic Ambisonics reproduction, a high-
frequency roll-off above the sphere cut-off frequency, kra ¼ N [14], is clearly
observed. This is discussed further in [19]. Additionally, amplitude distortion is also
observed at these high frequencies. The Bilateral Ambisonics-based signals seem
significantly more accurate in terms of both frequency roll-off and distortion,
where reproduction of order N ¼ 4 seems to preserve the signal magnitude up to
almost 20 kHz, including the important spectral cues (peaks and notches). Further
evaluation of the performance of the Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction is presented
in Section 6.

Figure 4.
Binaural reproduction signal-flow of the Basic (a) and Bilateral (b) Ambisonics.
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5. Head-tracking in bilateral ambisonics reproduction

While Bilateral Ambisonics leads to a more efficient representation of the spatial
audio signal and more accurate binaural reproduction, such a procedure will result
in a static binaural reproduction. In contrast to the Basic Ambisonics reproduction,
where head-rotations can be incorporated in post-processing by a simple rotation of
the Ambisonics signals using Wigner-D functions [55], performing this operation in
Bilateral Ambisonics is not straightforward. A method to incorporate head-rotations
in Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction is presented in this section.

Consider the specific case where a binaural signal is played via headphones to a
listener, representing a spatial acoustic scene composed of a single sound source.
According to the Bilateral Ambisonics format, the scene is represented by two
Ambisonics signals with their origin at the listener’s expected ear positions, as seen
in Figure 6a. Note that the microphone symbols in Figure 6 represent the left and
right Ambisonics signals origin. Upon playback of the acoustic scene, the listener is
expected to perceive a virtual source from the direction of the real source (in this
example about 30∘ to the left). Next, the listener rotates his/her head while

Figure 5.
Magnitude of a left ear binaural signal of a single plane-wave from direction θ,ϕð Þ= 90∘, 20∘ð Þ, with HRTF of
KEMAR, computed with Basic Ambisonics reproduction (solid lines) and with Bilateral Ambisonics
reproduction (dashed lines), with N ¼ 1, 4, compared to a high-order reference with N ¼ 40.

Figure 6.
Demonstration of the head-tracking method in bilateral coordinate systems, (a) before the head-rotation, (b)
after head-rotation and without head-tracking and (c) after head-rotation and with head-tracking. r!a and r!b
are the head-rotation ear vectors before and after head rotation, respectively.
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listening; this action will result in the virtual source changing its position in space,
remaining at about 30∘ to the left, as illustrated in Figure 6b. One way to compen-
sate for the head rotation is to acquire new Bilateral Ambisonics signals located at
the listener ears’ new locations, and also to rotate them according to the angle of
rotation of the listener’s head, as illustrated in Figure 6c. This, of course, may not be
a practical option since acquiring new Bilateral Ambisonics signals requires re-
synthesizing the sound-field, in the case of a simulation, or adjusting the position of
the physical microphone arrays, in the case of sound field capture. The former may
be computationally expensive, while the latter is practically infeasible since record-
ing is typically performed independently from the listener’s head orientation. Note
that a multi-microphone binaural recording method could be employed, similar to
the Motion-Tracked Binaural recording method [56], though this is solution will be
complex in terms of the recording resources. Hence, developing methods that
compensate for the listener head movements using head-tracking is of great impor-
tance for Bilateral Ambisonics recording and reproduction. Figure 6 shows that as a
result of the rotation in this case, the ears (which are the Ambisonics reference
point) change their orientation while also translating in space. Proper compensation
for head-rotation needs to take both movements into account.

Now, consider the general case, where an arbitrary sound-field is represented by a
plane-wave amplitude density function, denoted by a k,Ωð Þ, given at the position of the
ear. Note that a k,Ωð Þ represents the same function as aLnR k,Ωð Þ from Eq. (13), but the
superscript LnR is left out for notation simplicity since the operation is similar for both
ears. Assuming that the ear positionwith respect to the head center is knownbefore and
after the rotation, denoted as r!a and r!b, respectively, head-tracking can be performed
by translation of the plane-wave amplitude density function a k,Ωð Þ, accordingly. This
translation can be performed by a phase-shifting operation, as follows [46, 57]:

at k,Ωð Þ ¼ a k,Ωð Þe�ik
!� r!b� r!að Þ ¼ a k,Ωð Þe�ikra cosΘa� cosΘbð Þ, (15)

where at k,Ωð Þ is the translated plane-wave amplitude density function, which
represents the plane-wave amplitude density around the ear of the listener after

head-rotation (but with the pre-rotation orientation). ra ¼ ∣ r!a∣ is the head radius, k
!

is the wave vector, Θa is the angle between the sound source direction, Ω, and the
pre-rotation ear position, r!a, and Θb is the angle between Ω and r!b. Figure 7

Figure 7.
Schematic illustration for left ear microphone array translation due to head rotation: r!a is the left ear vector

with respect to the head center, r!b is the left ear vector after a clock-wise rotation, k
!
is the wave vector of the

plane-wave, where Θa and Θb represent the angle between the ear vector and the wave vector.
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demonstrates this translation for a simple case where the sound-field is comprised
of a single plane-wave and the microphone symbols represent the measurement
position of a k,Ωð Þ made by microphone arrays.

Next, the orientation of the translated plane-wave amplitude density function is
corrected by applying rotation. This is formulated in the SH domain by:

arnm kð Þ ¼
Xn

m0¼�n

atnm0 kð ÞDn
mm0 α, β, γð Þ, (16)

where atnm kð Þ are the SH coefficients of at k,Ωð Þ, Dn
mm0 denotes the Wigner D

functions, and arnm are the rotated Bilateral Ambisonics signals. α, β, γð Þ are the Euler
angles [58] of the head-rotation, which are assumed to be known, for example from
a head-tracker. Note that this procedure needs to be applied to both left and right
ears.

In practice, the Bilateral Ambisonics signals will be order limited due to the
constraints mentioned in Section 2. The finite order representation, in turn, leads to
limitations in the accuracy of the suggested method. These limitations will be
presented and demonstrated in numerical simulations in Section 6.

6. Performance analysis

This section presents an objective evaluation of the performance of the proposed
Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction approach, and compares it to that of the Basic
Ambisonics+MagLS reproduction method.

A binaural signal for a sound-field composed of a single plane-wave of unit
amplitude, as presented in Figure 5, is computed, and the Normalized Mean Square
Error (NMSE) for the left ear is evaluated as:

εL fð Þ ¼ 10 log 10
pLref fð Þ � pL fð Þ�� ��2

pLref fð Þ�� ��2 , (17)

where pLref is the reference high-order binaural signal computed using Eq. (3)
with N ¼ 40, and pL is the binaural signal computed using Eq. (3) or (14). The
NMSE, although positive and real, is sensitive to both the magnitude and the phase

Figure 8.
NMSE of binaural signals computed for sound-fields composed of a single plane-wave, averaged over 434
plane-wave directions (distributed according to a Lebedev grid), with HRTF of KEMAR. The NMSE is
computed using Eq. (17), with Basic Ambisonics reproduction (solid lines), with Basic Ambisonics
reproduction with MagLS [31] (dashed lines), and with Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction (dotted lines), with
N ¼ 1, 4, and a high-order reference with N ¼ 40.
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errors in the binaural signal. The NMSE is averaged over a range of 434 plane-waves
with incidence angles distributed nearly-uniformly over the sphere, using the
Lebedev sampling scheme of order 17 [59].

Figure 8 shows this averaged NMSE. For the MagLS approach, a cutoff fre-
quency of 2 kHz was used, as indicated by the increased error above this frequency,
where the phase is completely inaccurate. The figure demonstrates the improve-
ment in the accuracy of the Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction, compared to the
Basic Ambisonics reproduction methods, where at high frequencies, up to about
5 kHz for N ¼ 1 and 15 kHz for N ¼ 4, the errors are lower by 10–20 dB.Two
important spatial cues for sound source localization are the Interaural Time Differ-
ence (ITD) and Interaural Level Difference (ILD). Both were shown to be affected
by the truncation error due to low-order reproduction [29]. Figure 9 shows the
ITDs, ILDs and their corresponding errors relative to a high-order reference
(N ¼ 40). The ITDs and ILDs were computed for binaural signals of a single plane-
wave sound-field with incident angles across the left horizontal half-plane (θ ¼ 90∘;
0∘ ≤ϕ≤ 180∘) with 1° resolution, and with a KEMAR HRTF. The ITDs were esti-

mated using the onset detection method, applied to a 2 kHz low-pass filtered
version of the signals [54]. The ILDs were calculated and averaged across 18
auditory filter bands as [5]:

ILD f c,Ω
� � ¼ 10 log 10

Ð
C f , f c
� �

pL fð Þ�� ��2dfÐ
C f , f c
� �

pR fð Þj j2df , (18)

ILDav Ωð Þ ¼ 1
18

X
fc

ILD f c,Ω
� �

, (19)

where C is a Gammatone filter with center frequency f c, as implemented in the
Auditory Toolbox [60]. The integral is evaluated between 1:5kHz and 16kHz and f c
is restricted accordingly. This computation facilitates a perceptually motivated
smoothing of the ILD across frequencies, which is required for appropriate com-
parison between ILDs.

Comparison of the ITD errors with the Just Notable Differences (JND) values
reported by Andreopoulou and Katz in [54] (40μs for the frontal directions and
about 100μs for the lateral directions) reveals the main advantage of the Bilateral

Figure 9.
ITDs, ILDs and their corresponding errors as a function of azimuth angle for binaural signals computed for
sound-fields composed of a single plane-wave from 180 directions on the left horizontal plane (the right side is
symmetrical), with HRTF of KEMAR. The signals were computed using Basic Ambisonics reproduction with
and without MagLS, and Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction.
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Ambisonics approach, where the phase information is preserved and the ITD errors
are below the JND even at N ¼ 1.

Figure 9b shows that both the MagLS and the Bilateral approaches achieve
significant improvement in the ILD accuracy compared to the Basic Ambisonics
reproduction. While with the Basic Ambisonics reproduction the ILD errors are
above the JND (�1 dB [61, 62]) even with N ¼ 4, with the MagLS and the Bilateral
Ambisonics reproduction the errors for N ¼ 4 are below the JND for most angles.
Relatively high errors can be seen at the lateral angles compared to the front and
back directions. This can be explained by the fact that the ILD at the front and back
directions is close to zero, where the errors are expected to be small due to the
symmetry of the HRTF model. Nevertheless, both the MagLS and the Bilateral
Ambisonics reproduction led to substantially lower ILD errors compared to the
Basic Ambisonics reproduction.

As discussed in Section 5, a limitation of the Bilateral Ambisonics method com-
pared to Basic Ambisonics is found in terms of the incorporation of head-tracking in
post-processing. In Section 5, a method to overcome this limitation was suggested.
To evaluate the performance of this method, a simulation study was conducted. The
simulation results aim to evaluate the NMSE introduced by the head rotation and its
dependence on the Bilateral Ambisonics signal order and the head rotation angle. In
the simulation, a head was positioned in free-field, facing the x̂ direction with the
ears positioned on the xy plane. A sound-field was generated, consisting of a single
plane-wave with unit amplitude arriving from directions that are taken from the
Lebedev sampling scheme, using the same sampling scheme mentioned earlier. The
Bilateral Ambisonics signal, aLnm kð Þ, is calculated with respect to the left ear position
r!a up to order N. Note that the superscript L denoting the left ear will be removed
for brevity from now on. The signal is then transformed to a k,Ωð Þ with the discrete
inverse spherical Fourier transform (DISFT) [46]. Next, the head is rotated by γ
degrees clockwise in the horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 6b, resulting in a new
rotated left ear position r!b. The translated plane-wave amplitude density function,
at k,Ωð Þ, is computed using Eq. (15). Next, Eq. (16) is used to calculate arnm kð Þ from
atnm kð Þ, the discrete spherical Fourier transform (DSFT) [46] of at k,Ωð Þ. The signal
arnm kð Þ represents the head-rotated left ear Bilateral Ambisonics signal; note that the
right ear signal can be calculated in a similar manner. Finally, the left ear binaural
signal with head-tracked Bilateral Ambisonics, p fð Þ, is calculated using Eq. (14)
with arnm kð Þ and a KEMAR HRTF. The reference binaural signal, pref fð Þ, is calcu-
lated using Eq. (14) with an accurately generated Bilateral Ambisonics signal arefnm kð Þ
of order N at the head-rotated position. The NMSE is calculated using Eq. (17), and
averaged over the 434 sampling scheme directions.

Figure 10a shows the NMSE between pref fð Þ and p fð Þ for a head rotation of
γ ¼ 30∘ and different reproduction orders, N ¼ 1, 4, 10. The figure demonstrates
the improvement in the NMSE as the order increases. Additionally, the figure
demonstrates how the error increases with frequency. For N ¼ 1, 4, 10 an error of
less then �10dB is achieved up to about 1, 5kHz and 11kHz, respectively. This
result indicates that, for example, with order N ¼ 4 and a rotation angle of 30∘ the
suggested rotation method will experience a noticeable loss in accuracy above 5kHz,
compared to the reference. To evaluate the performance of the suggested method
for different head rotation angles, the order was kept at N ¼ 4 and various values of
head rotation angle, γ, were used. Figure 10b illustrates how the performance
deteriorates as the rotation angle increases. For γ ¼ 30∘, 60∘, 90∘ an error of less than
�10dB is achieved up to about 5kHz, 3kHz and 2kHz, respectively.

We now compare between binaural reproduction performance with head-tracked
Bilateral Ambisonics, head-tracked MagLS and with head-tracked Basic Ambisonics.
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In the simulation (which is identical to the previously described simulation), the
NMSE is measured for head-tracked binaural signals computed using Basic, MagLS
and Bilateral Ambisonics reproductions with orderN ¼ 4, and compared with a high-
order reference computed using Basic Ambisonics reproduction with order N ¼ 40.
The head-tracked Bilateral Ambisonics signals are calculated with the suggested
method, using Eqs. (15) and (16), and both the head-tracked Basic Ambisonics and
MagLS signals are calculated in the SH domain using Eq. (16). Note that for head-
tracking with Basic Ambisonics and MagLS, the error is independent of the rotation
angle, γ. Figure 11 presents the results for different head-rotation angles, γ. As
expected, the rotation procedure compromises the accuracy of the binaural signal
with Bilateral Ambisonics at high frequencies. For γ ¼ 10∘, the Bilateral Ambisonics
reproduction retains its advantage in accuracy compared to the Basic Ambisonics
reproduction up to around 20 kHz. However, for a head-rotation of γ ¼ 30∘, the
Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction retains its advantage only up to about 7kHz. For a
head-rotation of γ ¼ 60∘, the two reproduction schemes are equally accurate. For a
head-rotation of γ ¼ 90∘, the Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction results in an error of
less than �10dB up to about 2kHz, compared to 2:5kHz for Basic Ambisonics.
Similar behavior was also observed for other reproduction orders. These results
indicate that, in this case, the suggested rotation method is mainly beneficial for head
rotations up to 60∘. Note that 60∘ means that the listener can turn his/her head 60∘

both to the left and to the right. The inaccuracies depicted in Figures 10 and 11
relating to the reproduction order N and head-rotation angle γ, can be explained by
errors due to the translation operation described in Eq. (15) [46, 57].

Figure 11.
NMSEs of binaural signals computed using rotated Basic, MagLS and Bilateral Ambisonics signals with order
N ¼ 4 relative to a high-order Basic Ambisonics reproduction with N ¼ 40, with various rotation angles, γ.
The NMSE is averaged over 434 plane-wave directions.

Figure 10.
NMSE of binaural signals computed using Bilateral Ambisonics reproduction with head rotation as in
Eq. (16), for various orders (a) and rotation angles (b).
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Further evaluation of head-tracking compensation is the subject of ongoing
research. The study could include evaluation of ITD/ILD reconstruction, Lateral
Error, Polar error in median plane, Coloration error [26] and subjective listening
tests.

7. Conclusions

This chapter presented a detailed description of the Bilateral Ambisonics repro-
duction method. The method incorporates a pre-processed ear-aligned HRTF,
which provides an efficient representation of the HRTF in the SH domain, with
bilateral representation of the Ambisonics signals. The method was shown to
improve the accuracy of low-order binaural reproduction in comparison to Basic
Ambisonics reproduction in terms of reduced errors in the binaural signals, as well
as more accurate ITD and ILD. The two main limitations of this method are the
requirement for two Ambisonics signals at the positions of the ears, and the diffi-
culty of incorporating head-tracking. The latter has been addressed in this chapter
by presenting a method to incorporate head-tracking in post-processing. Ways
should be sought to mitigate the requirement for two different Ambisonics signals,
for example by transforming a Basic Ambisonics signal into a Bilateral Ambisonics
signal.
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Chapter 7

Spatial Audio Signal Processing
for Speech Telecommunication
inside Vehicles
Amin Saremi

Abstract

Since the introduction of hands-free telephony applications and speech dialog
systems in automotive industry in 1990s, microphones have been mounted in car
cabins to capture, and route the driver’s speech signals to the corresponding tele-
communication networks. A car cabin is a noisy and reverberant environment
where engine activity, structural vibrations, road bumps, and cross-talk interfer-
ences can add substantial amounts of acoustic noise to the captured speech signal.
To enhance the speech signal, a variety of real-time signal enhancement methods
such as acoustic echo cancelation, noise reduction, de-reverberation, and
beamforming are typically applied. Moreover, the recent introduction of AI-driven
online voice assistants in automotive industry has resulted in new requirements on
speech signal enhancement methods to facilitate accurate speech recognition. In
this chapter, we focus on spatial filtering techniques that are designed to spatially
enhance signals that arrive from certain directions while attenuating signals that
originate from other locations. The fundamentals of conventional beamforming and
echo cancelation are explained and are accompanied by some real-world examples.
Moreover, more recent techniques (namely blind source segregation, and neural-
network based adaptive beamforming) are presented in the context of automotive
applications. This chapter provides the readers with both fundamental and hands-
on insights into the fast-growing field of automotive speech signal processing.

Keywords: automotive speech signal processing, hands-free telephony, automotive
voice assistant, beamforming, acoustic echo cancelation

1. Introduction

In 1990s, first telephony systems were introduced in vehicles to enable drivers to
converse in hands-free phone calls through the vehicle’s embedded microphones
and loudspeakers while driving [1]. To assure the audio quality during the hands-
free telecommunication, a number of speech signal processing techniques are
widely used. Besides of hands-free telephony, speech dialog systems have been
developed to enable drivers to communicate with their vehicle functions and media
contents by means of voice communication [2, 3]. In the core of a speech dialog
system, there is an acoustic model that performs the speech recognition task.
Speech dialog systems require high quality audio input to assure the accuracy of the
speech recognition.
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In a vehicle audio system, the phone is connected to the infotainment head unit
via a Bluetooth communication channel which allows the driver’s speech (near end)
to route from the microphones mounted inside the vehicle to the other side of the
tele-communication network (far end). Vice versa, the speech signal received from
the far end is played on the vehicle’s loudspeakers.

A major problem that typically rises in this communication system is that the far
end hears a replica of their own voice back from the vehicle with a certain delay (i.e.
acoustic echo). The observed acoustic echo is due to the acoustic feedback from
loudspeakers to the microphones in the vehicle [4–6]. Various acoustic echo can-
celation (AEC) solutions have been developed to address this issue. Most of these
AEC solutions use adaptive filters that aim to simulate the acoustic path between
speakers and microphones and thereby estimate and subtract the echo from the
received signal [4–6].

Another major problem is that the signals captured by the microphones are
contaminated with ambient noise and reverberation. The ambient noise often con-
sists of stationary noise sources (engine noise, road noise, windows vibrations), and
non-stationary cross-talks from other car occupants. To address the stationary
ambient noise issues, high-pass filters were used mainly to filter out the engine
noise and structural vibrational components in the captured signal [1, 2]. To
address non-stationary ambient noise, adaptive algorithms have been extensively
developed (e.g. [7]).

Moreover, directional microphones have been previously used in vehicles to
form a spatial focus toward the driver while attenuating signals arriving from other
directions. These directional microphones were often Cardioid type which were
usually mounted on the ceiling of the cabin, over the head of the driver, and
directed toward the driver’s mouth. Most common Cardioid microphones are elec-
tret condenser components and achieve this type of directivity by means of
mechanical channels mounted in their membranes. In 2000s, a new generation of
microphones, known as micro electromechanical system (MEMS), were introduced
to the electronic industry providing superior performance in coding the sound
while having a low-cost footprint [8]. Since the mobile phone industry started to
extensively deploy MEMS in their products, this type of microphones has prevailed
in most telecommunication applications e.g. in tablets, wearable devices, medical
systems, and automobiles [8].

A major difference between MEMS and electret microphones is that MEMS
microphones, due to their specific design and miniature structure, are omnidirec-
tional i.e. are agnostic to directions since they treat sounds arriving from all direc-
tions equally. Therefore, the desirable directivity needs to be implemented by
means of external post processing. To do so, a number of MEMS microphones are
placed in a certain distance from each other forming an ‘array’ and specific array
signal processing techniques are applied to exploit the time differences and relative
phase shifts across the signals captured by the microphones in the array to amplify
or attenuate sounds arriving from specific directions and thereby create the desired
spatial directivity [9–11].

2. Spatial filtering: beamforming

2.1 Basic concepts

A beamformer is a signal processing module that performs spatial filtering to
separate signals that have overlapping temporal and frequency contents but originate
from different spatial locations [9–12]. A conventional linear beamformer, as shown
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in Figure 1, is a filter-and-sum system that consists of a number of filters that are
applied on the input array signals and the results are thereafter summed. The task is
to set the complex filter coefficients (W j in Figure 1) in a manner to amplify specific
directions in the received array signals and suppress other directions.

From another perspective, a beamformer can be viewed as a multiple-input
single-output system whose output y[k] is determined based on Eq. (1) below.

y n½ � ¼
XM
j¼1

XL
p¼1

W j,p x j n� p½ � (1)

Eq. (1) can also be viewed as a summation of M finite impulse response
(FIR) filters with L coefficients per each filter that are applied on input signals (x j

[n]). Eq. (1) can be summarized into Eq. (2) where T denotes Hermitian (complex
conjugate) transpose and W represents an M � L matrix of filter coefficients.

y n½ � ¼ WT ∗ x n½ � (2)

2.2 Conventional beamforming

A conventional beamformer assumes that each described filter needs to apply a
specific tap delay (τ) on the corresponding array signal to properly align the inputs to
achieve the desired directivity in the output. In this sense, each FIR filter has the
following frequency response. The first filter (p = 1) has no associated tap delay since
the signal from the first microphone is considered the zero-phase reference.

r ωð Þ ¼
XL
p¼1

∣Wp∣ e�jωτ p�1ð Þ (3)

Assuming that the propagating sound pressure is a complex plane wave with the
direction of arrival (DOA) θ and frequency ω, the tap delay at pth filter (τp) is a
function of θ, and Eq. (3) can be re-written as below.

Figure 1.
A linear beamformer that consists of an array of M microphones. The signal captured by jth microphone passes
through the jth finite-impulse-response filter defined by its weights (W j). The direction of arrival (DOA) is
shown by θ.
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r ωð Þ ¼ Wp d ω, θð Þ (4)

D ω, θð Þ ¼ 1; ejωτ2 θð Þ; … ejωτM θð Þ
h iT

(5)

The term D(ω,θ) is known as the array vector response. D(ω,θ) determines the
spatial outcome of the beamformer and thus is also called steering vector or direction
vector. The simplest solution is to apply a constant delay per array, a so called ‘delay-
and-sum’ algorithm. Accordingly, each array signal is delayed by τp ¼ p� 1ð Þ d

c sin θð Þ
where c is the speed of sound, 343 m/s at 20C temperature, and p extends from 1 toM.

The distance between the array elements, d, is an essential geometric constraint
that has a great effect on the performance of such a delay-and-sum configuration.
An important limitation that is imposed on the performance of the beamforming
due to the distance between microphones (d) is the ‘spatial aliasing frequency’ ( f alÞ
that is calculated by f al ¼ c

2d which gives the upper frequency limit of the delay-
and-sum system. This is because, at this frequency ( f alÞ, the phase shift at the
microphones equals half the wavelength (λÞ of the signal (see Figure 3 and Figure 4
of [12]). Therefore, to avoid spatial aliasing, the distance between the microphones
(d) should be chosen carefully for the delay-and-sum beamformer to push f al above
the frequency range of interest.

In more sophisticated beamformers, the tap delay values (τp) in Eqs. (4)–(5) are
set as a function of angular frequency (ω) in a filter-and-sum configuration. The aim
is to control the behavior of the system at different frequency ranges and assure a
consistent directivity across the entire frequency range of interest. A well-designed
filter-and-sum beamformer with tailored frequency-dependent tap delays, τp ωð Þs,
can overcome the upper frequency barrier ( f alÞ to some good degree.

If the angles at which the interfering signals arrive is known, it is possible to
design the steering vector so that the beamformer minimizes sound intensities
(represented by statistical variance in the data) arriving from these specific angles.
In this configuration, called linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV)
beamforming, the steering vector is designed to multiply null in given interference
directions while amplifying the desired DOA.

Figure 1 presents a one-dimensional beamformer which operates in xy plane as
DOA (θÞ is in that plane. However, if necessary, it is possible to add microphones on z
axis where similar equations, Eqs. (1)–(5), can be written in the xz plane with a DOA
in that plane. Accordingly, a two-dimensional beamformer would be created which
filters the xyz space with regard to one DOA in xy plane and another DOA in xz plane.

From another perspective, Figure 1 depicts a ‘broadside’ beamformer which is
designed to form a beam toward the target which is located in the broadside plane
of the microphone array. However, if the target is located along with the axis of the
array (therefore θ = �90), then the configuration is called ‘end-fire’ [9]. In an end-
fire configuration, the summation in Figure 1 is replaced by subtraction. Consecu-
tively, each filter output is subtracted in Eq. (1) instead. Thus, an end-fire
beamformer is also called a ‘filter-and-subtract’ or a ‘differential’ beamformer. This
type of beamformer, which can be viewed as a special case of the general
beamforming shown in Figure 1, forms a beam toward either above the array axis
(θ = 90) or below the array axis (θ = �90).

2.2.1 Fixed beamforming vs. adaptive beamforming

In fixed beamforming, the DOA is known and time-invariant thus the steering
vector, D(ω,θ), can be set for a known fixed geometry. A good example of fixed
beamforming is in automotive industry where the target talker (driver) sits in a
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fixed location and the DOA toward the microphones is predetermined. Fixed
beamforming can be viewed as a ‘data-independent’ algorithm since the steering
vector is designed solely based on the known geometry of the sound propagation
and is independent of the received data. In contrast, in adaptive beamforming, DOA
varies and the steering vector should adapt to the changes in DOA. For an example,
an adaptive beamformer is needed in case the system is supposed to localize and
adapt itself to capture signals from all car occupants (besides of the driver) who are
sitting at different location inside the vehicle. In this case, the system should itera-
tively find the target talker first and then update its steering vector toward that
target. Another example of an adaptive beamformer is in the ‘cocktail party’ prob-
lem wherein the target location can vary in the room and the system should con-
stantly localize the target and the beamforming algorithm should adapt to the new
DOA and other geometrical factors, accordingly. From this perspective, adaptive
beamformers can be viewed as being ‘data-dependent’ systems since their parame-
ters change according to variations in the received data. As a result, adaptive
beamformers usually require substantial computational resources [10, 13, 14].

An adaptive beamformer is often accompanied by a pre-processing stage whose
task is to localize the target and determine the new DOA. This ‘localization’ stage
usually accomplishes its task by examining the data and finding optimum DOA that
maximizes a specific metric such as signal strength, or speech intelligibility [10, 13–
15]. Alternatively, some localization algorithms are built on minimizing a specific
cost function, such as noise and reverberation, in the signal. When the localization
algorithms finds the DOA, the values in the steering vector (D(ω,θ)) should adapt
to this new angle.

There are some relatively newer solutions that merge the ‘localization’ and
‘beamforming’ stages together. Warsitz and Haeb-Umbach [14] presented an algo-
rithm that optimizes the FIR filter coefficients (denoted by W in Eqs. (1)–(2) above)
by iteratively estimating and maximizing the cross power spectral density of the
microphone signals. An important feature of this algorithm is that the filter coeffi-
cients are optimized directly without localizing the source. In other words, the DOA
information is implicitly absorbed in the optimization problem although it is possible
to extract the underlying DOA information from the results afterwards, if needed.

2.3 Neural-based adaptive beamforming in speech recognition applications

Speech signal enhancement (SSE) techniques, such as beamforming, have tradi-
tionally been performed as an independent pre-processing stage to speech recogni-
tion back ends [13, 15]. In this conventional setup, SSE algorithms are performed to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by reducing ambient noise and reverbera-
tion in the captured signal. The output of the SSE stage is then fed into acoustic
models, usually deep neural networks, which perform the automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) task.

In the last few years, adaptive beamforming algorithms have been designed that
are tuned jointly together with the speech recognition backend [13, 15, 16]. To do
so, the FIR coefficients (shown byW in Figure 1 and also in Eqs. (1)–(2)) are jointly
trained together with the parameters of the ASR model where the optimization is
performed using a gradient learning algorithm. The goal of this optimization pro-
cess is to find FIR coefficients that result in higher ASR accuracy.

Several neural-network approaches have been developed to address the ASR
problem [15] but the most successful ASR models are currently built on the
convolutional deep neural network (CL-DNN) concept [13, 15]. The input is filtered
by a time-domain filterbank pre-processor, usually a Gammatone filterbank
together with a nonlinearity function, which is supposed to loosely mimic the
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human auditory periphery (cochlea) in terms of spectral feature extraction and
compression [17]. The output is then fed into the CL-DNN model. The first stage in
the CL-DNN model is the fconv layer that convolves the output signals across the
filterbank channels and the results are pooled along the frequency axis. The next
stage comprises a number of long short-term memory (LSTM) layers. LSTM net-
work is a specific type of recurrent neural network that is tailored for recognizing
sequential time-series data such as audio. The final stage is a single fully-connected
DNN that consists of at least 1024 hidden units [13, 15, 16].

Sainath et al. [13, 16] presented a multi-microphone solution to incorporate the
data captured byMmicrophone arrays into the CL-DNNmodel. They replaced each
spectral channel of the Gammatone filterbank pre-processor with FIR filters that
are connected to the microphones and are used for beamforming (identical to
Eqs. (1) and (2) above). They essentially created a filter-and-sum beamformer per
spectral channel. The difference is that the tap delays (Tp) and therefore DOA data
are implicitly absorbed in the FIR coefficients similar to earlier works by Warsiz
and Haeb-Umbach [10]. Sainath et al. [13, 16] trained the beamforming FIR coeffi-
cients together with the CL-DNN parameters using a gradient learning algorithm to
maximize the ASR accuracy. Sainath et al. [16] showed that during the training, the
FIR coefficients become optimized to extract both spectral and spatial features of
the incoming speech signals. They showed that the multi-microphone ASR model
with joint beamforming achieves an over 10% improvement in word error rate
(WER) compared to its single-microphone counterpart.

Besides of excellent ASR accuracy, a major benefit of neural-network based
beamforming is that the model is, to a great extent, independent of the array
spacing whereas the conventional beamforming relies on the prior knowledge of the
distance between microphones (d) to calculate the tap delays. Due to its remarkable
success in ASR, neural-based beamforming is prevailing in all ASR systems that
have access to multiple microphone input. A very good candidate for applying this
technique is in automotive ASR systems wherein online voice assistants based on
this technique are currently being designed and evaluated.

A potential shortcoming of the neural-based beamforming is that the source
localization information (i.e. DOA) is implicitly embedded in the model and might
not be extractable and interpretable in terms of physical geometry. This could
impose a limitation in applications which require an explicit knowledge of the
source location. Besides, an important distinction is that neural-based beamforming
parameters are tuned solely based on ASR objectives and might not necessarily
improve the audio quality (e.g. SNR) with regard to the human psychoacoustics
[13, 15, 16]. Therefore, neural-network based beamforming is currently considered
more applicable to speech recognition tasks rather than to applications such as
telephony wherein human listeners are involved. The feasibility of neural-network
based beamforming for telephony applications and its relation to human psycho-
acoustics need further investigations.

2.4 Beamforming applications in automotive industry

Beamforming techniques introduced into the automotive industry almost at the
same time that the first automotive hands-free telephony and speech dialog systems
were being devised [1]. Although there have been some studies using multiple
microphones [18], it is by far more common to only have dual microphones avail-
able in vehicles for beamforming. There are mainly two reasons for this, the first
one is the production costs, and the second one complications in the vehicle’s
interior design and excess wiring if multiple microphones are used. Therefore, in
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the following sections regarding automotive applications, two-microphone solu-
tions are in focus.

Figure 2(A) shows a car with two dedicated microphones (marked M1 and M2)
about 4.5 centimeters apart (d = 4.8 cm) that have been mounted in the car ceiling.
The DOA is ideally around 90 degrees according to the illustrated coordinates. To
provide a fixed beamforming solution for this particular geometry, an ‘end-fire’
differential beamformer should be used since the desired source is located along the
axis of the array (θ = �90). The input signals are filtered according to Eqs. (1)-(5)
and then subtracted. The frequency-dependent tap delays for microphone M2
(i.e., τ2 ωð Þ) were chosen to enable the steering vector to enhance sounds that arrive
from the driver side (θ = 90).

Figure 2 shows the beam patterns resulted from an end-fire filter-and-sum
beamformer where the tap delays for M2 microphone (i.e. τ2 ωð ÞÞ have been
adjusted as a function of frequency at several frequency channels covering the
frequency range from 0.1 to about 7 kHz. Figure 2(B) shows the beam pattern at
1 kHz. This beam pattern demonstrates that sounds from θ = 90 (driver side) have
passed through the system whereas sounds from θ = �90 = 270 have been substan-
tially attenuated. A very similar beam pattern is shown by Figure 2(C) at 2 kHz

(C) (D)

(A) (B)

90270

180

0

M1M2

y

z

x

Figure 2.
A) a car cabin geometry with a dual microphone mounted in the car ceiling. B) the beampattern achieved by the
described end-fire (differential) beamformer at 1 kHz, C) at 2 kHz, and D) at 4 kHz. (A) dual microphones in
a personal car, (B) beampattern at 1KHz, (C) beampattern at 2KHz and (D) beampattern at 4KHz.
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although the beam pattern at 4 kHz, shown in Figure 2(D), deviates somewhat
with minimal effect on overall performance.

The presented beamformer was tested in-situ by placing a head-and-mouth
simulator system at the typical location of the driver’s head and playing standard
hearing-in-noise test (HINT) sentences [19] while the engine was running in idle
mode creating some stationary background noise. The raw signals captured by the
M1 microphone were recorded. The test was repeated while applying the described
beamforming on the raw signals. The beamforming results were compared to the
raw signal. The results showed a signal-to-noise ratio improvement (SNRI) of 5.7 dB
(A) across frequencies between 0.1 and 8 kHz.

Figure 3 shows the beamforming geometry in a large truck cabin wherein a dual
microphone array is installed on the overhead compartment. The distance between
the array and the driver’s mouth is about 0.4 m and the DOA is approximately 30
degrees (θ = 30 in zy plane) although these numbers vary depending on the height
and other biometrics of the driver. The distance between the two microphones (d)
is 23 mm which yields a higher spatial aliasing frequency upper limit compared to
the system shown in Figure 2. In this case, an end-fire beamformer can be designed
to form a beam downwards toward the cabin’s floor (θ = 90). The drawback is that
an amount of engine noise and AC fan noise will also leak into the beamformer since
these noise signals originate from the dashboard which is also located below the
overhead compartment.

Alternatively, a broadside beamformer can be used to direct the beam
toward the DOA of θ = 30. As a well-known drawback, the broadside configuration
also amplifies the angle that is 180 degrees behind the DOA (i.e. 30 + 180 = 210

Figure 3.
A truck cabin geometry with a dual microphone installed in an overhead compartment forming DOA of
approximately 30 degrees (θ = 30) toward the mouth of a 180-cm long male driver. The yellow arrow shows
the first-wave propagation from the driver’s mouth whereas the green arrow shows the noise signal propagation
(engine noise and AC fan noise).
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degrees in this case). This is because the broadside beamforming, characterized
by Eqs. (1–4), is agnostic to the 180-degrees axis and any sound coming from
θ + 180 is treated equally as θ. However, since the overhead console behaves as a
mechanical damper for sounds and vibrations coming from the roof and the
backward direction, broadside solution appears to be a better solution in this
practical case.

A broadside filter-and-sum has been devised with tailored frequency-dependent
tap delays to facilitate a consistent beamforming toward the driver at frequencies
between 0.1 and 8 kHz. The in-situ measurements and beam patterns are not
finalized yet. However, the preliminary analysis indicates that the system can
achieve an SNRI of about 6 dB when the engine is running in idle mode. The
described beamformer functions on xz plane. However, a third microphone can be
added on y axis next to the existing pair of microphones to perform beamforming
on xy plane as well. This new beamformer on xy plane can be tuned to attenuate
sounds arriving from the co-driver’s side although adding multiple microphones are
currently uncommon in vehicles.

3. Acoustic echo cancelation

3.1 Basic concepts

Acoustic echoes are generated in speech telecommunication networks due to the
acoustic feedback from loudspeakers to microphones. This phenomenon deterio-
rates the perception of sound by causing the users to hear a delayed replica of their
own voice being reflected back from the other side of the network [4–6]. Figure 4
shows a driver in a truck cabin making a phone conversation through embedded
microphones and loudspeakers (marked red). The speech signal is denoted by s[n]
whereas the echo is denoted by y[n] and r[n] represents the ambient noise. The echo
(y[n]) can be considered a copy of the far-end speech signal played by the loud-
speaker (x[n]) that has been filtered by the acoustic path (modeled by an FIR filter
with the linear impulse response h[n]) between the loudspeaker and the micro-
phone. The received signal (d[n]) is an addition of these three signals (d[n] = s
[n] + y[n] + r[n]).

To remove acoustic echoes from the captured signal, acoustic echo cancelation
(AEC) algorithms have been developed that use machine learning methods to
adaptively estimate the ‘acoustic echo path’ in real time and subtract its effect from
the captured signal so that only the desired near-end speech components remain
[4–6, 20, 21]. Similar adaptive methods are also commonly used for estimating the
noise propagation acoustic path in stationary noise reduction applications (e.g. [7]).
The most common adaptive method used in AEC tasks is normalized least mean
square (NLMS) filtering [5, 6, 20, 21]. Least-mean-square adaptive filters were used
even in the earliest generation of AECs [4] and several improved variants of it, such
as NLMS, have been developed since then [5, 6, 20, 21].

The true impulse response of the echo path (i.e. h[n]) is unknown and the task of
an AEC solution is to identify it. To do so, the NLMS algorithm constantly tries to
adapt to an impulse response (ĥ n½ �) that closely matches the true impulse response
of the echo path (i.e. ĥ n½ � ¼ h n½ �) and consequently, ŷ n½ �=y[n] and thus the error
signal, e[n], becomes zero. The length of ĥ n½ �, denoted by L, has an important role in
the performance of the AEC. The filter should be long enough to realistically model
the acoustic path and furthermore to guarantee that the acoustic path can be
assumed time-invariant during the time that corresponds to L samples. If the goal of
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the AEC is to reduce the echo by 30 dB, then L should correspond to T30 reverber-
ation time [5]. In most modern vehicles, 50 ms appears to be a good estimate of T30.

In case the echo (x[n]) is effectively the only signal present (r[n] and s[n] are
absent), the output of the adaptive process (ŷ n½ �) is given by Eq. (6) below where L
tap of x[n] is transposed (represented by xLT n½ �) and multiplied by ĥ n½ �:

d n½ � ¼ ŷ n½ � ¼ xLT n½ �:ĥ n½ � (6)

Figure 4.
A) an overview of the described AEC algorithm. B) a driver in a truck serving as the near-end party during a
hands-free phone conversation.
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The adaptive process estimates a new ĥ n½ � per each sample of y[n] through a
small adjustment Δ ĥ n½ � in each iteration, as expressed in Eq. (7). This adjustment
value is determined based on the error signal and the reference signal according to
Eq. (8) where μ[n] is known as ‘step size’. Choosing an optimized step size is
important for the convergence rate and accuracy of the system and is determined
by the parameters α and β. These two parameters need to be adjusted according to
the specifics of every given NLMS problem. Choosing appropriate values for α and β
has been comprehensively studied to a great complication [5, 20–22].

ĥ nþ 1½ � ¼ ĥ n½ � þ Δĥ n½ � (7)

Δĥ n½ � ¼ μ n½ � � xL n½ � � e n½ �ð Þ (8)

μ n½ � ¼ α

β þ δ2xL n½ �
, δ2xL n½ � ¼ var xL n½ �ð Þ ¼ xLT n½ �:xL n½ �: (9)

Eqs. (6)–(9) are applicable only when the echo is the only present component in
the received signal (i.e. d[n] = y[n]). In other words, the near-end talker is silent and
the ambient noise is insignificant (s[n] = 0 and r[n] ≈ 0). However, in a natural full-
duplex speech communication both parties (far end and near end) might talk
simultaneously sometimes (i.e. a ‘double-talk’ event may occur). If there is any
remarkable double talk in d[n] (i.e. a non-zero s[n]), then the adaptive process,
formulated by Eqs. (7)–(9), might diverge and fail since the s[n] components
cannot be modeled by h[n]. Therefore, every adaptive AEC solution needs to con-
stantly watch out for double-talk events to halt the adaptation as long as double talk
is present [23, 24].

3.2 Spatial acoustic echo cancelation

All conventional NLMS-based adaptive methods, explained in the previous section,
rely on modeling the acoustic path by an FIR system and aim to find the coefficients of
the corresponding filter (i.e. h[n] in Figure 4). A major drawback of NLMS-based
adaptive approach is that the adaptive process, presented by Eqs. (7)–(9), needs to run
constantly which imposes a remarkable computational cost. This is because the acous-
tic path, characterized by h[n], constantly changes due to slight movements of the
objects in the environment and other reasons such as temperature variations and the
adaptive process needs to estimate the new impulse response.

Recently, alternative methods based on probabilistic clustering techniques have
been successfully used for blind source separation (BSS) of the echo components
from the near-end speech signal [25]. The BSS method uses the spatial information
from the captured microphone signals to cluster and separate the desired speech
signal (s[n]) from the echo (y[n]). Any BSS method, similar to beamforming,
requires multiple microphones to be able to extract the location cues.

Every BSS method assumes that the signal captured by the microphones
(d1, d2, … , dM), where M denotes the number of microphones, are from N inde-
pendent source signals (s1, s2, … , sN) that have been mixed together. The mixture
model is then modeled as described by Eq. (10) below where hjk is the impulse

response of length L that describes the acoustic path from the kth source (Sk) to the
jth microphone (d j).

d j n½ � ¼
XN

k¼1

XL
p¼1

hjk pð Þ ∗ sk n� p½ � (10)
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d1 n½ � ¼
XL
p¼1

h1s pð Þ ∗ s n� p½ � þ
XL
p¼1

h1x pð Þ ∗ x n� p½ � (11)

d2 n½ � ¼
XL
p¼1

h2s pð Þ ∗ s n� p½ � þ
XL
p¼1

h2x pð Þ ∗ x n� p½ � (12)

d n½ � ¼ h1s, h1x; h2s, h2x½ � ∗ s n½ �; x n½ �½ � ¼ W ∗ s n½ �; x n½ �½ � (13)

The BSS techniques that are extensively used to address the ‘cocktail party’
problem aim to find the mixing impulse responses (hjk) and use this information to
de-mix and find the original speech signals [25, 26]. In case there are more micro-
phones than sources (M ≥ N), the BSS reduces to a ‘determined’ problem and linear
filters can successfully be deployed to effectively separate the mixtures. Otherwise,
if there are fewer number of microphones than sources (M < N), then the problem
is ‘underdetermined’ and linear filters would not work adequately.

In the case depicted by Figure 3, there are two microphones and also two
independent sources (M = N = 2), namely: 1) near-end speech (s[n]), and 2) the
echo (x[n]) that leaks from the loudspeaker to the microphones. Eqs. (11)–(12)
formulize the mixture model for the signal received by microphone 1 and micro-
phone 2, respectively. Here, h1x and h2x are the impulse responses of the acoustic
path from the loudspeaker to the first and the second microphone, respectively.
Eqs. (11)–(12) can be summarized into a matrix form and re-written by Eq. (13)
where the relation between the sources and microphones signals is denoted by a
Wiener filter. Eq. (13) can be used to inverted so that s n½ �; x n½ �½ � ¼ WT ∗ d n½ �.

A conventional approach to solving Eqs. (10)–(13) is using independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) [26]. Accordingly, a cost function is defined to estimate the
statistical (convolutional) independence of s[n] and x[n]. The coefficients of W
(which comprises h1x, h1s, h2x, and h2s) are adaptively updated so that the statistical
independence of s[n] and x[n] is increased. The statistical independence is often
increased by either maximizing the non-Gaussianity or by minimizing the mutual
information between the two signals.

3.3 The performance of acoustic echo cancelers in vehicles

The performance of an AEC is primarily measured by two metrics: 1) echo
return loss enhancement (ERLE), and 2) convergence time. ERLE is a commonly
used indicator for quantifying the achievement of an AEC solution to attenuate
echoes [5, 20, 21, 23]. ERLE is calculated according to the Eq. (14) below where σ2d n½ �
and σ2e n½ � represent the variance of the captured audio by the microphone (d[n]) and
the variance of the error signal (e[n]) which is the output of the AEC and is ideally
echo-free. Since all signals are zero-mean, the variance of a signal is a measure of the
magnitude of its intensity. Therefore, Eq. (14) yields the ERLE as the magnitude of
the AEC output relative to the microphone input signal.

ERLE ¼ 10� log

σ2
d n½ �
σ2
e n½ �
10 (14)

International telecommunication union (ITU) G.168 standard for AECs [27]
declares a number of requirements that should be followed in all speech telecom-
munication applications. Accordingly, the AEC should yield at least 6 dB of ERLE at
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the second frame (since each frame is 50 ms in a typical automotive solution, this
means at 0.1 second). The ERLE should then increase to minimum 20 dB at 1 sec-
ond. Thereafter, the ERLE should reach its steady state at 10 second and should stay
over that steady state value, afterwards.

The convergence time is the time it takes for the AEC to reach to its steady-state
ERLE. ITU G.168 requires that the convergence time should be no longer than one
second. In the tuning of the adaptive parameters, such as step size, there is a
tradeoff between ERLE and convergence time since higher ERLE might result in
slower convergence time [21, 22].

We implemented an adaptive NLMS-based AEC described by Eqs. (6)–(9) on a
large Volvo truck model. The length of the Wiener filter (L) was chosen 800 which
corresponds to 50 ms at the sampling rate of 16 kHz which would be consistent with
T30 in large vehicles. The term α in Eq. (9), which could take a value between 0 and
2, determines the speed of convergence. Higher α values result in quicker adapta-
tion of the NLMS algorithm, however, there is a tradeoff between convergence and
overall success of the echo canceller in terms of ERLE ([20]). Here, we chose
α = 1.98 to assure the fast convergence of the algorithm. The term β, known as the
regularization parameter, is meant to improve the performance of the NLMS in
noise and it has to be adjusted with regard to the characteristics of the ambient noise
(r[n] in Figure 1) and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the microphone hardware
[20]. Here, we chose β = 0.1 which corresponds to the SNR of the electret condenser
microphones that are commonly used in automotive industry.

Furthermore, a statistical double-talk detection (DTD) decision circuit based on
the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) between x[n] and d[n]. NCC is also called
‘Pearson correlation coefficient’ in statistics [28]. In case the far-end is the only
talker, there will be a non-zero cross-correlation between x[n] and d[n]. However,
when the near end talks too (i.e. DT occurs), the cross-correlation between x[n] and
d[n] diminishes and approaches zero since d[n] would convey s[n] components as
well. Accordingly, DT is detected if NCC drops below a certain threshold. Eq. (15)
presents the NCC between x[n] and d[n] where σxL n½ � and σdL n½ � are the standard
deviation (square root of variance) of L samples of x[n] and d[n], respectively, and
cov(xL n½ �, dL n½ �Þ is the covariance between them.

NCC xL n½ �, dL n½ �ð Þ ¼ cov xL n½ �, dL n½ �ð Þ
σxL n½ � � σdL n½ �

(15)

NCC can yield a number in the range [�1, +1], where +1 indicates perfect
correlation and � 1 perfect anti-correlation between the two inputs while 0 shows a
non-existing correlation. Here, we set the threshold of our DTD decision to 10�4

using the method discussed in [28] by normalizing the false alarm probability (pf)
to about 0.1.

To evaluate the presented AEC solution, the far-end party reads 10
HINT sentences while the driver (near-end party) is silent and the vehicle’s
engine is off. The system registers the incoming signal to the speaker (x[n])
while the microphone records y[n]. In this case y[n] = d[n] since the driver is
silent (s[n] = 0) and there is no engine noise (r[n] = 0). The presented solution is
applied on these signals and, as depicted in Figure 5 below, the presented AEC
solution manages to attenuate the echo received by the microphone significantly
by a total of 25.54 dB according to Eqs. (10)–(13). Figure 5(B) shows ERLEs
per each sentence and how the ERLE becomes stronger as the algorithm
continues adapting. The results demonstrate compliance with ITU G.168
standards [27].
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3.4 Post-processing acoustic echo suppression

The minimum acceptable ERLE required by ITU G.168 (i.e. 20 dB) may not
practically suffice since the echo might still be noticeable and irritating especially if
the loudspeaker volume is set at a high level. As an example if the loudspeaker is set
to generate sounds that are about 70 dB SPL loud, an ERLE of 20 dB would imply
that there is an echo of 50 dB SPL (i.e. 70–20 = 50) being transmitted back to the
far-end party which can be quite noticeable. Therefore, it is good practice in auto-
motive industry to achieve much higher echo reduction i.e. typically over 40 dB.

The conventional NLMS-based adaptive AEC modules typically achieve maxi-
mum 30 dB ERLE, as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, to further improve the echo
reduction, the remaining echo components (i.e. ‘residual echo’) are suppressed by
means of acoustic echo suppression (AES) post processing. The simplest AES
methods which have historically been used are based on attenuating the captured
microphone signal (d[n] in Figure 4) whenever the farend is talking (i.e. whenever
the magnitude of x[n] is over a reasonable threshold) [5]. A major shortcoming of
this method is that, in case of double talk wherein both near end and far end are
simultaneously talking, the near-end speech signal is also attenuated. Another issue
is that such an approach is nonlinear. Speech recognition models require that the
audio signal chain must be free of any nonlinearity [29]. Since adaptive AEC algo-
rithms use linear filters to cancel echo, they could legitimately be used as a pre-
processing stage to ASR systems. However, the use of nonlinear AES must be
avoided in ASR applications. As a result, linear solutions, such as BSS techniques
explained previously by Eqs. (10)–(13), have been deployed to perform the task of
AES on the residual echo especially in speech recognition applications. A properly
designed combination of conventional adaptive AEC and a post-processing AES
must comfortably achieve echo reductions over 40 dB.

4. Discussions, conclusions, and prospects

Hands-free telephony has been extensively offered in premium cars since early
2000s, and since then, audio signal processing modules have been deployed to
enhance the speech signal quality by means of addressing issues such as acoustic

Figure 5.
A) Captured microphone data (d[n]) versus the output of the AEC (e[n]) while the far end is reading ten
HINT sentences. The sentences are marked by numerical indicators. B) the echo attenuation achieved by the
presented AEC solution in terms of ERLE per HINT sentence.
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echo, ambient noise, and reverberation [1]. Besides of hands-free telephony, speech
dialog systems have been developed to enable drivers to communicate with vehicle
functions by means of voice communication [2, 3]. In the core of such a speech
dialog system, there is a neural-network based acoustic model that performs the
speech recognition task. Speech recognition systems also demand high quality audio
input which makes speech signal enhancement techniques necessary. Especially,
online voice assistants rely on specific ‘wake words’ (also called ‘hot words’) to
communicate with users. These are ‘Ok Google!’ for Google assistant, ‘Alexa!’ for
Amazon Alexa, and ‘Hey Siri!’ for Siri. The ASR system should constantly listen for
these wake words meanwhile music or speech signals might be simultaneously
playing on the speakers. In order to detect the wake words while playing sounds,
the system needs to benefit from a capable echo cancelation module to estimate and
cancel the feedback from speaker(s) to the microphone(s) as well as a noise reduc-
tion module (such as beamforming) to minimize the reverberation and ambient
noise in the captured signals.

In this chapter, the fundamentals of the filter-and-sum beamforming were
described and two practical designs of dual-microphone fixed beamforming (end-
fire versus broadside) were presented inside a personal car and a truck, respec-
tively. The fundamentals of beamforming were described for a general case
although the applications were exclusively focused on dual microphones because
that is the most common setup in vehicles. The directivity index, which is the gain
of the beamforming on the desired DOA relative to all other directions, is a good
measure of a beamformer’s performance. A conventional multi-microphone fixed
beamformer can achieve a directivity index of about 25 dB at best [30]. In real
world, the directivity index turns out to be lower. In case of dual-microphone
solution, the directivity index is minimal i.e. in the range of 10 to 12 dB. Multiple
microphones can provide a sharper beam and potentially higher SNRIs.

Despite its modest directivity index, a well-designed beamforming system
improves the quality of the sound substantially. One important benefit of
beamforming, besides of the SNRI, is the reduction in the perceived reverberation.
Reverberation is related to the sum of all sound reflections from the walls and
surroundings of a given acoustic room and has been shown to have adverse effects
on the speech intelligibility especially in case of hearing-impaired listeners [31].
Beamforming minimizes reverberation in the captured signal by means of geomet-
rically dampening the sound reflections received from undesired directions and
thereby facilitates speech intelligibility. Moreover, beamforming modules are in
many cases followed by non-stationary noise reduction modules that adaptively
suppress the noise (e.g. [7]). Together with the beamformer, an adaptive noise
suppressor can achieve very good results in managing non-stationary noise.

Neural-based beamforming was also described in this chapter. This type of
beamforming, wherein the steering filter coefficients are optimized jointly together
with a neural-network speech model, has emerged in many speech recognition
applications and shown remarkable success [13, 15, 16]. However, since the
beamforming coefficients are optimized implicitly as a part of a speech recognition
task, the success of this method in improving sound quality for a human listener is
not entirely known and further studies are needed to evaluate this method for
telephony and hearing-aid applications wherein human listeners are involved.

A large part of this chapter was dedicated to acoustic echo cancelation. The
fundamentals of a conventional adaptive method based on NLMS was described. In
this method, the acoustic path between the loudspeaker and microphone is modeled
by an FIR filter and the adaptive process seeks to find the coefficients of this filter
and subtract the echo from the captured signal. Adaptive NLMS-based acoustic
echo cancelers are relatively easy to implement and are extensively in use. If
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designed appropriately, this method can comfortably achieve ERLEs about 30 dB
[5, 21, 22, 30]. Although this level is higher than the required level by the ITU
guidelines [27], a higher ERLE becomes necessary in most automotive telephony
applications. Therefore, acoustic echo suppression algorithms have been developed
as post-processing modules to further reduce the residual echo.

The simplest and most common acoustic echo suppressors are implemented by
means of applying a gain on the microphone signal and reducing this gain whenever
the far-end party is talking. However, due to its nonlinear behavior, this approach
cannot be used in speech recognition applications which require linearity of all
audio components [29]. Instead, linear approaches such as BSS based on ICA appear
to be suitable. The BSS method uses spatial cues to find mixing coefficients of a
linear model and uses this information to de-mix the signals and segregate the
source signals (in this case: echo versus near-end speech).

Although beamforming and echo cancelation are well-known problems that
have been extensively studied since early 1960s [4, 5, 9, 30], it needs great efforts to
tailor them to address new challenges. Therefore, new statistical optimization
approaches and neural-network based solutions are being deployed to strengthen
the conventional methods, whenever feasible. Automotive industry is expanding
quickly and manufacturers are competing in providing vehicles that allow vehicle
occupants to have independent conference calls simultaneously. Another competi-
tion frontier is speech recognition. Automotive manufacturers aim to provide user
interfaces that are driven by voice. These interfaces allow the drivers to simply talk
to their cars and do their daily errands (such online shopping, scheduling meetings,
listening to audio books) while driving by solely voice commands. Prototypes of
such online automotive voice assistants have just been introduced as Google [32]
and Amazon entered the game [33] and have received a great attention from the
media, and the public. These systems open up new scientific and technical chal-
lenges in human-machine interfacing, cloud-based and embedded speech recogni-
tion, and last but not least, spatial audio signal processing.
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Chapter 8

Binaural Headphone Monitoring 
to Enhance Musicians’ Immersion 
in Performance
Valentin Bauer, Dimitri Soudoplatoff, Leonard Menon  
and Amandine Pras

Abstract

Musicians face challenges when using stereo headphones to perform with one 
another, due to a lack of audio intelligibility and the loss of their usual benchmarks. 
Also, high levels of click tracks in headphone mixes hinder performance subtle-
ties and harm performers’ aural health. This chapter discusses the approaches and 
outcomes of eight case studies in professional situations that aimed at comparing 
the experiences of orchestra conductors and instrumentalists while monitoring 
their performances through binaural versus stereo headphones. These studies 
assessed three solutions combining augmented and mixed reality technologies that 
include binaural with head tracking to conduct a large film-scoring orchestra and 
jazz symphonic with a click track; binaural without head tracking to improvise in 
trio or on previously recorded takes in the studio; and active binaural headphones 
to record diverse genres on a click track or soundtrack. Findings concur to show 
that better audio intelligibility and recreated natural-sounding acoustics through 
binaural rendering enhance performers’ listening comfort, perception of a realistic 
auditory image, and musical expression and creativity by increasing their feeling of 
immersion. Findings also demonstrate that the reduction of source masking effects 
in binaural versus stereo headphone mixes enables performers to monitor less click 
track, and therefore protect their creative experience and aural health.

Keywords: headphone monitoring, binaural audio, music performance, creativity, 
studio recording, immersion, acoustic realism

1. Introduction

While musicians are performing on stage or in the studio, monitoring on head-
phones interferes with their instrument embodiment, the auditory feedback of their 
sound within room acoustics, and their interactions with other musicians. Indeed, 
wearable monitoring devices disturb the physical and technical ease that perform-
ers have acquired over a long, multi-sensory process to play their instruments or 
conduct ensembles at their best level. By covering their ears, headphones also jeop-
ardize musicians’ ability to control the parameters of their sound production. For 
instance, singers “suffer the most from the dislocation of sound that headphones 
engender […] because the sound is produced in their bodies, resonating in the chest 
cavity and sinuses” [1]. As another example, the absence of direct auditory feedback 
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compromises “the production of high-quality trumpet tone [that] is achieved by a 
combination of the correct vocal tract position, the lip-reed mechanism, and the 
player’s breath control” [2]. Moreover, headphone monitoring obstructs collec-
tive soundscapes and established ways of listening and playing music together. To 
mitigate these challenges, performers sometimes remove one earcup [1] to attenuate 
their feeling of exclusion from the acoustic environment or to compensate for the 
lack of externalized sources that wearable monitoring devices as opposed to onstage 
speaker monitors induce [3]. In this chapter, we examine orchestra conductors’ and 
music improvisers’ experiences with wearable monitoring devices, and we discuss 
three binaural technology solutions that overcome stereo headphone monitoring 
challenges for a range of professional performance contexts.

Headphone monitoring was introduced in recording studios where it was neces-
sary to isolate sound sources and synchronize performances on cue tracks while 
enabling musicians to hear themselves and others. Whereas this technology offers 
flexibility and creative possibilities such as overdubbing on previously recorded 
takes, it calls for the use of visual cues through windows and red lights, and for the 
setup of talk-forward and talkback microphones that may expose musicians to the 
others’ comments on their performances. In such a technological environment for 
music creation, sound engineers control both the quality of headphone mixes and 
the communication system in the studio. Williams highlighted how the setup of the 
communication system increases stress and may result in tensions between musi-
cians and engineers during recording sessions [1]. Also, adding headphone moni-
toring as yet another layer of engineers’ sound control may worsen experiences of 
gendering and microaggressions in the commercial recording studio [4]. Therefore, 
although “the number of available headphone mixes becomes a status marker 
reflecting the professional standing of the studio among competing facilities” [1], 
using a high number of headphone mixes may negatively impact the production 
workflow and the social climate of the workplace. Our approach consists of adapt-
ing technologies to specific performance contexts to enhance musicians’ immersion 
in their artistic tasks, and thus reduce stress and other adverse sociopsychological 
effects of headphone monitoring.

The audio content of monitoring systems influences all aspects of musicians’ 
performances, in positive and negative ways. For instance, balancing harmonic 
versus rhythmic sections in a singer’s or a melodic instrumentalist’s monitoring 
mix impacts their comfort in finding their best tuning, rhythmic placement, 
and dynamics. Furthermore, signal processing like equalization, dynamic range 
compression, delays, and reverberation is commonly used to facilitate ensemble 
cohesion. As an example, boosting the attack of the kick drum in a bassist’s 
monitoring mix can enhance the groove of a band. Also, a study showed that 
monitoring different reverberation lengths of room acoustics affects orchestra 
conductors’ tempo, timbre, and appreciation of the performance quality when 
listening to recorded takes [5]. Findings from a PhD thesis about live engineer-
ing on Broadway underline how engineers are responsible for “sonic colors” that 
represent “the unique resonant characteristics of sound sources associated with 
music-making, but also to invoke “color” as a broader metaphor for social dif-
ference and identity” [6]. From this perspective, both the sound capture system 
and mixing approach of monitoring systems must meet the cultural expectations 
and genre conventions of specific performance contexts. For each of our three 
binaural solutions, we detail how we designed the monitoring technology, the 
sound capture system, and the mixing approach to satisfy the requirements of 
specific performance contexts.

Our interdisciplinary team of four researchers who are also experienced sound 
engineers and music performers aim at examining the following research questions:
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1. What are the main challenges of using a wearable device for monitoring while 
performing music? And to what extent do these challenges differ between 
conducting large ensembles versus improvising?

2. Could binaural headphone monitoring technologies that are adapted to specific 
performance contexts enhance musicians’ listening comfort, perception of a 
realistic auditory scene, musical expression and creativity?

3. Could binaural headphone monitoring systems decrease the click-to-music 
ratio compared to stereo headphones?

Before we present a fresh perspective on the methods and results of a series of 
three studies that were published in the proceedings of Audio Engineering Society 
Conventions [7–9], we highlight previous research on delivering synchronization 
auditory cues to performers; augmented and mixed reality audio applications; and 
binaural music production that informed our solution designs. Then, we discuss 
the methods and outcomes of two online surveys about orchestra conductors’ and 
improvisers’ experiences when monitoring through headphones. The survey find-
ings serve as a basis to support the design of eight case studies that aimed to compare 
binaural versus stereo headphones in recording or rehearsal situations.

Because musicians rely on the auditory cues that their monitoring systems convey to 
elaborate their performance process, comparing the influence of binaural versus stereo 
monitoring on musicians’ performances requires researchers to design “ecologically 
valid” experimental protocols and technologies that address creative cognition [10, 11]. 
Hence, we carried out our eight case studies in real-life performance situations.

With experienced musicians, to test three binaural monitoring solutions that 
we designed to meet the esthetic and cultural context of three distinct performance 
situations. Finally, we provide ideas for future research with audio augmented and 
mixed reality applications to facilitate musicians’ immersion in the performance.

2. Literature review

2.1 Delivering synchronization auditory cues to music performers

The use of a click track in music performance was first documented for the 
soundtrack recording of Fantasia (Disney, 1940). Maestro Leopold Stokowski, who 
was an audio engineer at Bell Labs, experimented with new recording workflows 
to synchronize different sections of orchestra and principals on a multitrack device 
[12]. While the need for a click track was justified by such a creative innovation, 
its extensive use in music performance comes with downsides. Like sirens or fire 
alarms, click sounds are designed to grab attention with a lot of high-frequency 
energy. Therefore, long exposures to high levels of click tracks contribute to the 
risks of musicians’ hearing loss [13]. Although click samples can be changed in 
digital audio workstations to accommodate musicians’ preferences, the mechanical 
nature of the click implies that “overall, playing with a click track means playing 
with the metronome” [14]. According to Cardassi [15], “a click track is likely the 
most dreaded synchronization tool in music,” and it generates performers’ “angst 
and unpleasantness.” Drawing upon Blauert [16]’s theory, spatial audio applications 
offer greater source discrimination possibilities than a stereo image. Therefore, 
binaural technologies provide sound engineers with more mixing space than stereo, 
which implies more source-positioning options and the need for less equaliza-
tion and dynamic range compression [17] to avoid masking effects among sound 
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sources. Consequently, we suggest that binaural headphone monitoring solutions 
allow for lower click track levels and less processed instrumental and vocal sources 
for performers to synchronize with each other, on a soundtrack or a movie, mean-
while protecting their aural health and improving their creative experience.

Previous research suggests that a generalized use of click tracks has homogenized 
creativity and globalized music cultures. For instance, an analysis of tempo across 
the past 60 years of U.S. Billboard Hot 100 #1 Songs revealed that a 5-beat average 
standard deviation from 1955 to 1959 decreased to 1-beat between 2010 and 2014 
[18]. Moreover, Éliézer Oubda, a music producer and sound engineer who owns 
Hope Muziks Studio in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, trains his assistants in explain-
ing to Western African musicians how to perceive the downbeat in the click track 
in the same way Europeans and North Americans do.1,2 To minimize “the straight-
jacket feeling” [14] induced by click tracks, composers, performers, and studio 
professionals can collaborate on developing alternative cue tracks and monitoring 
systems. For instance, customized tracks may combine pre-recorded fragments from 
the parts to be performed with vocal instructions or relevant pitches. These may also 
feature excerpts of embedded click tracks within the pre-existing layers of audio to 
provide additional guidance at specific times only. These cue improvements can be 
accompanied by a context-dependent choice of the monitoring system. While high-
fidelity technologies may not always be the best solution3, the selection of a wearable 
device requires some attention. Typical studio headphones consist of closed-back 
headphones that are “designed to block out environmental noise using a passive 
acoustic seal” [19]. Mostly found in live scenarios, in-ear monitors provide a more 
drastic acoustic isolation, with visual discretion and stability benefits in situations 
where the performer frequently moves their head. With non-isolated ear cups, open-
back headphones offer a more natural or “speaker-like sound” [19] with a more 
pleasant spatial image, and less risk of performers feeling isolated and disconnected 
from the environment. Whereas we did not consider using open-back headphones 
for our monitoring applications because their audio content would leak into the 
microphones, their benefits have inspired our binaural solutions to overcome the 
auditory feedback challenges of stereo closed-back headphones and in-ear monitors.

Two types of technologies exist to deliver synchronization auditory cues to 
musicians while providing them with direct access to their own sound production 
and acoustic environment, namely acoustic-hear-through and microphone-hear-
through monitoring systems [20]. Primarily developed to improve the safety of 
outdoor runners when they are listening to music, acoustic-hear-through monitor-
ing systems, also known as bone conduction headphones leave the users’ ear canal 
free by conveying the auditory cues “from the vibration of the bones of the skull [or 
jaw] that is transmitted to the inner ear” [21]. Whereas this technology eliminates 

1 See 15:00-20:10 of the roundtable discussion about “De-colonizing the Digital 
Audio Workstation” with Éliézer Oudba and Eliot Bates facilitated by Menon and 
organized by Pras and Kirk McNally: https://www.canal-u.tv/chaines/afrinum/
roundtable-discussion-about-de-colonizing-the-digital-audio-workstation
2 During a jembe workshop taught by Issa Traoré alias Ken Lagaré, an arranger and sound engineer 
who owned Authentik Studio in Bamako, Mali, graduate student Leo Brooks and percussion instruc-
tor Adam Mason explained the fact that European and North American musicians struggle to hear 
the downbeat in Western African music (see 45:50–47:10): https://www.canal-u.tv/chaines/afrinum/
percussion-workshop-with-ken-lagare
3 For example, Oubda gave the example of rural musicians from Burkina Faso who got intimidated 
when they heard themselves through high-fidelity headphones for the first time (see 17:00–17:40):  
https://www.canal-u.tv/chaines/afrinum/roundtable-discussion-about-de-colonizing-the-digital-
audio-workstation
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disconnection feelings from the acoustic surroundings, like open-back headphones, 
the monitoring mix may leak into the microphones. Indeed, May and Walker [22] 
reported “approximately 12 dB A (total) of ‘leakage’” in the context of listening 
tests. Also, Cardassi, who tested a bone conduction headphone to record an electro-
acoustic album on piano and vocals, could only use it for pieces that did not require 
the use of a close vocal microphone, and whose cue tracks did not include any 
click.4 Primarily used as hearing aids devices, microphone-hear-through monitor-
ing systems consist of mounted microphones on the users’ headset that capture 
what they would hear without headphones [23]. Cooper and Martin [2] designed 
a microphone-hear-through monitoring system named Acoustically Transparent 
System (ATH) that combines the binaural rendering of the signal captured from 
two headset-mounted microphones with the synchronization cues. In performance 
situations, they observed that the ATH has “a notable impact on both quality of tone 
production and the confidence of the [trumpetist]” [2]. Their findings confirm 
the relevance of designing binaural technologies to improve musicians’ experience 
while performing with headphone monitoring.

2.2 Mixed and augmented reality applications with binaural technology

Audio Mixed Reality (AMR) applications aim at recreating new auditory spaces 
for listeners by balancing the proportion of real and virtual elements. Also, Audio 
Augmented Reality (AAR) applications aim at achieving listeners’ experiences of 
acoustic transparency, as if there was no headset, to interleave virtual sounds with 
an unaltered reality [24]. Drawing upon Milgram and Kishino [25]’s “virtuality 
continuum” of visual displays, McGill et al. [26] define AAR as “auditory headset 
experiences intended to [...] exploit spatial congruence with real-world elements.” 
From this perspective, AAR sits at the edge of AMR that encapsulates “any auditory 
VR and AR experiences.” These definitions mirror the recording esthetics con-
tinuum from “attempting realism” to “creating virtual worlds” produced through 
different sound capture systems and mixing approaches [27]. While mixing for 
stereo recordings differs from mixing for AMR and AAR applications, we applied 
our knowledge of sound capture systems to best meet the cultural expectations 
and genre conventions of the performance contexts. Specifically, we primarily used 
microphone arrays that captured the acoustic environment for our five AAR case 
studies, versus close mono microphones that focused on the instruments’ direct 
sound for our three AMR case studies.

To enhance listeners’ perception of auditory spaciousness through headphone 
monitoring, König [28] conceptualized one of the first four-channel headphones 
that positioned an additional speaker driver near the tragus to diffuse reverbera-
tion, and thus allow for a more accurate spatial image with less sound pressure level 
on the ear axis. Further developments intending to simulate surround and multi-
channel loudspeaker systems have led to the design of multi-driver headphones 
that position multiple speaker drivers within the ear cup, employing the shape of 
the listener’s ear and pinna to influence the filtering of high frequencies as they 
enter in the ear canal [19]. Meanwhile, most of today’s AAR and AMR headphone 
applications use binaural filtering with head-related transfer functions (HRTF) that 
enable listeners to externalize sound sources while wearing regular headphones. 
Theoretically, delivering accurate intelligibility, localization, and externalization 

4 Cardassi first tested a bone-conduction headphone in Fall 2017 for the recording of Ramos (Redshit, 
2019) with Pras as music producer and sound engineer. While she could only use it for the recording of 
a few pieces in Rolston Hall at the Banff Centre, she enjoyed preparing for the sessions with it at home. 
This was confirmed through personal email communication on March 9, 2021.
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of sound sources through headphones requires the binaural rendering of sound 
sources via individualized HRTFs transmitted through high fidelity open-back 
headphones [29]. Nevertheless, according to a review of sound externalization 
studies, adding reverberation-related cues, and/or dynamic binaural rendering that 
matches listeners’ self-initiated head movements, facilitates the localization and 
externalization of binaural cues [30], which may compensate for the use of non-
individualized HRTFs and closed-back headphones. Whereas dynamic binaural 
ensures the success of AAR applications for users who move a lot in the real-world 
environment, such as orchestra conductors, we suggest that static binaural may 
be more relevant for AMR applications where most of the binaural cues are out of 
sight, such as recording sessions with musicians performing in separate rooms. In 
this view, static binaural might still provide users with a better source intelligibility 
and a more spatial experience compared to stereo systems since there is less mask-
ing effect among sources, even though the localization accuracy and externalization 
of binaural cues remain compromised, for example, generating front-back confu-
sions. In fact, a study showed that “short training periods involving active learning 
and feedback” facilitate listeners’ ability to externalize sources while using binaural 
systems with non-individualized HRTFs [31]. In this chapter, we present the 
concept of two distinct dynamic binaural AAR setups and one static binaural AMR 
setup that involved a short training tutorial for listeners.

Besides the popularity of noise cancelation headphones that filter the real 
acoustic environment out for listeners to focus on music or other virtual elements 
[26], AAR and AMR microphone-hear-through devices are primarily developed 
for single users’ experiences in non-musical applications, for example, for audio 
gaming [32]; street navigation [33]; and soundwalks that immerse listeners in 
sonic art compositions [34]. Only a few collaborative AAR experiences have been 
tested [35], for example, a four-player interactive audio experience [36]; a two-
player audio game called eidola multiplayer [37]; and creative artworks dedicated 
to multi-users, such as Listen for museum visits [38] or SoundDelta devoted to 
large public outdoor events [39]. Also, to our knowledge, very few AAR musi-
cal applications besides Copper and Martin’s ATH [2] have been designed. For 
instance, a Master thesis showed that members of a rock band preferred perform-
ing with AAR dynamic setups compared to mono and stereo headphones [40]; a 
study with methodological shortcomings tested AAR dynamic in-ear monitors 
for members of an acoustic ensemble [41]; and the Architexture Series brought 
new music composers, sound engineers, and architects to collaborate on site 
reconstruction [42, 43]. Our eight music performance case studies, therefore, 
contribute to AAR and AMR research by assessing two AAR setups that aim at 
overcoming performers’ social interaction challenges when wearing headphones, 
and one AMR setup that aims at enhancing social interactions among performers 
when being remotely located.

2.3 Binaural music production

Sound engineers increasingly use binaural technology in the recording studio 
in parallel with the development of new plugins and devices that enable listen-
ers’ sound externalization on headphones with and without the tracking of their 
head movements, for example, binaural simulation of surround sound mixes in 
control rooms that do not have a 5.1 speaker system [44]. Although binaural audio 
is optimized for headphone listening which is the primary music listening mode 
of our time, so far only few binaural music productions have been released on the 
market. For instance, Williams and Reiser walked us through the binaural capture 
and rendering processes of sources for the production of “GoGo Penguin [untitled]” 
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(Blue Note Records 2020), which was released in stereo and not yet in binaural.5 
They used three Neuman KM 100 dummy heads to overdrive space in the main live 
room and the drum room, and to immerse listeners within the piano sound. At the 
mixing stage, they also used dear VR plugins to externalize specific sources. They 
underlined that binaural production techniques are the best fit to convey virtuosic 
performances of high-level musicians in contemporary jazz and classical music 
because the recording of their performances requires little signal processing in 
terms of equalization and dynamic range compression. Indeed, extensive signal 
processing does not work well with binaural rendering, and equalization and 
compression should only be used for creative purposes since there are less source 
masking effects than in stereo [17]. We thus assessed our three binaural solutions 
in professional-level performance contexts whose esthetics did not require much 
signal processing, with five out of the eight case studies primarily involving classical 
and jazz musicians.

Whereas binaural has not yet succeeded commercially as a release format, 
more and more public European radios offer binaural programs, for example, 
Hyperradio on Radio France, which primarily broadcasts audio plays and 
electronic music live shows. To broadcast classical orchestral recordings for 
BBC Proms on BBC Radio 3, Parnell and Pike [45] reported on using IRCAM’s 
Panoramix to enhance the positioning and ambiance of the auditory scene cap-
tured with a Schoeps ORTF-3D microphone array that features two coincident lay-
ers of four microphones. Results from their audience study showed that binaural 
mixes were rated as “more enjoyable” by 79% of respondents, whilst 75% said 
that the experience was “somewhat” or “absolutely” like being there in person. 
These findings contrasted with previous research that found that overall, the 
stereo listening experience was preferred to binaural for a range of musical genres 
[46]. Also, the outcomes of a study about binaural mixing for hip-hop production 
suggest that listeners can be disoriented by this unfamiliar immersive format [47]. 
In particular, the main sources of the beat seem more effective when not external-
ized. We used this knowledge to capture and mix sound sources in the performers’ 
binaural headphones for our eight case studies.

3.  Online survey on music performers’ experiences with headphone 
monitoring

3.1 Online survey methods

A combination of two online surveys further examined the challenges that music 
performers face when wearing monitoring devices in the studio or on stage [7, 8].

3.1.1 Respondent demographics

We recruited 12 orchestra conductors and 12 music improvisers from our 
respective networks by email to fill out a survey on an unpaid, volunteer basis. 
These 24 professional respondents included 20 males and four females living in 
seven countries (Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, 
the UK, and the USA). They had at least 5 years on the job, except for one who 
reported having between one and 5 years on the job. More than half (15 out of 24) 

5 https://mupact.com/seminar-program-may-jul-2020/aesthetic-manifestos-and-binaural-integration-
an-investigation-of-pre-in-session-and-post-production-techniques-employed-in-gogo-penguins-
self-titled-2020-album-release/
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were touring internationally; the other nine were primarily working in France. All 
24 respondents had experienced headphone monitoring while performing. Half 
of the conductors primarily performed for studio recording sessions with acousti-
cally isolated instruments and/or the need to overdub on previous recordings; 
five for live concerts of film-scoring or new music compositions with electronic 
components; and one for both kinds of performance situations. Nine of the impro-
viser respondents reported wearing headphones for more than half of their studio 
recording sessions; and three of them for 30% or less. Improvisers played a variety 
of instruments and included a singer; an acoustic bassist; a trombonist; a horn-
ist; two saxophonists; one flutist and electronic artist; one multi-instrumentalist 
who played sousaphone, saxophone, clarinet, and flute; two drummers (one also 
conducted ensembles); and two pianists (one also played electronic keyboards and 
produced recordings, the other one also sang and played prepared piano). About 
musical genres, improvisers primarily performed jazz and/or world music (53%); 
pop-rock subgenres including French variété (27%); experimental, improvised, or 
contemporary music (9%).

3.1.2 Questionnaire

Both surveys used similar semi-directed questionnaires because Bauer et al. 
[8] adapted Soudoplatoff and Pras [7]’s methods from the context of orchestra 
conducting to the context of music improvisation. In this chapter, we focus on the 
analysis of the respondents’ answers to four questions that were featured in both 
questionnaires. These questions are slightly reworded here to encompass both 
performance contexts (i.e., orchestra conducting and recording improvisations):

1. According to your previous studio recording session experiences, how would 
you describe an ideal headphone monitoring system?

2. Think about one of your best studio recording sessions with headphone moni-
toring. Start by describing the context of this session (ensemble, production, 
location, etc.). Why do you think this session was a success?

3. Think about one of your worst studio recording sessions with headphone 
monitoring. Start by describing the context of this session (ensemble, produc-
tion, location, etc.). Why do you think this session went this way?

4. When recording in the studio, do you have a particular way of wearing head-
phones? If so, why?

3.1.3 Qualitative data analysis

Respondents’ verbal descriptions were analyzed using a Grounded Theory 
approach [48] drawing from previous research on studio practices (e.g., [49]). This 
approach consists of extracting meaningful phrasings from the free-format verbal 
descriptions to be classified into concepts and categories without preconceived 
themes. Specifically, the constant comparison technique of Grounded Theory called 
for a minimum of two researchers to review each other’s classification and to draw 
parallels between findings from the different questions, to gradually refine the 
emerging concepts and categories as well as to identify consensus and contradic-
tions among outcomes of different questions. Results will be presented with the 
count of phrasing occurrences for each concept and category.
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3.2 Online survey analysis

3.2.1 Ideal headphone monitoring system

We identified 50 phrasings from the respondents’ free-format verbal descrip-
tions of their ideal headphone monitoring system. These phrasings were classified 
into three major categories, namely Sound Quality (n = 24), System Technical 
Quality (10), and Physical Properties (10); and into three minor categories, 
namely Click (3), Ambiance in the Studio (2), and Forgetting the Headphones 
(1). The most-reported concepts for each major category were Realism (8), 
Instrument balance (8), and Control over monitoring (6). Figure 1 displays  
the classification into emerging concepts and categories of the 31 phrasings com-
ing from improvisers and the 19 phrasings coming from conductors separately, 
since a Yates’ chi-squared test revealed a significant difference between  
the answers’ distribution into the six categories for conductors and improvisers 
(χ2 (5,50) = 2,97, p < 0.05).

3.2.2 Positive and negative experiences when performing with headphones

In total, we collected 129 phrasings, 70 from improvisers and 59 from 
conductors about their positive and negative experiences when performing 
with headphones. A Yates’s chi-squared test revealed no significant difference 
between the answers’ distribution into the nine categories for conductors and 
improvisers (χ2 (8,129) = 15,91, p > 0.05). Nevertheless, we chose to keep both 
populations of performers distinct in Figure 2, to stay consistent with the 

Figure 1. 
Classification of phrasings extracted from the 12 improvisers’ and 12 conductors’ free-format verbal descriptions 
accounting for their ideal headphone monitoring system.
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other figures in this section. Regarding positive experiences, 58 phrasings were 
identified, 34 from improvisers and 24 from conductors, and classified into the 
major category Sound Quality (20), followed by System Technical Quality (15). 
Regarding negative experiences, 71 phrasings were identified, 36 from improvis-
ers and 35 from conductors, and classified into three major categories, namely 
Sound Quality (17), System technical Quality (15), and (negative) Musical 
consequences (11).

3.2.3 Ways of wearing headphones

We collected 19 phrasings, eight from improvisers and 11 from conductors 
about their ways of wearing headphones. A Yates’s chi-squared test revealed a 
significant difference between the answers’ distribution into the four different 
habits of wearing headphones for improvisers and conductors (χ2 (3,19) = 6,42, 
p < 0.05). Hence, Figure 3 presents the classification of phrasings for the impro-
visers and conductors separately. The main habit that we identified consisted in 
always (Improvisers: 2; Conductors: 8) or sometimes (I: 4; C: 1) wearing the device 
on one ear only.

Figure 2. 
Classification of phrasings extracted from the 12 improvisers’ and 12 conductors’ free-format verbal descriptions 
accounting for their positive (green) versus negative (orange) monitoring experiences.

Figure 3. 
Classification of phrasings extracted from the 12 improvisers’ and 12 conductors’ free-format verbal descriptions 
accounting for their usual ways of wearing headphone monitoring devices.
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4.  Assessment of three binaural headphone monitoring technologies  
in a performance situation

4.1 Technology design and experimental protocols

We designed three binaural headphone monitoring solutions to enhance musi-
cians’ cognitive engagement in performance (Table 1). For each solution, we 
adapted the augmentation type, sound capture system, and mixing approach to the 
esthetic and cultural context of distinct performance situations (Table 2). Then, we 
conducted eight case studies that involved two renowned conductors of symphonic 
ensembles with a click track in large acoustics [7]; seven emerging music improvis-
ers in solo or trios in separated dry rooms or overdubbing alone in small acoustics 
[8]; and three music students and one touring musician who recorded for a range of 
musical genres alone or in a duo with a click track or a soundtrack in medium-size 
acoustics [9]. These eight case studies were all carried out in real-life performance 
situations at the Paris Conservatoire (CNSMDP), Radio France, and the University 
of Lethbridge (ULeth).

Our mixed methods of assessing these solutions draw upon Agrawal et al. [50]’s 
definition of immersion as a psychological state that enables an individual’s mental 
absorption in the world and in the tasks that are presented to them. Therefore, for 
each performance case study, we determined which auditory information would 
be the most important for the users to monitor in order to perform at their best, 
in other words, which auditory information would be “immersive enough” [51] to 
achieve a sense of “being there together” [52].

4.1.1 Description of three binaural headphone monitoring solutions

Table 1 highlights the binaural rendering pipelines and augmentation technolo-
gies that we chose to best adapt to performers’ needs for each context. To enable 
conductors to monitor large ensembles on headphones, Soudoplatoff and Pras [7] 
designed a Binaural with Head Tracking (BHT) system that rendered a JML tree 
[53], that is, a main five-microphone array with specific dimensions, and integrated 
spot microphones. This system used Bipan6 software [54] coupled with Hedrot,7 
that is, a head tracker located on the conductors’ headphones. In Bipan, the LISTEN 
database [55] was used with the HRTF pair n°1040, as advised in a previous study 
[56], since this HRTF pair satisfied most users during public demonstrations of the 
software [57]. Bipan had a latency of 5.3 ms when used with a buffer size of 256 
samples. According to previous research, a monitoring system latency below 42 ms 
should be acceptable [58]. Furthermore, Hedrot had a latency of 48.1 ± 4.3 ms [54], 
which should provide conductors with accurate localization cues since the head 
tracking latency does not hinder the stability of virtual sounds within complex audi-
tory scenes under 71 ms [59], even if it could be noticeable when superior to 30 ms 
[60]. The assessment tests required the use of the TotalMix application, which has a 
meaningless latency of three samples (equal to about 68 μs at 44.1 kHz), to digitally 
convert the microphone signal and send it to the BHT via a RME MADIface.8

6 3D audio technology developed in-house at the Paris Conservatoire in collaboration with IRCAM as 
part of the Bili project: http://www.bili-project.org/. More details can be found here: https://alexisbas-
kind.net/fr/bipan-binaural/
7 https://abaskind.github.io/hedrot/
8 https://www.manualslib.com/manual/1310692/Rme-Audio-Madiface-Usb.html?page=70
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To enhance the intelligibility of improvisers’ subtle expressive gestures, Bauer 
et al. [8] developed a Binaural Mixed Reality (BMR) system that rendered close 
mono microphones through KLANG: fabrik (KF) hardware. KF was chosen for its 
convincing externalization of sources and sound quality9 as well as its latency of less 
than 3 ms.10 Indeed, the set of KLANG-proprietary HRTFs was preferred to HRTFs 
from the LISTEN database that features a low sampling resolution, introduces noise 
artifacts, and present amplitude errors, for example, for the HRTF pair of subject 
IRC_1034 [61]. The BMR had a total latency (KF latency plus ProTools latency) of 
4 ms for the two trios. Regarding the world music performer, the technical setup 
between the microphone signal and the monitoring system included several digital 
devices, and the measured total latency of the chain was 14.1 ms. The musician 
specified that he did not notice it, and confirmed that the system latency did not 
hinder his performance.

To attempt acoustic transparency of the recording auditory space, Menon [9] 
built an Active Binaural Headphones (ABH) system with two 150°-angled small 
condenser microphones mounted on each earcup. Based on Bauer et al. [8]’s satisfy-
ing findings, the signal coming from the four mounted microphones was binaurally 
rendered through KLANG: vier (KV) hardware, which features the same sonic and 
latency properties than KF11. The ABH total latency was inferior to 16.8 ms. The 
assessment tests required the use of the CueMix application that has no latency to 
digitally convert the microphone signal and send it to the ABH via a MOTU 896 

9 The researchers were able to evaluate the quality of this equipment as they are experienced sound 
engineers, in both stereo and 3D audio production techniques.
10 https://www.klang.com/en/products/klang_fabrik
11 https://www.klang.com/en/products/klang_vier

Performance context Binaural rendering pipeline Augmentation related to the context

Ensembles 
[# users]

Sync. cues Microphone 
system

Binaural 
Rendering 

Acoustic 
venus

Type of 
immersion

Static vs. 
dynamic

BHT 2 
Conductors 
of large 
Ensembles 
[2]

Click & 
Rhythmic 
section

5-microphone 
array + spot 
mics

Bipan with 
LISTEN 
HRTF 
pair 1040 
+ Hedrot 
head 
tracker 
with 
latency 
of 48.1 ± 
5.3ms

Large 
acoustics

AAR Dynamic

BMR 1 Solo & 2 
Trios [7]

Overdubbing 
& Rhythmic 
section

Close mics KF with 
proprietary 
anechoic 
HRTFs

Isolated 
dry 
rooms

AMR Static

ABH 2 Soli & 1 
Duo [4]

Click or 
Soundtrack

2x2-mounted 
microphones

KV with 
proprietary 
anechoic 
HRTFs

Medium 
acoustics

AAR Dynamic

Table 1. 
Performance context, binaural rendering pipeline, and augmentation principles of the three binaural 
headphone monitoring technologies.
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mk312 that has a latency of under 13 ms, and the Aviom personal monitor mixer that 
has a latency of 0.88 ms to amplify the headphone signal.13

In summary, the BHT and ABH are two AAR systems with dynamic binaural 
because for both of their applied contexts, performers primarily needed to moni-
tor sound sources while being in the same room as their peers, and thus required 
a technology that accurately conveyed source localization. On the other hand, the 
BMR is an AMR system with static binaural because improvisers primarily needed 
to monitor their previous recordings or their band members who were playing in 
separate rooms; thus, the re-creation of a virtual space that facilitated their immer-
sion was more desirable than accurate source localization.

For all three technologies, closed-back headphones were used to minimize sound 
leakage into the microphones. Both Bipan and KLANG used anechoic HRTFs, 
and so enabled us as sound engineers to generate spatial images with re-created 
acoustics that fit the acoustics of the performance space.14 These HRTFs were also 
non-individualized and thus required performers’ listening training [31] and/or 
dynamic binaural rendering [29] to optimize source externalization and mitigate 
timbre artifacts. Therefore, one week before conducting the case studies that assessed 
the BMR setup, which is static, the improviser participants were instructed to listen 
to three-to-five binaural audio productions over headphones that were selected 
from Hyperradio podcasts by Bauer (total duration of around 25 mn), to get used 
to the binaural rendering. All of them confirmed to Bauer at the beginning of their 
recording session that they had listened to at least three of these productions. This 
consists of a total listening experience of 15 mn at minimum for each participant.

4.1.2 Case study procedures for binaural solution assessment

Table 2 details the locations, genres, and instrument line-ups of the eight case 
studies in chronological order for testing our BHT, BMR, and ABH technologies in 
rehearsal or studio recording situations. Thirteen performers agreed to participate 
in these comparative tests without financial compensation. The first two tests that 
involved symphonic ensembles were organized at the institutional level as part of a 
pedagogical project. For the other five tests, Bauer and Menon volunteered to mix 
the recordings, which the performers could use to promote their music.

To assess the three headphone technologies that are described in the previous 
section, two conductors, seven improvisers, and four musicians who perform a 
range of musical genres compared binaural against traditional stereo headphones, 
that is, the monitoring systems commonly used in each of the performance venues. 
The experimental procedures for each case study are summarized in Table 2. 
Because “an experimental protocol is ecologically valid if the participants react […] 
as if they were in a natural situation” [10], Soudoplatoff organized the first two 
case studies during rehearsals of programmed productions with large ensembles. 
Specifically, for the last two days of a week of film-scoring rehearsals, Maestro 
Laurent Petitgirard agreed to swap headphone conditions five times during breaks 
that occurred every 90 min, which led him to test each condition three times. 
Unfortunately, the comparison could not be carried out with the jazz symphonic 
ensemble due to a conjunction of acoustic and organization issues (see Section 4.2 

12 https://motu.com/techsupport/technotes/what-is-the-latency-of-my-motu-audio-interface
13 https://www.aviom.com/library/User-Guides/36_A-16D-User-Guide.pdf
14 Using non-anechoic HRTFs implies generating a binaural image that emulates the externalization 
of sources in specific room acoustics. This may be enjoyable for the listener and can be creative in the 
context of music production. However, it is likely to be confusing for the musician in the context of 
headphone monitoring when performing.
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for explanations). Bauer and Menon ensured the ecological validity of their experi-
ments by inviting performers to record in the studio with the incentive of getting a 
demo that they could use to promote their music. In this context, the world music 
performer and two improvisation/jazz trios accepted to test the BMR system in a 
counterbalanced order, and each switched conditions once, after 2 h and 45 min, 
respectively. Also, a singer-songwriter, a rock duo, and a pianist who performed 
with electronics accepted to test the ABH system once they were satisfied with their 
takes using the traditional stereo system of the studio.

For the seven case studies during which performers compared binaural and stereo 
headphones, the researchers took notes on users’ behaviors and comments during the 
tests. Whereas Soudoplatoff asked Maestro Petitgirard to react spontaneously after 
each trial, Bauer conducted post-test focus group interviews, and Menon carried out 

Institution Venue Audio 
latency

Musical genres Instruments Performance 
purpose

Comparison 
procedure 
[# cases; 
duration]

BHT CNSMDP Art  
lyrique

5.3 ms Film-scoring Symphonic 
orchestra

Rehearsal B S B S B S  
[6; 90 mn]

GPO 5.3 ms Symphonic jazz Symphonic 
orchestra  
with a jazz  
big band and 
non- 
acoustically 
amplified 
instruments

Studio 
recording

Comparison not 
possible

BMR Radio 
France

Studio  
115

14.1 ms World music Voice, bass, 
various 
percussions, 
small guitar

Studio 
overdubbing

B S [2; 2 h]

CNSMDP 240/244/ 
245

4 ms

4 ms

Jazz trio Double bass, 
drums,  
electric guitar

Studio 
recording

B S [2; 45 mn]

Free 
improvisation

Drums, 
clarinet/
bass clarinet, 
accordion

Studio 
recording

S B[2; 45 mn]

trio

ABH ULeth Studio  
one

3.8 ms

3.8 ms 

Singer-
songwriter

Voice & 
banjo

Studio 
recording

S B [2; When 
musicians 
were pleased 
with the stereo 
takes]

Pop-rock Drums & 
electric guitar

Studio 
recording

S B [2; When 
musicians 
were pleased 
with the stereo 
takes]

Recital 
hall

3.8 ms Electroacoustic Piano and 
acoustically 
amplified 
soundtrack

Studio 
recording

S B [2; When 
musicians 
were pleased 
with the stereo 
takes]

Table 2. 
Location, genre, instrumentation, and comparison procedure of the eight case studies—B refers to the binaural 
condition and S to the stereo condition.
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individual post-test written surveys with the performers at the end of the record-
ing session. For all case studies, performers were asked to compare both types of 
headphones in terms of comfort, playfulness, benchmarks, and perception of the 
spatial image. For the recording sessions only, performers were asked to compare the 
perception of their own instrument in relation to others’. Moreover, a few weeks after 
the recording sessions of the world music performer and the two improvisation/jazz 
trios, Bauer sent stereo mixes of all the takes to the performers, and he asked them 
to select their favorite take for each piece (or their favorite improvisation). Based on 
a previous performance study in the recording studio in jazz [62], collecting musi-
cians’ choice of takes that were recorded in different conditions has the potential 
to inform the impact of the BMR on creativity and musical results. The context of 
Soudoplatoff ’s and Menon’s tests did not allow for this additional collection of data.

4.1.3 Click-to-music loudness ratio measurements

To investigate the extent to which the reduction of the sound masking effect 
in binaural enabled musicians to monitor less synchronization cues, for each of 
his three case studies15, Menon [9] compared the click-to-music (CMR) loudness 
ratio between the headphone mix recordings of the takes using his ABH and 
those using the traditional stereo monitoring system of the studio. For each of 
the takes recorded with the ABH, he copied the musicians’ KV interface settings 
into a “second user,” so that he could print the monitoring mix that featured the 
binauralization of the four headphone-mounted microphones and the synchro-
nization cues. For each of the takes recorded with the stereo headphones, he 
captured the signal from the headphone output of the Aviom personal monitor 
mixer by using a stereo jack into two unbalanced jack adapters and two Direct 
Input (DI) boxes. Then, because each monitoring mix replica would include a few 
seconds of synchronization cues before the beginning of the music performance, 
he could normalize the loudness of each replica with the synchronization cues as 
a reference. This data acquisition procedure enabled the visualization of the CMR 
throughout and across takes.

4.2 Experimental findings

For the seven case studies during which performers compared binaural and 
stereo headphones, all performers favored the binaural over the stereo condition. 
In the following sections, we detail comparison findings for the main criteria that 
emerged from our analysis of performers’ comments and take choices, namely 
Listening comfort; Perceived realism; and Musical expression and creativity.

For the symphonic jazz ensemble recording session, the comparison could not 
be conducted as planned due to several challenges that highlighted the limitation 
of the BMH [7]. This large ensemble combined orchestral and big band instru-
ments with electric guitars and keyboards that were not amplified in the room, 
as well as drums that were semi-isolated in the room. Consequently, the elec-
tric guitars, keyboards, and the double-bass’ quiet acoustic sound were not 
captured by the main 5-microphone array so they could not be homogeneously 
integrated into the auditory scene. Also, the main array captured a lot of drum 
leakage, which damages the intelligibility of the auditory scene. Moreover, the 

15 Menon [9] conducted a fourth case study with a classical pianist who tested the ABH and compared 
it to stereo headphones to monitor a metronome while performing Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 
57. Because this piece would not be performed with a metronome in professional situations, we excluded 
this fourth study from this chapter.
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complexity of the situation generated communication challenges between  
the electric instrument players, the sound engineer, and the conductor, therefore 
the conductor did not feel comfortable enough to use the BHT for the session. In the 
discussion, we provide ideas to overcome the BHT limitations for conducting large 
ensembles that blend different types of instruments in  
large acoustics.

4.2.1 Listening comfort

All eleven performers who participated in comparative studies in the recording 
studio preferred the auditory feedback quality of their own sound production in 
the binaural conditions. In particular, two improvisers who tested the BMR and 
all performers who tested the ABH reported having more control of their own 
instruments. For instance, the world music performer kept both earcups in the 
binaural condition but removed one earcup to control his voice in relation to the 
room acoustics in the stereo condition. Also, the double bass player of the jazz trio 
perceived a more realistic “physical-auditory contact” with his instrument in the 
binaural condition.

The conductor and seven instrumentalists expressed being more comfort-
able while performing in the binaural condition. In particular, whereas Maestro 
Petitgirard was a bit reluctant to try the BHT in the beginning, he mentioned feeling 
comfortable with it as soon as he started using it. Also, two out of the four perform-
ers who tested the ABH stated that they were able to forget about the device while 
monitoring in binaural. Furthermore, three out of the seven performers who tested 
the BMR reported that the binaural condition was less tiring in comparison with the 
stereo condition. Only the world music performer was disturbed during the first 
hour by this new kind of monitoring.

All performers perceived better sound quality in the binaural condition that they 
described as more natural than stereo in terms of spatial realism and audio clarity. 
With the BMR, all performers perceived the binaural mix as more intelligible, since 
they could better differentiate the details of the different instruments. In this view, 
free improvisers and jazz musicians reported “not having to force” to hear what 
they needed to react to their bandmates’ musical gestures. They could appreci-
ate more subtleties in their playing, for example, the sounds of the fingers on the 
double bass and soft percussions, and the drummer said that the sound was more 
“accurate to what they would hear in their daily practice.” Also, the free improvis-
ers who used the BMR and Maestro Petitgirard who used the BHT perceived more 
depth in the binaural mix compared to the stereo mix.

4.2.2 Perceived realism

Across the seven comparison studies, performers expressed that binaural moni-
toring was more realistic. However, the meaning of realism varied according to the 
type of augmentation that was used in the different studies. Regarding the two AAR 
systems, realism implied that the binaural rendering of the music signal was close to 
the real auditory environment in terms of source spatialization, room acoustics, and 
timbre quality. In contrast, regarding the BMR solution that is AMR, by realism per-
formers meant that they could recreate familiar auditory situations in their mind, 
for example, to “be in the performance” and to connect with other players and their 
own instrument like in rehearsal. In the next paragraph, we illustrate these two 
meanings of realism with test observations.

When first trying the BHT, Maestro Petitgirard thought that he was only 
hearing the click track, and Soudoplatoff had to convince him that the orchestra 
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was also rendered in the headphone mix by muting the microphones for a few 
seconds. Similarly, all performers who experimented with the ABH mentioned 
that they perceived a more realistic spatial image in comparison with stereo 
monitors. Beyond the basic acknowledgment of the spatial authenticity that the 
ABH facilitated, performers commented explicitly on the efficacy of this enhanced 
acoustic realism. For instance, the pianist who performed the electroacoustic piece 
stated, “I felt myself making decisions in real-time, reacting to my own emotions 
and improvising some aspects of interpretation, whereas with the traditional head-
phones, I found my performance becoming stagnant.” As for the AMR system, since 
3D audio cues did not match the real auditory scene of the studio, realism was about 
the sound quality of recreated acoustics and the convincing spatialization of 3D 
audio cues. This led the world music performer to report that he “had the impres-
sion that the music was real around him.” Moreover, two of the free improvisers 
had the impression that their bandmembers were next to them although they were 
in separated rooms. In particular, the clarinetist said: “It recreated a second room 
where we were all present in my head.”

4.2.3 Musical expressivity and creativity

All performers who tested the BMR or the ABH stated that binaural monitor-
ing positively impacted their musical playfulness and creative process. Whereas 
performers did not expand verbally on this impact, six out of the seven who used 
the BMR only selected takes that were recorded in the binaural conditions. Also, 
we observed that the takes that were recorded by the free improvisation trio with 
binaural monitoring lasted longer, and the clarinetist reported, “musical ideas 
came faster.” Moreover, the guitarist of the jazz trio expressed being able to take 
more risks, and the world music performer reported being inspired by the bin-
aural auditory space to build his composition in the studio. In contrast, whereas 
Maestro Petitgirard perceived the BHT as very pleasing, he said that the monitoring 
condition should not have impacted his way of performing as he had drawn well-
established habits over years of conducting experience.

The free improvisers who used the BMR and all performers who used the 
ABH expressed that they performed more intimately in binaural conditions. For 
instance, the free improvisers noticed that they performed the only soft impro-
visation with many subtleties while monitoring in binaural. Similarly, the pianist 
who played an electroacoustic piece said that binaural monitoring facilitated a 
more sensitive performance. Moreover, synchronization cues were more easily 
perceived in the binaural condition. Indeed, the singer-songwriter who tested the 
ABH noted that keeping tempo was easier, and the drummer who used the BMR 
reported that there was better bass/drums cohesion in the binaural condition, 
which led to more swing.

4.2.4 Click-to-music loudness ratios

The Click-to-music-ratio (CMR)16 analyses were measured in relative Loudness 
Units (LU). These analyses across tests showed that the CMR was 4.2 LU to 17.4 LU 
lower when using the ABH compared to the stereo systems [9]. Figure 4 displays 
the CMR in LU at key performance moments of the pop-rock duo for the drummer’s 
monitoring mix with a click track (A), and at key performance timings of the elec-
troacoustic piece for the pianist’s monitoring mix with a soundtrack that included 

16 Examples of the binaural versus stereo monitoring mixes that the musicians heard are available under 
this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8c8lBCzJR-M
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a click track on the left channel (B). We observe that for the chorus of the pop-rock 
duo, the drummer monitored the click track at 17.7 LU lower than the music with 
the ABH, versus at nearly the same loudness as the music at 0.3 LU with the stereo 
headphones. While the CMR decrease was less noticeable for the pianist’s mix, we 
could observe that the ABH enabled a more dynamic headphone mix, and so a more 
expressive balance between the piano and soundtrack than the stereo headphones.

5. Discussion

5.1  What are the main challenges of using a monitoring wearable device while 
performing music?

Results from the questionnaires expand previous findings regarding the challenges 
that musicians face when performing with wearable monitoring devices [1]. In addi-
tion to being very sensitive to the sound quality of the headphone mix, performers also 
strongly value the technical quality and physical properties of the monitoring system. 
Moreover, results confirm that they develop strategies to cope with their discomfort. 
Indeed, only one out of the 21 respondents who answered the fourth question reported 
wearing headphones on both ears while performing. It should be noted that wearing 
only one earcup or half of both earcups is tiring for performers due to the asymmetry 
or layer of the auditory feedback. These findings thus reinforce the need to find moni-
toring solutions that overcome the challenges of traditional stereo headphones.

Figure 4. 
Click-to-music loudness ratios (A) in the drummer’s monitoring mix at key sections of the guitar and drums 
pop-rock duo, and (B) in the pianist’s monitoring mix at key timings of Nicole Lizée’s Hitchcock Études.
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A large number of phrasings about negative musical consequences show that 
musicians are aware of the impact of poor monitoring setups on their performance. 
In this view, instrumentalists’ comments during the case performance studies 
confirm that many do not expect to get a comfortable headphone mix in the studio 
[1] and that some of them come to the studio mentally prepared to face monitoring 
challenges. For instance, the drummer of the jazz trio explained that he usually 
expects to experience latency issues. However, while we know that monitoring 
mixes lead to different ways of performing, be the impact positive or negative 
[3], survey respondents surprisingly did not mention any positive musical conse-
quences. Similarly, we noticed a reluctance from the participants who tested the 
BMR to detail the positive effects of their preferred monitoring condition on their 
musicality. These findings indicate that musicians and sound engineers should com-
municate more about monitoring systems to transcend the status quo. Also, results 
show that improvisers conceptualize their ideal monitoring system differently than 
orchestra conductors do, which corroborates with the need for engineers to adapt 
the design of monitoring systems as well as recording and live engineering sound 
choices [27] to the esthetic and culture of the performance context.

5.2  Could binaural technologies that are adapted to specific performance 
contexts enhance musicians’ listening comfort, perception of a realistic 
auditory scene, and musical expression and creativity?

Across the seven comparison case studies, performers appreciated the listening 
comfort in binaural compared to stereo, and they expressed that the binaural rendering 
was more realistic than the stereo rendering. Nevertheless, in keeping with AMR and 
AAR definitions from the literature review [24, 26], the meaning of the realism concept 
varied depending on the augmentation type, from a convincing recreated spatial 
auditory scene in AMR to an auditory scene close to what performers heard in the real 
acoustics in AAR. This AAR realism definition was further researched by Soudoplatoff 
and Pras [7] who asked 15 sound engineers to describe how real they perceived the 
superposition of the binaural rendering of two soundscapes that were captured in the 
same room with the same microphone setup. The two soundscapes featured a jazz 
duo performance that was happening live in real time on the other side of the studio 
window, and a crowded ambiance that was recorded a few days before to give the illu-
sion of a bar soundscape. Results showed that participants perceived “scene realism and 
a well-established illusion of being in a crowd.” These outcomes call for future research 
that would assess the relevance of superposing a binauralized pre-recording of the 
synchronization cues in the venue to the music in performers’ monitoring mixes.

For all AAR and AMR case performance studies, findings highlighted that the 
binaural conditions enabled all participants to be more collectively and cognitively 
involved in their creative tasks compared with the stereo conditions. This implies 
that our AAR setups could overcome social interaction challenges when wear-
ing headphones and that an AMR setup could enhance social interaction among 
participants remotely located. Specifically, we suggest that participants were more 
immersed in performance [50] and that the free improvisers experienced a state 
of flow [63] since they performed longer takes with binaural monitoring. These 
research outcomes are important from an artistic perspective and should be made 
broadly available to musicians. Indeed, Menon noted from his studio experience as 
a rock guitarist that when controlling a personal monitoring mixer consumes more 
time than desired, musicians would rather cope with whatever they are hearing 
than to fix these issues. Therefore, we believe that greater learning around the 
impact of monitoring systems on the musicians’ ability to be immersed in perfor-
mance would motivate them to always ensure an optimized headphone mix.
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In keeping with the findings of the BBC study [45], we found that the binaural 
rendering of the main array worked well to recreate the auditory scene of the 
film-scoring orchestra. In contrast, the binaural rendering of the same array was 
problematic in the jazz symphonic ensemble situation that featured complex 
interactions of room and instrument acoustics. Here we propose three solutions 
that could have helped reduce the drum leakage and better integrate the electric 
instruments and the double bass within the auditory scene. First, the percentage 
of natural reverberation in the mix could be manipulated by changing the balance 
between the main array and the spot microphones. Second, reverberation could be 
artificially re-created by using a real-time binaural room simulator with an object-
based mixing device to wet the electric instruments and double bass, and thus 
enable their acoustic homogeneity with the rest of the auditory scene. Finally, using 
transparent glass panels could minimize the leakage of the drums while maintain-
ing visual contact and giving all band members the illusion of playing in the same 
room. Moreover, the jazz symphonic ensemble situation reminded us that flaws in 
the quality and intercommunication setup of a monitoring system can be detrimen-
tal to the performance situation, for instance by increasing performers’ stress [1], 
and/or by disempowering musicians while reinforcing the engineers’ sound control 
[4]. This negative experience demonstrates that technological adaptation to the 
music performance context requires sound engineers to consider the overall studio 
context and researchers to ensure the success of the first trial.

5.3  Could binaural headphone monitoring systems increase the click-to-music 
ratio compared to stereo headphones?

With the ABH and BMR, we observed that performers required fewer synchro-
nization cues in their headphone mix compared to the stereo conditions, due to 
enhanced binaural intelligibility and less sound masking effects [17]. The less dynamic 
nature of the stereo headphones brings musician to monitor a louder headphone mix 
overall, which is likely to damage their aural health over time [13]. Indeed, in addition 
to perceiving a more realistic spatial image, the extreme dynamic range differences 
between the click track and the music signal are enhanced by the binaural rendering, 
leading musicians to set their monitor level at a comfortable volume to enjoy the dips 
and valleys of the musical scenario. In this view, the drummer who used the ABH sys-
tem got concerned about losing his hearing when he realized how loud his click track 
was in stereo. He mentioned to Menon that he would consider purchasing a wearable 
metronome to avoid using audible click tracks at such high volumes in the future. 
Similar findings appeared with the BMR system, as the jazz musicians and free impro-
visers could hear the music cues more distinctly without forcing in binaural compared 
to stereo. In particular, the jazz drummer and guitarist asked Bauer to increase the 
bass level in their monitoring mix when switching from binaural to stereo, as they 
explained that the bass was masked by other music elements in stereo. Also, whereas 
the world music performer removed one earcup in stereo while overdubbing, as the 
headphone mix content gradually got denser, he kept both earcups on throughout 
the recording process with the binaural condition. These findings also illustrate the 
challenge of controlling the balance of headphone mixes in stereo.

One of Soudoplatoff ’s motivations in developing a binaural monitoring solution 
was that a conductor from his professional network suffered from hyperacusis and 
tinnitus due to working with loud in-ear monitors when she toured with a symphonic 
orchestra mixed with electronic music in a dozen representations over a two-week 
period. The results of our seven comparison tests with three binaural monitoring 
setups encourage us to pursue this research to improve music performers’ working 
conditions. One next step would be to focus on better integration of the click track in 
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the monitoring mix by spatializing it to allow for its externalization with an appro-
priate localization distance. We believe that this advancement would enable musi-
cians to monitor even less click track than with our BHT, BMR, ABH, and Copper 
and Martin [2]’s ATH, and thus to feel even more immersed in the performance. This 
should allow to reduce the cultural implications of the click track [14, 15]. Such an 
approach would thus treat the click track as AAR instead of AMR and would take full 
advantage of binaural unmasking capabilities.

6. Conclusion

Our research contributions that concur to show the potential of dynamic and 
static binaural monitoring solutions in enhancing performers’ immersion in creative 
cognition are threefold. First, we constructed new theoretical knowledge on musi-
cians’ experiences when performing with headphones based on a multidisciplinary 
literature review and on survey responses from professional orchestra conductors 
and music improvisers. This knowledge provides acousticians with important 
insights to develop ecologically valid experimental protocols to assess innovative 
technologies in professional music performance contexts. Second, we designed one 
AMR and two AAR binaural monitoring solutions for which we detailed how we 
adapted their augmentation type, sound capture, and mixing approaches to distinct 
music performance contexts. Sound engineers can extend and modify these solutions 
to other contexts, within and beyond music performance. Third, we explored mixed-
method approaches to assess our technologies in three different professional perfor-
mance contexts through eight case studies. These approaches combined performers’ 
feedback on their experience by comparing binaural versus stereo conditions, their 
choice of takes, and the measurement of click-to-music loudness ratios in both 
conditions. Discussed in terms of performers’ listening comfort, their perception of 
a realistic auditory scene, and their musical expression and creativity, our case study 
outcomes could be integrated into close-ended feedback questionnaire in future 
studies that aim at assessing monitoring solutions based on performers’ experience.

Because this series of studies drew out more insights into the positive influence 
of using binaural headphone monitoring for instrumentalists than for conductors, 
future comparisons between the two AAR solutions, namely BHT and ABH, will 
be pursued with professional conductors to determine which dynamic binaural 
solutions could best support their performance experience. Because our case study 
outcomes underline the positive influence of binaural monitoring over the music 
performance for instrumentalists but do not address the case of singers, further 
research will identify which binaural monitoring solution would best support 
professional singers’ performance needs. Future research will also include tests with 
more musicians of different popular music genres to find solutions in terms of beat 
spatialization, which we know can be tricky in binaural, especially for hip hop [47].

To circumvent the hesitation to acknowledge the impact of monitoring technology 
on professional performers’ musicality among practitioners, we encourage researchers 
to adopt a post-performance procedure, for instance through the analysis of perform-
ers’ take choices a few weeks after the recording session to analyze the potential 
interconnection between the experimental condition and the best musical result [62]. 
This approach calls for conducting case studies that are fully integrated into real-life 
recording sessions that last several days. Also, future studies should further examine 
music performers’ perception of acoustic realism when creating music in real-life 
situations with binaural monitoring, and how this perception depends on the cultural 
context (musical genre, ensemble’s habits) and the acoustic situation (acoustic separa-
tion or not, size of the venue, amplified instruments or not). To that end, it would be 
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interesting to compare three recording setups, such as instrumentalists being in the 
same room without headphone monitoring, instrumentalists being in the same room 
with binaural monitoring to augment their natural hearing, and instrumentalists 
being in separate rooms and hearing each other through binaural monitoring. This 
investigation could also help to refine the potential of AAR and AMR approaches from 
a practical point of view, and thus inform the design of future headphone monitoring 
systems. Furthermore, and with respect to the emerging concept of acoustic realism, 
a large longitudinal study should be conducted to identify the duration requirements 
of a training procedure with non-individualized HRTFs to reach an optimal level of 
performers’ ability to externalize binaural audio cues, as well as to appreciate the intel-
ligibility and comfort of a binaural mix. In that respect, using complex musical stimuli 
during the training procedure is advised, instead of non-ecological stimuli such as pink 
noise. At last, only few binaural music productions have been released on the market so 
far, and we hope that our research will inspire more sound engineers to explore binau-
ral mixing techniques, and the music industry to give a chance to this 3D audio format.
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